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Introduction: the tales destruction tells1
Élisabeth Anstett & Jean-Marc Dreyfus

The twentieth century was the century of mass violence and genocide. The size, diversity, and systematic character of the massacres,
but also the inscription of killings in murderous ideologies and
the use of new techniques for the systematic eradication of human
groups, mark a new way of conceiving, justifying, and perpetrating
crime. The role of states, as the totalitarian regimes formally
defined by Hannah Arendt as well as ‘traditional’ dictatorships,
was also a prominent feature of this century.2 Forms of mass
violence certainly differed, and continue to differ, widely from one
country to another, from one system to another, from one continent
to another; nevertheless, this ‘age of extremes’, in the words of
historian Eric Hobsbawm,3 has seen an outburst of violence that
has produced, as its logical consequence, mass death, ideological
mass death, and therefore millions of corpses.
It may seem a truism, since this aspect of human destiny is
shared universally, that every human body ends marked by rigor
mortis before the decomposition of the flesh, and then of the
bones, as a result of a combination of biological and chemical
processes influenced by a wide variety of factors, such as climatic
conditions, the nature of the ambient environment, or human
intervention.4 Of course, the countless cultures and religions, small
or great, have always treated bodies according to special rituals, the
product of socio-cultural contexts but also of continual historical
developments. One might even say that social anthropology, as a
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field of knowledge, was partially constituted around the study of
funerary rituals and the social logics of their perpetuation.5 However, despite mass violence and genocide increasingly appearing
as structural elements of the legacy of the twentieth century, and
despite research in the fields of Holocaust studies and genocide
studies developing rapidly, the dead body seems to elude the
attention of researchers, whether historians, anthropologists, or
lawyers. Very few of them have taken an interest in what became
of the millions of corpses produced by mass crimes or have asked
by whom, how, and why these dead bodies were – or were not –
handled.
To place the body, or rather the bodies, back at the centre of the
attention of researchers working on extreme violence is the principal goal of a large-scale research programme that we launched
in February 2012 (www.corpsesofmassviolence.eu) and which received a starting grant from the European Research Council. This
volume is the result of the first annual conference of our academic
programme,6 which was held at the École des Hautes Études en
Sciences Sociales in Paris, 12–14 September 2012. It presents
original research, including a synthesis of the main results of a
multidisciplinary study focusing on the first phase we have defined,
relating to the treatment of bodies immediately after death. Its
purpose is to consider the fate of the body in its diversity, at the
time of the murder or just thereafter, against the tendency, too often
observed in studies on mass violence, to remove the dead body
from the scrutiny of research.
To accomplish this we built on a previous conference dealing
with the central methodological aspects of the research. It is to
be published in the same book series with Manchester University
Press, titled Human Remains and Mass Violence: Methodological
Approaches.7 Bearing this in mind, we attempt here to compare areas
that may, prima facie, appear very different, both in their historical
context and in the forms and extents of the persecutions and
massacres concerned. Indeed, how can we compare the treatment
of the corpses of the 6 million Jews murdered in the Holocaust with
the disappeared persons of the Argentine dictatorship in 1976, of
whom fewer than 10,000 have been identified by name and fewer
than 1,000 of their bodies found? This is the very aim of our work –
to attend exclusively to the means deployed to handle the bodies,
their intrinsic logics, and their purposes – which allows us to
draw these comparisons in order to understand the production of
extreme violence, while bearing in mind, of course, the enormous
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differences between, in that example, genocide on a continental
scale and what was a cruel police repression, albeit politically
motivated and very effectively organized.
This theme of the first phase of research, limited to the period
during which the executioners dispose of the bodies (see below on
the question of temporality), will continue through to the phases
of our project concerned with the search for and identification
of bodies and then with ‘reconciliation’, that is, political, social,
or religious strategies aimed at inscribing the recovered bodies
or human remains at the centre – or on the margin – of pacified
societies.
What, then, have been the specific objectives of our initial
research? What do we think we have shown and what have we
revealed by this focus on the mass destruction of corpses? One of
our initial questions concerned whether the treatment of corpses
resulting from acts of mass violence (which we already know takes a
variety of forms) proceeded from the same ideology of destruction
that led to the murder itself. It was thus first a matter of describing
the political and symbolic economy that motivates and structures
the treatment of the dead, and second a matter of placing it within
a more general economy of the production of mass death. Thus if, in
the eyes of their executioners, Jews killed in the Holocaust should
disappear not only from Europe but even from European history,
then a perfect cremation of the corpses, erasing the last trace of the
lives destroyed, was required.
Many questions were raised immediately, while others have
arisen from the papers presented at the 2012 conference and fed
the exchanges that followed: How, by whom, and when were these
bodies treated? Was this done at the time of killing or afterwards,
by the perpetrators themselves or by other entities? What were
the technical methods used? While technology has sometimes
played a part in the process of annihilation, this has not always, or
everywhere, been the case, as the Rwandan genocide demonstrates.
The industrialization of the destruction process can even be seen
as an exception. The different ways in which bodies have been
destroyed also raise the question of what happens to human
remains. Bones, skulls, hair, and skin are sometimes put on display,
as in Buchenwald or during the great famine in China, or simply
left out in the open air, as was sometimes the case in post-Soviet
Russia or in Cambodia.8 Exhibited, they can be made to serve as
a political message of ultra-violence, as in Guatemala in the 1980s
and in Eastern Europe during the Second World War (see chapter 3,
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by McConnell). Bodies have also been reused, as resources, giving
death and the dead an ultimately utilitarian purpose. Hair was
collected at Auschwitz II – Birkenau, and gold teeth at Treblinka.9
Sometimes bodies have reappeared, without the knowledge of the
murderers. This was the case with many of the bodies of victims
of the Chinese Cultural Revolution that drifted to Hong Kong.10
What different kinds of status are therefore conferred upon these
remains? What uses are made of them? What do these practices of
destruction tell us about the societies affected by mass violence?
That first conference focused on ‘destruction’. While it has fallen
to historians to document the precise historical and geographical
contexts within which different methods of destruction have been
employed and to examine their respective implications, legal scholars
have concentrated on the charges relating to the destruction of
bodies – and the legal status of the bodies themselves – with respect
to both international criminal law and national legal systems. They
also investigate the role played by corpses in the legal prosecution
of perpetrators of mass violence, that is, as evidence of a crime; and
when corpses are absent, legal issues arise regarding the status of
the dead. Anthropologists, for their part, have addressed not only
the question of how the destruction of bodies is integrated into the
symbolic and social space of the societies in question, but also that
of the hierarchies present among these corpses and of the dead
more generally. Anthropological studies of blood and body parts
are of immense value for an understanding of the role of societies
in the process of collective destruction.
We have come to understand that it is possible to distinguish
three distinct categories in the treatment of corpses in the
initial phase. It can indeed be a matter of ‘disposal’, that is, an
abandonment of the body, either at the massacre site, which in itself
can be highly significant, or at another location. One of the most
striking examples is the killing fields of the Cambodian genocide,
the rice fields that served as places of execution, where the vast
majority of the 2 million bodies of the victims of the Khmer Rouge
were abandoned. The second category of treatment of the body is
‘concealment’, which can also take several forms, from an enforced
disappearance under the seal of secrecy to a publicly orchestrated
confiscation. The corpse is then removed from society, hidden, and
sometimes buried, but not always; it can also be thrown into wells,
caves, or lakes. It is therefore sometimes previously dismantled, cut
into pieces to prevent its discovery, implicitly posing the question
of the transportation of bodies and body parts. And the third
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category of treatment of bodies arises directly from the process
of destruction itself: usually by incineration, as in the seminal
examples of the Nazi concentration and death camps and the
Soviet case, but also sometimes using corrosive chemicals, as in the
Argentine and Uruguayan cases.11
These complex and multidimensional questions then allowed us
to identify three avenues of study that have structured this work.
The first concerns the agents of the treatment of the dead bodies.
Who were they? How were they chosen? Were they the killers
themselves or, rather, assistants? What uniforms did they wear:
those of soldiers, police, or doctors? Can we observe, at least in
some cases, a division of labour or a sharing of tasks leading to the
production of social hierarchies and distinct criminal careers? It
is within this first framework that the chapters comprising part I
of the volume, ‘Actors’, fall: Max Bergholz’s analysis of the role of
the various agents of the mass violence committed in Bosnia in the
1940s, whose long and fatal posterity is well known (chapter 1), Elissa
Mailänder’s study of Erich Muhsfeldt, crematorium director of the
concentration and extermination camps at Majdanek (chapter 2),
and Michael McConnell’s study of the agents of Nazi atrocities in
Eastern Europe and their representations of violence (chapter 3).
A second avenue concerns the procedures for handling bodies.
In association with lethal expertise and techniques, it is crucial
to take this aspect of the production of death into account. This
is a matter of examining the techniques and technologies used to
treat the dead body, and to question both in the context of their
production as well as their transmission and circulation from
one massacre site to another, or even from one criminal sphere
to another. How did the perpetrators handle corpses numbering
in the tens, the hundreds, or sometimes hundreds of thousands?
Can we observe phases of learning, of improving procedures for
handling bodies? Part II of the volume, ‘Practices’, comprises the
contributions of Raymond Kévorkian (chapter 4), who shows the
extent and variety of the means used to make the bodies of the
victims of the Armenian genocide disappear, Robert Jan van Pelt
(chapter 5), who analyses the sources that shaped the conception
of the Nazi crematoria, and Mario Ranalletti (chapter 6), who
reconstructs the logics that came to legitimize the production of
political violence in Argentina through a typology of the treatments
inflicted on the bodies of the disappeared.
Our third avenue of study, finally, concerns the issues that arise
in the differences between the ways in which corpses are handled.
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Why are the bodies of the victims each time the subject of a singular
treatment, and for what purpose? How do the three categories of
disposal, concealment, and destruction come to resonate with one
another? When we study the ideological, identitarian, political, or
religious aspects associated with the confiscation, annihilation, or
exhibition of bodies, do we not see a blurring of the distinctions
between these categories, an overrunning of the boundaries
between them, and the revelation of more complex logics? This
third context is the subject of part III, ‘Logics’, in which we place
Chowra Makaremi’s contribution showing that the treatment of
the bodies of Iranian dissidents forms part of the logic of building
a revolutionary state (chapter 7), Nicky Rousseau’s contribution
highlighting of the properly political aspects of the breaking
up of the body in apartheid South Africa (chapter 8), and Rémi
Korman’s nuanced reconstruction of the ideological and symbolic
foundations of the massacre of victims in Rwanda, and particularly
of the dismemberment of their bodies (chapter 9).
It is already possible to suggest that some research hypotheses
have been confirmed. This is true of the link between the ideology
that led to the mass murder and the modality of the treatment of
corpses, which can be seen perfectly clearly in the cases of Rwanda,
Argentina, South Africa, Iran, and Armenia, as well as in that
of the Holocaust. Certainly, looking at the case studies in this
volume, we can say that human ingenuity has no limits when it
comes to defiling, dismembering, concealing, or destroying a body,
to instrumentalizing and exploiting it. But the various outrages
perpetrated upon the corpses do not constitute a simple outburst
of sadism: they are thoroughly engaged with the ideological engine
that has set in motion the destruction of lives, as demonstrated in
most of the chapters. Let us merely note here the ‘renaturalization’
of the corpses, their return, in a denial of the religious ritual of the
group to which they belong, to nature, caves, deserts, fields, natural
pits. Physical geography is important, as is the landscape and the
use made of rivers or mountainous areas, as we can see from the
cases of Armenia, Argentina, and Bosnia with its karst caves, its
crevices, its chasms, but also its peaks. Of crucial importance here
is the contribution of anthropology, which can read the signs of fire
(note that the human body is cooked by means of devices – ovens or
grills – which are also used for the ordinary consumption of food, in
a striking parallel with cannibalistic rituals of consumption), water
(note that the corpses have been dumped in the sea, in lakes, rivers,
or streams, such as the disappeared in the Argentine dictatorship,
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thrown from aircraft into the Rio de La Plata, which offered one
of the most effective and easily accessible spaces for symbolic
purification and cleansing), and earth, as seen in the disposal of the
corpses of the Armenian genocide.
Another achievement of our research programme lies in recognizing the importance of temporality in the treatment of the body.
While most of the treatment and mistreatment suffered by corpses
is carried out immediately after the murder – as was the case in the
cremation of corpses at Auschwitz or Majdanek, or the desecrations
perpetrated in Rwanda – it can also take place a number of days
later, as in the case of Bosnia analysed by Max Bergholz, or even
many years afterwards, as in the famous case of Operation 1005.12
Usually, the killers or their proxies have to conceal or destroy the
corpses, as they are tangible evidence of past violence and potential
proof in the event of an investigation. This delayed treatment of the
body reveals that the victims and their murderers are engaged in
a long-term relationship that prompts us, in part, to consider the
violence not as an event but as a long, diachronic process, of which
death and the treatment of the body are distinct but intrinsically
linked steps. This long-term linkage also leads us to enquire more
systematically into what the treatment of the body reveals about
the killers’ consciousness of participating in a criminal enterprise.
It seems important to conclude by looking at the utility of the
concept of biopower for the study of mass corpses. The theory, as
taken up and transformed by Michel Foucault, is often cited in
studies of mass violence and genocide.13 Placing the body at the
centre of issues of control of the modern state, this theory seems
attractive for the study of mass corpses a priori. But Foucault
himself has written little – if at all – about mass murder, and
instead refers much more broadly to policies of segregation and
confinement. And the limits of this theory have to be stated.14 We
agree with Enzo Traverso’s recent analysis, which emphasizes that
while we may concede that Foucault’s theory of pastoral power
helps us to understand the Nazi vision of the people’s community
(Volksgemeinschaft), for example, it must also be admitted that the
theory of biopower ‘does not provide the key to understanding the
Holocaust’, as it is true that Foucault is not concerned with genocidal configurations.15 We therefore lack a theoretical approach that
takes into account the intentionally criminal nature of projects of
mass destruction that would explain why victims’ bodies remain
for so long (well beyond their death, and sometimes as part of
denialist strategies) an instrument in the murderers’ hands. One
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of the key contributions of our research may, then, be to highlight
the systematic exploitation of victims’ bodies by their executioners
in the extremely diverse configurations of mass crime and
extermination that were the Armenian or Rwandan genocides,
the Holocaust, or the Argentine, South African, or Iranian dictatorships, and thereby to reveal the heuristic dimensions of the
study of the fate of the dead and the afterlife of corpses.
Highlighting the scale and complexity of this instrumentalization allows us to show the highly globalized processes through
which criminal methods are transmitted, including both the
circu lation of knowledge (as is the case with the doctrine of
counter-insurgency warfare, the effects of which we can trace from
Indochina and Algeria, where it was forged by the French military,
to South America’s Plan Condor and South Africa’s apartheid) and
the transfer of technologies and ‘know-how’. The latter include for
example the crematoria of the German engineering company Topf
& Söhne, of which the first version designed to work day and night
was delivered to the NKVD (the People’s Commissariat for Internal
Affairs) in Moscow in 1926, before the development of the ovens
commissioned for Auschwitz-Birkenau in 1943,16 or the death
flights developed in the Bay of Algiers during the Algerian War of
Independence and adopted by the Argentine military during the
dictatorship as one of the safest ways to dispose of the bodies of
political opponents.
In light of the complexity of the process of producing mass
death, the concepts of hygienic biopolitics and the immunization
of the body politic, as defined by Robert Esposito, may be of more
help than the simple notion of biopolitics on its own.17 These
notions are indeed relevant in their illumination of the Rwandan
or Argentine case, as well as of the anti-partisan war during the
Second World War in the European East. Here, Nazi officials
were reprimanded because their execution of murder was both
unsanitary and inefficient (i.e. it did not sweep up all the witnesses),
their practices becoming explicitly a question of the sanitization of
battle fields and beyond, as well as of society as a whole. But this
hygienic dimension of biopolitics also enlightens the Armenian
genocide, where, by disposing of corpses, the perpetrators intended
not so much to conceal their crimes as to purge the new state of any
‘foreign’ material in a properly organicist sense.
This analysis of what is politically at stake in the treatment of
corpses could thus be expanded to the entire destruction process
from a necropolitical perspective, as defined by Giorgio Agamben.
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More than an echo of Remnants of Auschwitz 18 can thus be found in
the present volume, informing for example the treatment of dying
victims at the hands of the South African police forces during
apar theid, and enticing us to draw comparisons to the way South
American juntas dealt with the corpses of the desaparecidos, the
disappeared.
However, these well researched theories on bodies and power
do not exhaust the issues raised by the treatment of corpses
themselves. Properly anthropological approaches to notions such
as purity, dirtiness, cleanliness, or pollution, in their relation to
collective representations of danger as described, among others,
by Mary Douglas, may in these cases open an even wider scope
of analysis.19 Practices of sorting bodies, or of specifically treating
corpses, body parts, and human remains, thus appear in most of the
cases presented in our volume. These ways of dealing with issues of
purity and danger, while producing mass crime, reveal astonishing
and strong symbolic oppositions, with structuralist resonances to
these sorting practices. Thus, in post-revolutionary Iran, religious
and ideological discriminations have been enacted in the treatment
of corpses of political opponents and their burial, in contexts in
which the state and its death apparatus bring forth differences
between the undeserving ‘dangerous others’. Traditional Muslim
Shiite funerary rituals have therefore been not only performed
and transformed in these situations, but also inversed in order to
desacralize these bodies.
Moreover, all the cases analysed in this volume illustrate the
emergences of rituals – among them bureaucratic practices – and
specific norms of social behaviour elaborated for facilitating and
legitimizing the destruction of the other. Some can be understood
as a direct reinforcement of state identity which questions whether
the treatment of corpses should mirror nationalism and even
community, nation, or empire building. And if all the contributions
ultimately show the extent to which the treatments of corpses are
indeed political, this is demonstrated not only at the macro level
of empire building, which has already been demonstrated by
genocide scholars such as Mark Levene,20 but also at a regional or
even local level. This extends to the pursuit of controlling space,
not necessarily aimed at territorial expansion, as well as, on a
more intimate level, embodying a relation of domination between
murderers and their victims. In the end, given the apparent links
among the actors, methods, and stakes underlying the production
of mass death, it is a complex and interconnected understanding
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of the political dimensions in the production of extreme violence
that we must now adopt, while taking into account the irreducible
singularity of each event of mass atrocity, and of the fate of each
victim.
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Part I: Actors

1

‘As if nothing ever happened’:
massacres, missing corpses,
and silence in a Bosnian community
Max Bergholz

This chapter is based on a book-length study, currently in progress,
on the dynamics of mass violence in a Bosnian community in
1941 and the post-conflict silence that emerged about some of the
killings after 1945. Here, I deal with two subjects that are relevant
to the ‘Corpses of Mass Violence and Genocide’ project: first, the
concrete methods of mass killing that various groups in this region
employed, and specifically the symbolism and ramifications of how
they treated the bodies of their victims; second, how these methods
of killing, and treatment of victims and corpses, helped to create
conditions for a post-war silence, in particular about the Muslim
civilian war victims.1 The main argument is that a micro-level
analysis of the dynamics of local violence reveals a causal relationship between the encounters with corpses of victims and survivors
of violence, and the triggering of further killings, whose scale
and ferocity rapidly increased. This research suggests a new way
in which scholars of mass violence can productively build on the
insights of recent influential work on political violence, which has
highlighted the importance of the local dimensions of that violence,
and especially their frequent disjuncture with those of the ‘master
cleavage’ of a conflict.2 The discussion that follows shows that
one fruitful path forward is to pay increased attention to a largely
understudied dynamic of mass violence, particularly in times of
civil war, which is largely discernable only at the micro level: the
relationship between the warring factions’ experience with corpses,
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particularly those of their relatives, neighbours, and fellow fighters,
and the ebb and flow of mass killing.
The community in question lived in the Kulen Vakuf region of
north-western Bosnia, approximately 50 km from the city of Bihać.
On the eve of the Second World War, the municipality of Kulen
Vakuf comprised a section of the Una River valley and its surrounding hills. In the valley were Muslim villages and the town of Kulen
Vakuf. Its population was nearly entirely Muslim, while in the surrounding hills were many Serbian and a few Croatian villages.3
The community’s pre-war history, though not without conflict, due
in part to the agrarian question, which pitted Muslim landlords
against their predominately Orthodox Christian tenants, reveals
a long-term history of inter-communal peace and manageable
discord. Prior to the Second World War, serious inter-communal
violence had occurred only once in the region, during the peasant
uprising of 1875–78.4 During the 1920s and 1930s, the population
generally divided along religious and national lines when it came
to politics.5 Yet most people were friendly with one another, in
the host of venues that made up their everyday existence, such as
the weekly Thursday market in Kulen Vakuf, and soccer matches,
during which Muslim and Serb men played on the same teams.6
This changed with the German invasion of the Kingdom of
Yugoslavia on 6 April 1941. The region was incorporated into the
newly established Independent State of Croatia (Nezavisna Država
Hrvatska, or NDH), whose fascist leadership, known as the Ustašas,
was committed to creating a state exclusively for Croats. As for the
many Muslims who found themselves citizens of the new state, the
Ustašas considered them to be Croats of the Islamic faith. Aside
from Jews and Roma, the main population who stood in the way
of the Ustašas’ vision of an ethnically pure Croatian state was the
Serb Orthodox community, which comprised nearly one-third of
the population.7
Archival documents indicate that at least fifty-one local men
joined the Ustašas in the Kulen Vakuf region, of whom thirtytwo were Muslim and nineteen Croat. These men constituted less
than 1 per cent of the region’s population of Croats and Muslims.
While it is difficult to determine what exactly led each of these
men to join, the evidence suggests that most were from relatively
poor families and thus they appear to have been attracted to the
Ustašas out of a desire to quickly attain material wealth, and in
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some cases to settle personal scores with pre-war enemies among
the Serb Orthodox population.8 Only a handful, such as the local
Croat Miroslav Matijević, who owned a tavern in Kulen Vakuf,
appeared to have had connections to the Ustaša movement prior to
the German invasion.9
Initially, the leadership of the NDH considered a number of
potential policies to deal with the large Serb minority, such as
rapidly converting a sizeable part of the Serb population (aside from
its educated elite) to Catholicism, to make them ‘Croat’.10 It also
sought to quickly expel large numbers of Serbs outside the borders
of the state to Serbia, where the German army was ruling with a
local collaborationist government. But the policy of transferring
the Serb minority east proved difficult to realize in the context of
the broader war. With the German army preparing for the invasion
of the Soviet Union, it was not possible in the early summer of 1941
to devote sizeable resources to the deportation of nearly 2 million
people considered to be Serbs. The NDH authorities were simply
not equipped for the rapid transfer of so many people, nor were
their counterparts in Serbia in a position to receive them, and the
German army had more important priorities, given their mobilization to attack the Soviet Union.11 The regional NDH authorities did
attempt during late June and early July 1941 to transfer the Serb (as
well as Jewish) population out of north-west Bosnia. Most notably,
on 14 June they emptied the city of Bihać of those they considered
to be members of these groups.12 But it was much more difficult to
implement the resettlement policy among the large number of Serb
villages throughout the region. The NDH authorities thus looked
to the heartland of their new state, which included north-western
Bosnia, where the Kulen Vakuf region was located, and saw large
numbers of Serbs whom they considered a threat. And so, by mid
to late June, the regional NDH authorities in north-western Bosnia
made the decision to use mass violence to physically eliminate part
of the Serb population and to induce the rest to flee.13
Because they lacked strong popular support among the non-Serb
population for committing mass violence against their Serb neighbours, the local Ustašas in the Kulen Vakuf region decided to carry
out the bulk of the mass killing of Serbs at a pit about 10 km west
of Kulen Vakuf, not far from the Croatian village of Boričevac. This
way, they hoped that no one in the town would know where the
killings were taking place, and no one would be able to discover the
bodies. It appears that this strategy was designed to avoid alarming
the non-Serb population, while sowing fear and uncertainty among
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the Serbs who remained in their villages, and inducing them to flee
the region. In addition to ‘Croatianizing’ the region, which was the
most important objective for the regional and national political
elites, the attacks on Serbs, and the hoped-for emptying of their
towns and villages, was appealing to some local leaders and most
Ustaša foot soldiers, who seem to have been more concerned with
plundering Serb property. Beginning in late June 1941, the local
Ustašas went to the Serb villages, arrested the most influential
men, demanded money from them, and then murdered many with
a gunshot to the head, and dropped their bodies in the pit. The
Ustašas had reason to fear a popular backlash from local Muslims
and Croats who opposed these killings. There were many instances
between June and August 1941 of Croats and Muslims warning
their Serb neighbours that the Ustašas were going to attack them.
In doing so, they saved many lives.14
The Ustašas were unable to carry out all the killings at the pit,
and ended up murdering a number of Serbs near the local Orthodox
Church in the town of Kulen Vakuf, as well as near the town’s
primary school. They carried out these killings by cutting the
throats of the victims, and they buried the bodies in shallow graves
and ditches. They also killed large numbers of Serbs, not only men
but also women and children, in a number of villages in the wider
region, such as Doljani, Osredci, Bubanj, Nebljusi, and Suvaja. These
killings often wiped out entire extended families, such as the Keča
clan of Suvaja, of which the local Ustašas murdered 45 members on
1 July 1941, along with 116 of their neighbours. If the Ustašas did
not manage to throw the bodies into pits, then they tended to bury
them in shallow mass graves.15 In other cases, they left the corpses
in the open. ‘The bodies of men, women, and children killed on 2–3
July were laying everywhere’, as one Ustaša described what he saw
in a village in the region, ‘which made for a terrible stench. Pigs and
dogs were chewing on the corpses.’16 This created an atmosphere of
‘infectious fear’ among the remaining Serb population, who immediately fled into the nearby forests.17
The differing treatment of the corpses seems to have been
dependent in large part on the ethnic composition of the population where the killings took place. In mixed regions, such as the
immediate vicinity of Kulen Vakuf, the Ustašas tended to lead their
victims away from the non-Serb population, many of whom did not
support violence against their Serb neighbours, in order to kill them
and then drop their bodies into pits, where they disappeared from
view. Killing and disposing of the corpses in this way appear to
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have been employed to avoid destabilizing the non-Serb population
and provoking resistance. In regions where Serbs made up most or
all of the population, by contrast, the Ustašas seem to have been
much more willing to leave the mutilated and decomposing corpses
in the open, so as to terrify the remaining Serb population, and, it
was hoped, to induce them to flee, thus ‘cleansing the terrain’.
After such massacres, local NDH military personnel wrote
reports to their superiors in Zagreb, noting that sometimes survivors would return to their villages after the mass killings – which
they euphemistically referred to as ‘cleansings’ – only to discover
horrific scenes with bodies. ‘This has created fear among the people,
as well as indignation, all of which makes any kind of reconciliation
[between the Serb and non-Serb population] unthinkable.’18 One
can only imagine the experience of finding the murdered bodies of
parents and siblings, with limbs being chewed off by livestock and
dogs. For one local man, who as a ten-year-old endured finding the
bodies of his mother and younger brother in this condition after a
massacre in July 1941, it was simply ‘the greatest tragedy that could
happen to a person’.19 NDH military analysts noted the dramatic
results of these ‘Ustaša cleansing actions’ on inter-communal
relations: ‘It is difficult to conceive of collective life of the Croat–
Muslim part of the population with the Serb part. The chasm that
now exists is too big.’20 Thus, in a matter of weeks, the violence of
the local Ustašas shattered the long-term, inter-communal bonds
of friendship and neighbourliness that had existed for many in the
region. They accomplished this by brutally murdering at least 600
Serbs in the Kulen Vakuf region between late June and late July
1941. The first victims were mostly men, and especially merchants,
village elders, heads of households, priests, and others of influence,
but later waves of killing included many women and children.21
The mass killings of Serbs caused the Serb survivors to organize
an insurgency at the end of July 1941. Shortly thereafter, the Communist Party issued a call for an uprising. The local guerrilla
fighters, who referred to themselves for the most part as ‘insurgents’
(ustanici), immediately overran at least four villages and towns,
killed several Ustašas and other NDH police and military personnel, burned their commands to the ground, and captured their
weapons and ammunition.22 They attacked more villages during
the last few days of July, with varying degrees of success.23 However,
the handful of Serb communists in the Kulen Vakuf region encountered difficulties trying to organize the peasant insurgents into
a unified guerrilla army. Their numbers were exceptionally small
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and they lacked the necessary authority that other prominent local
Serbs had, such as former gendarmes and military officers. None of
these incipient insurgent units in the region had Communist Party
organizations during the summer of 1941.24
Another point of tension was the issue of collaborating with
Muslims and Croats. The communists hoped that fighters of all
nationalities would join the uprising and fight together for the
liberation of the country and socialist revolution. But for many of
the Serb insurgents, their Muslim and Croat neighbours, only a
small number of whom had joined the Ustašas, had now become
their main collective enemy. Many of the Serb survivors of the
massacres that the Ustašas committed suddenly viewed all Muslims
and Croats as Ustašas, which instilled in them an intense desire to
exact blood vengeance on their non-Serb neighbours.25 Encounters
between local Serbs and Croats during and after Ustaša attacks in
the region earlier in July attest to these sentiments. In the village of
Bubanj, where Ustašas, among whom were several Muslims from
Kulen Vakuf, had murdered at least 150 Serbs on 3 July, local Croat
villagers remembered hearing from surviving Serbs: ‘You Croats are
now filling bottomless pits [bezdanke] with us, but when our time
comes we will do the same with you’.26 This pledge to take revenge
became real during attacks on a number of Croatian villages in
late July and early August 1941, when Serb insurgents burned the
villages and massacred all Croats, including women and children.27
The massacres vividly revealed how little control the small number
of communists had over the revenge-seeking peasant fighters. As
one insurgent remembered after the attack on the village of Vrtoče:
‘Hatred toward the Ustašas and the desire to take revenge on them
for the relatives and friends [of the insurgents] they had killed
dominated during the attack.’28
During these killings the Serb insurgents treated their victims
and their corpses in ways that deserve closer examination in
order to better understand what fuelled the intensity of violence
in the region, and shaped its dynamics. In some cases they sought
to physically obliterate the Croat community, as in the village of
Brotnja, where, at the end of July, they rounded up nearly the entire
Croat population, who all happened to be of the Ivezić family, and
proceeded to throw them one at a time, while still alive, to their
deaths in a deep vertical cave.29 But often they tortured their victims
before finally killing them, such as a local Catholic priest in the
village Krnjeuša, whose nose and ears they cut off, and whose eyes
they poked out. They then locked him and others inside a Catholic
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church and set it on fire, which finally killed all of them. In order
to take revenge, the insurgents sought out the relatives of Ustašas
who had killed Serbs, and in some cases made a point of mutilating
the bodies in ways that would sow fear and anger. In one case, they
captured the father of Miroslav Matijević, the local Ustaša leader
in Kulen Vakuf who had been the main organizer of the violence
against the Serb community in the region earlier in the summer.
They cut off his head. They then placed it on top of a stick that they
carried around the village of Vrtoče while killing others, including
his wife, and at least eight further members of his family.30
The symbolic meaning of placing the head of Matijević’s father
on the stick can be better understood if one situates the act within
the context of the history of violent practices in the region. The
Ottoman authorities, as well as the local kapetani (Muslim
military commanders who were in charge of the fortifications
along the Ottoman–Habsburg military border) in the Kulen Vakuf
region, used such techniques on those whom they considered to
be enemies, including both Christians and Muslims. This was not
merely a way of executing an enemy and taking revenge; it also was
a form of communication with the rest of the population, designed
to transmit fear, to clearly show who was in control, and to publicly
demonstrate that the enemy had been killed in a shameful and
humiliating way. Beheading had been standard practice in the
Kulen Vakuf region at least through the first third of the nineteenth
century. The head was placed on a stick and then positioned on
or near the site of an Ottoman military fortification to look like
a gravestone, which would be visible to all local villagers. Being
executed in this way, and having one’s head displayed on a stick,
was considered to be a disgrace.31 Based on the nearly identical
style of execution of Matijević’s father in early August 1941, and
the subsequent placing of his head on a stick, it seems as though
the insurgents preserved the memory of these Ottoman-era practices and employed them to take revenge on their neighbours and
humiliate them. As for the rest of the Croats whom the insurgents
killed in the village of Vrtoče, they made a point of killing most by
cutting their throats in the same way they would slaughter their
livestock, as most of these Serb insurgents were peasants who made
their livelihoods from animal husbandry. This method may have
been simply rooted in the lack of ammunition among the Serb insurgents; but it may also have been a way of reducing their victims
in death to the level of animals, which could be seen as a further
humiliation.32
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What these killings and mutilations demonstrated was a complex
mixture of discriminate and indiscriminate violence, to use the
distinction of the political scientist Stathis Kalyvas.33 On the one
hand, the insurgents chose very specific targets, such as the local
Catholic priest and the father of the local Ustaša leader, whom they
viewed as intimately connected to the Ustašas and the local Croat
community. They made a point of killing and mutilating each in
very horrific and public ways, which communicated a sense of fear
and humiliation, as well as disgracing their enemies. On the other
hand, these discriminate acts of violence seemed to set the stage
for what quickly became mass indiscriminate killings, in which
the insurgents sought out their victims less because of their perceived connection to the Ustašas, and more because of whom they
understood their victims to be (i.e., Croats). Ultimately, it appeared
that both approaches to the killing led towards the same objective:
exacting blood vengeance on the entire local Croat community for
the killings the Ustašas had carried out during the previous weeks.
Unlike the Ustašas, who often tried to throw the bodies of
their victims into pits or to bury them in mass graves so as to hide
the evidence of their killings, the Serb insurgents tended to leave
the bodies of their Croat victims in plain view so that, it seems,
those who later found them would be horrified by the blood vengeance that the Serb insurgents had taken. And this was exactly
what happened. Archival documents from the NDH military
indicate that those who found these mutilated bodies of Croats
were enraged. When a regiment of Domobrani (i.e., the ‘Home
Guards’, the official army units of the NDH) made their way into
the destroyed village of Krnjeuša a few days after the insurgents
had tortured and murdered all of its Croat inhabitants who did not
flee, they were aghast at the sights of mutilated and burned bodies.
‘No one could remain indifferent to the horrible sight. The soldiers
could barely contain themselves from going out and killing every
Serb.’34 But this kind of experience did not just bring about a desire
to kill; it also compelled at least some to go out and murder more
Serbs.35 After learning that Serb insurgents had decapitated his
father, Miroslav Matijević went immediately to the primary school
in Kulen Vakuf, where a number of Serb prisoners were being held.
With two other Ustašas he took nineteen of them to the Serbian
Orthodox Church in Kulen Vakuf and proceeded to butcher
them inside it, as an act of revenge.36 This part of the violence was
symbolic, as the church was not only a place of worship but also the
main repository of the community’s history and identity. So the
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specific methods of killing and the treatment of corpses in what
was now a civil war had the result of ratcheting up the intensity
of the mass violence, most especially through revenge killings that
were carried out in ways intended to be both physically and symbolically destructive.
The radicalizing effects of finding bodies of victims, as well as
interacting with injured survivors of massacres, swung in the other
direction as well. In early August 1941 Serb insurgents overran the
Croatian village of Boričevac, near the pit where the local Ustašas
had murdered hundreds of Serbs from the Kulen Vakuf region.
Around the entrance of the pit they found several severed heads
with the eyes poked out, as well as other body parts, and pools of
semi-dried blood.37 Then they yelled down into the pit to see if
anyone was alive. After a few moments voices called for help, and
the insurgents pulled out two men who had been in the pit, in the
midst of a large number of corpses, for several days and nights. One
had been shot in the head, but had managed to survive, while the
other had jumped in on his own after watching Matijević kill his
son, two brothers, and three uncles.38 Several insurgents later noted
that the experience of finding these survivors and listening to their
stories about how Serbs had been killed at the pit instilled in them
a desire for revenge that was ‘all consuming’.39 At the same time,
seeing the pits that the Ustašas had used may have given some insurgents an idea as to how such deep vertical caves could be used
in the future, for the purpose of taking this revenge. Again, the
encounter between those committing violence with the bodies of
victims, as well as with survivors, had the effect of intensifying the
desire to commit more violence.
The desire for revenge among many insurgents only intensified when the fighters left the area immediately around Boričevac
and came across the destroyed houses of Serb peasants near the
village of Kalati, which the local Ustašas had recently ransacked
and burned after they had fled from Boričevac. Under the summer
sun, the decomposing corpses of massacred women, children, and
elderly lay inside the burned houses, and strewn throughout the
yards and gardens.40 The methods of torture and mutilation prior
to killing were clear to see on the corpses: the bodies of women
and girls showed signs of their having been raped prior to killing;
murdered children were missing eyes, while others had been
stabbed with pitchforks and leaned up against fences and walls
around houses; the Ustašas had apparently impaled some victims
on sticks while they were still alive, and let them suffer excruciating
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deaths.41 As one insurgent later wrote: ‘What we saw there was very
difficult for us, and we could barely wait to find the Ustašas’.42 But
no Ustašas remained in the immediate vicinity to take revenge
on, as they had already fled to Kulen Vakuf when the insurgents
attacked, taking the entire local Croat population with them. Many
of the Serb fighters then laid waste to what the Ustašas left behind.
They returned to the empty Croatian village of Boričevac and set
every building on fire, including the Catholic Church. The whole
village burned to the ground within an hour.43 So once again, it was
the encounter between those committing violence with the bodies
of victims, as well as with survivors, that had the effect of fuelling
the desire to commit more violence.
During late August 1941, in the aftermath of these massacres
in the Croatian villages in the region, the local NDH authorities
realized that they would not be able to hold their position in the
town of Kulen Vakuf, as well as defend the local Muslim population in the vicinity, if the insurgents launched an attack. The Serb
peasant fighters had amassed a considerable amount of weapons
and ammunition after each of their attacks on the Croatian
villages, and now had nearly 1,000 men under arms, which was
many times more than their opponents in the region. They had encircled the town of Kulen Vakuf, which meant that neither supplies
nor reinforcements could reach the Ustašas and NDH soldiers.44
And so the Ustašas decided to flee while evacuating the region’s
entire Muslim population of about 5,600 people to the nearby city
of Bihać, about 50 km away.
Early in the morning of 6 September 1941 they left. But not far
from Kulen Vakuf the Serb insurgents, who were hiding in the
forests, opened fire. While some fought against the armed NDH
soldiers and Ustašas, others turned their rifles on the unarmed
Muslim refugees, killing perhaps as many as 500. The bodies of
these victims, many of whom were women and children, were
left in the open along a 2 km stretch of dirt road.45 The Ustašas
and NDH soldiers returned fire and eventually managed to break
through the Serb insurgent ambush after several hours of fierce
fighting, bringing with them about 3,100 of the refugees.46 The insurgents captured the remaining 2,000. One group of insurgents
immediately took about seventy Muslim men to a nearby pit and,
without making any attempt to determine if they had been Ustašas,
shot each in the head and then dropped their bodies into the hole,
killing them in exactly the same way as the Ustašas had killed
Serbs earlier in the summer. The arrival of the small number of
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communist commanders put a stop to these executions and they
ordered that the rest of the Muslims be taken back to Kulen Vakuf.47
Once they returned to the town, the insurgents divided the
prisoners into three groups, two for women and children and one for
men and teenage boys. Some of the insurgents then began breaking
into shops and homes. Others opened up the many taverns in Kulen
Vakuf and started drinking. Another group demanded that several
of the male Muslim prisoners show them the location of the mass
graves of Serb victims in Kulen Vakuf. They found a shallow grave
near the primary school where the Ustašas had murdered Serbs in
August 1941. The insurgents ordered several Muslims to begin unearthing the bodies. As each corpse was dragged out of the hole the
insurgents tried to identify their relatives and neighbours. Other
local Serbs came down from villages in the hills and joined in this
process of exhuming these bodies and identifying them. This experience of touching the corpses of their murdered neighbours
and relatives appears to have aroused in many what one insurgent later called ‘a wild and uncontrollable desire for revenge’.48
The encounter with these corpses seems to have marked a decisive
turning point for many insurgents and peasants. With the bodies
of murdered Serbs on display for all to see, the local Ustašas and the
entire Muslim population seem to have merged into one entity. For
many insurgents and peasants, all their Muslim neighbours now
appeared guilty for the killings of their relatives and neighbours,
and now all of them would need to be destroyed. What seemed to
suddenly take hold among many was, in the words of one fighter
who was an eyewitness, ‘a psychosis of revenge’.49 Like the killings
in the previous weeks in the Croatian villages, the insurgents began
with targeted killings of Muslim men suspected of having been
Ustašas. They circulated among the Muslim prisoners and could be
heard yelling out: ‘This one is an Ustaša! He killed my brother and
father’,50 and the individual would be led away and executed, sometimes with a gunshot to the head, sometimes by cutting the victim’s
throat, and sometimes by cutting off the victim’s head.51
Not long after these targeted killings, the violence in Kulen
Vakuf progressively shifted into wholesale slaughter. The insurgent commander in charge of guarding the Muslim men and boys,
Petar ‘Pero’ Đilas, ordered that they all be taken to the nearby
Serbian village called Martin Brod, where they would await some
kind of improvised trial to determine their fate. Then the insurgents, along with a number of Serb peasants who had arrived to
plunder the property of the Muslims, set the town of Kulen Vakuf
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on fire, with many fighters drinking heavily while doing so. Soon
after, they began murdering the Muslim women and children. Serb
insurgents and peasants cut their throats using knives and other
farm tools, or simply beat them to death with sticks. Others they
chased to the edge of the Una River, and in particular to a bridge
over the Una, and watched as the women threw their children and
then themselves into the water, where most drowned.52 This meant
that a large number of the bodies of these victims soon disappeared
without a trace. Other Muslim women and children tried to hide
in nearby cornfields, but Serb insurgents and peasants later found
most of them, and it appears that there were instances of mass rape
of Muslim women prior to their killing.53
As for the over 400 Muslim men and boys whom the insurgents
had taken to the Serbian village of Martin Brod to stand trial, the
commander, Đilas, arrived at the village on a horse and yelled
out to the insurgents guarding them that all of the prisoners were
Ustašas and should be killed.54 A local Serb communist, Ranko
Šipka, condemned this order and demanded that the insurgents
ignore it. But it appears that nearly all refused to listen to him.55 A
group of insurgents then proceeded to march the Muslim prisoners
in small groups to a nearby pit, which was known to Serbs in the
area as ‘Golubnjača’ (‘the pigeon cave’). Many local Serbs believed
that this pit was home to witches, vampires, and devils, and that
the pigeons that were often seen around its entrance were actually
angels that God had sent in order to prevent the evil spirits inside
the cave from leaving and attacking people. One local Serb communist, Gojko Polovina, later told how, when he was a child, he
once asked his grandfather whether such stories were true. His
grandfather answered:
What kinds of devils and what kinds of witches? In Golubnjača lie the
bones of rebels who were killed without trial and outside the law. They
were thrown into the pit so no one would know where their graves are.56

The Serb insurgents apparently had this understanding of the
Golubnjača pit in mind when they marched the Muslim men and
boys to its entrance. They bound their hands with wire and brought
them in small groups to the edge of the pit. They cut the prisoners’
throats and then dropped their bodies into the darkness. Only
one man managed to get his hands free and escape. He ran several
hundred metres into the forest and hid silently for the next hour
and a half, listening to the screams of his neighbours as the insurgents murdered them one by one.57
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Before going on, it is worth pausing for a moment to sum up
the overarching dynamics of mass killing and the treatment of the
corpses of the victims. The Ustašas killed with gunshots to the head
and they cut throats. In more ethnically mixed areas they tended
to throw the bodies of their victims into pits or to bury them in
mass graves, with the intention of concealing the evidence of
their violence so as to not provoke resistance from the non-Serb
population, many of whom opposed violence against their Serb
neighbours. In other instances, the Ustašas killed and left the
corpses of Serbs in plain view to decompose and be eaten by wild
animals and livestock, in order to terrorize the remaining Serb
population into fleeing the region. These acts of killing caused the
Serb insurgency, which, initially, led to killings by Serbs of Croats,
primarily by the cutting of throats. The Serb insurgents intentionally left the mutilated bodies of their Croat victims in plain view to
humiliate their enemies, by showing that they had taken revenge
in brutal ways, such as through decapitation and the cutting off of
facial features. The discovery of these corpses and acts of mutilation further radicalized the Ustašas, who intensified their violence
against the Serb community. At the same time, the experience of
finding the corpses of Serb victims, as well as discovering sur vivors
of Ustaša killings, further radicalized the Serb insurgents. This
radicalization culminated in the mass killing of Muslims, whom
many of the Serb insurgents, along with many local peasants, saw
collectively as Ustašas. In a desire to wipe out the local Muslim
population once and for all, they killed with gunshots but especially
with farm tools, such as axes. They threw the vast majority of the
bodies into pits and rivers, which meant that a large number of the
corpses of Muslims literally disappeared. This fitted the objective
of the insurgents, which was to take complete revenge on their
perceived enemies, by totally erasing their presence from the community, including the presence of their corpses. In short, once the
violence began, there was a causal relationship between encounters
with corpses of victims and survivors of violence, and the triggering of further killings, whose scale and ferocity rapidly increased.
To return to early September 1941. In the end, of the approximately 5,600 Muslims and a handful of Croats who left Kulen
Vakuf on the morning of 6 September 1941, around 3,100 arrived
at the city of Bihać, along with most of the local Ustašas, whose
violence had set off the successive waves of mass killing earlier in
the summer. Of the other 2,500 Muslims, it appears that Serb communists, non-communist insurgents, and Serb peasants managed
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to save around 500. It seems that many of those Serbs who saved
their Muslim neighbours did so because of the lengths that some
Muslims, as well as Croats, had gone to save Serbs earlier in the
summer.58 Serb insurgents and peasants murdered the rest – nearly
2,000 men, women and children – between 6 and 8 September 1941.
Despite the shock and disgust of local communist commanders
with the massacres, no investigation was ever conducted to determine who was responsible for the killings and no one was ever
punished. In September 1941, the communists could not risk
alienating large numbers of insurgents at a time when they lacked
sufficient authority over them.59 Nonetheless, in the weeks that
followed the massacres, communist insurgent leaders in the wider
region sent out directives to local commanders in which they called
attention to the need to take all possible measures to punish those
who engaged in stealing, burning, and killing.60 Such letters illustrate both the more proactive stance that the communists were
taking, and the ongoing destructive behaviour of more than a small
number of the fighters they sought to command. Even before the
massacres in and around Kulen Vakuf, several communist leaders,
such as Marko Orešković Krntija, had already issued extremely
blunt statements, arguing that the killings of innocent people by the
insurgents made them look no different from ‘the Ustaša hordes’.61
By 1942, the communists began to carry out more intensive political work among their predominately Serb fighters, in which they
emphasized that not all Muslims and Croats were Ustašas, and
that Serbs needed to cooperate with their neighbours of different
nationalities in the fight for liberation.62 This prompted a relatively
small number of insurgents to abandon their communist-led units,
now increasingly called ‘the partisans’, and seek out the Chetniks,
who were loosely organized groups of Serb nationalist insurgents.
Notable among these were two of the insurgent commanders who
were largely responsible for the massacres of the Muslims in and
around Kulen Vakuf.63
But the departure for the Chetniks of a handful of insurgents
who were directly involved in the massacres of Muslims did not
mean that partisan units in the Kulen Vakuf region were suddenly
cleansed of those who had murdered Muslims. The vast majority
of the Serbs who had participated in the massacres, of which there
appear to have been at least several hundred, were still with the
partisans. Vividly demonstrating this dynamic was what occurred
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after the liberation of the city of Bihać in November 1942, when
the partisans defeated the NDH military and Ustašas. Well over
a year had passed since the communist leadership of the partisan
movement began its intensive political work among its fighters,
constantly stressing the importance of building ‘Brotherhood and
Unity’ among Serbs, Croats, Muslims, and others in the struggle
for liberation. Yet this multi-ethnic mind-set seemed still to have
very shallow roots among many partisans. When one Serb fighter
from the Kulen Vakuf region came upon Huso Šabić in Bihać, who
was a teenager and communist sympathizer, his first question was
to ask where the boy came from. Šabić replied that he was a refugee
from the town of Kulen Vakuf, having fled on 6 September 1941.
Upon hearing the name of the boy’s hometown, the Serb partisan
immediately executed him. In another instance, several partisans
arrested the Muslim Halil Omanović, who was from the village
of Orašac in the Kulen Vakuf region. One fighter, who was from
Oraško Brdo, a Serbian village in the hills just above the Muslim
village of Orašac, whose population suffered at the hands of local
Muslim Ustašas, approached him. Omanović asked his former
Serb neighbour why his hands had been bound. The Serb partisan
looked him in the eyes and said: ‘I personally killed seven members
of the Omanović family [in September 1941], and now I’m going to
kill you!’ Several other partisans in the vicinity heard this exchange
and immediately intervened to save Omanović’s life.64
So, even more than a year after the massacres of Muslims in
the Kulen Vakuf region, the partisan ranks still contained former
insurgents who had murdered large numbers of their non-Serb
neighbours, and who intended to take revenge upon them. In certain
moments, such as those during the liberation of Bihać, it was clear
that the local origins and dynamics of violence, and specifically the
desire to take revenge, had not faded away.65 Instead, they could be
suddenly triggered, the dynamics of which researchers can better
understand only through further micro-level research on the local
origins and dimensions of violence. Most of the Serb perpetrators
remained with the communist-led partisans at this time, and, aside
from those who went over to the Chetniks or were killed in battle
between 1942 and 1945, they were still with them when the war
ended.66
After the war, neither the local communist authorities nor the rest
of the local population publicly discussed the September massacres
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of the Muslims. The dominant type of communication about the
killings was silence. People made a conscious choice not to talk
about the massacres, about which they had intimate knowledge,
because of a certain constellation of political, social, and psychological factors that made it virtually impossible to speak about
them publicly. This led, during the initial years after the war, to the
formation of a public culture of silence that crystallized in at least
two distinct ways.67
The first and most basic element was that the authorities prohibited the returning Muslim refugees from searching for and
burying the bodies of their relatives and neighbours.68 Many of
the Serbs who had carried out the killings, as well as their commanding officers, who had either participated or opposed the
killings, but who were nonetheless in positions of authority when
the massacres took place, had, for the most part, become partisans
during the war. After the war, many of these individuals occupied
positions in local government. More than a few had become officers
in the Yugoslav People’s Army.69 To locate and bury the bodies of
the Muslims, whose deaths these individuals were directly and indirectly responsible for, would call into question their positions of
authority. It would raise the issue as to whether such individuals
were war criminals. Burials and reburials of the Muslim victims of
the 1941 massacres were therefore prohibited.
Prohibiting the exhumation and burial of the bodies of the
Muslims was made easier by the fact that the methods of killing
and treatment of the corpses during the war made retrieval of the
bodies very difficult. Many corpses had been washed away in the
Una River. Many more were in deep pits. Even if the political will
for exhumations and burials had existed, these would have been
very difficult to carry out. So the absence of bodies, which made
the practice of traditional death rituals nearly impossible, greatly
impaired the capacity of the surviving Muslims to engage in
concrete acts of remembrance, and was thus a cornerstone in the
creation of a public silence about the massacres of Muslims.
A second element of the silence was that there were no post-war
investigations of the killings, and therefore no trials were ever held
of those responsible. This was also true of the killings of Croats in
the region. Again, the basic reason for this was that the majority of
Serb insurgents who participated in the massacres had become partisans during the course of the war. This dynamic resulted in the
survivors having no choice but to endure regular encounters with a
number of the perpetrators. Most of these encounters unfolded in
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silence. Muslim men would sometimes go to the many taverns in
Kulen Vakuf and see Serbs who had participated in the massacres
drinking brandy or wine. They sat down at tables, ordered drinks
for themselves, and drank without saying a word to those who had
killed their relatives and neighbours.70 Other Muslims worked
on the railroad each day with the Serbs who had murdered their
parents, yet never said a word about the killings.71 And in the weekly
market Muslim women would regularly pass silently by their Serb
neighbours who had tried to beat them to death in September
1941.72 These usually silent encounters between perpetrators and
survivors were a regular part of daily post-war life. For the Muslim
survivors, seeing such individuals not only walking freely, but
also in a number of cases holding positions of political authority,
communicated that those responsible for the massacres would not
be held accountable. The absence of any war crimes investigation,
and the regular encounters between unpunished perpetrators and
generally silent survivors were thus central aspects in the creation
of the silence.73
How was it possible for such high levels of mass violence, and such
brutal treatment of victims and their corpses, to result in post-war
silence? First, the particular dynamics of the war, namely, the incorporation of many Serb insurgents, who had previously murdered
Muslims and Croats, into the communist-led partisan movement
meant that their killings would not be spoken of after 1945. The insurgents obviously did not wish to implicate themselves in the mass
murder of innocent civilians. The communist authorities refused to
speak of these killings out of fear of de-legitimizing their performance in the Second World War, which was a cornerstone of their
‘Socialist Revolution’. So too was their desire to forge ‘Brotherhood
and Unity’ among the country’s war-torn, multi-ethnic population.
Second, the concrete methods of mass killing and the treatment
of the corpses during September 1941 meant that this post-war
silence was easier to enforce. Most of the bodies of Muslims in
the Kulen Vakuf region had been washed away in the crystal-clear
waters of the Una River and lay deep within the Golubnjača pit, as
well as others. The grandfather of the local Serb communist Gojko
Polovina told him long before the Second World War that bodies
had been thrown into that vertical cave so that no one would know
where the graves were of those ‘killed without trial and outside
the law’.74 The communists found this use of the pit to be in their
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political interest after 1945. The local history of the war – when
communists, who fought for a multi-ethnic socialist state, joined
forces during the summer and autumn of 1941 with revengeseeking Serb insurgents, many of whom were intent on slaughtering
their Croat and Muslim neighbours, whom they saw collectively as
‘Ustašas’ – was politically indigestible after 1945. The absence of
the corpses of Muslims meant that fewer questions could be asked
about this dark history. And this allowed the memories of those
bloody months, an accurate and public record of which would have
been deeply threatening the post-war communist authorities, to be
pushed more easily into the shadows.
What was paramount to the communists in the first decades
following the war was not confronting the complex nature of the
mass violence during war. Rather, their main task was to construct
a heroic master narrative about that conflict as a titanic struggle
of the partisans versus foreign fascist occupiers and their domestic
collaborators. The reality of the intimate mass killing among neighbours, the traumatic experience of seeing the mutilated bodies of
loved ones, of pulling relatives and neighbours out of pits full of
corpses, of seeing decapitated heads of parents and children on the
top of sticks, and the cascading cycle of revenge killings that these
experiences provoked – all this deeply divisive and potentially
destabilizing history had to be tightly guarded and, for the most
part, silenced after the war.
The imposition of the heroic master narrative, with its portrayal
of the conflict as a macro-level conflict among rival ideological
camps, has affected how scholars have studied and interpreted
the mass violence in Bosnia during the war. Until very recently,
the tendency was to argue for a top-down causation for the mass
killing. This approach has produced many valuable studies on
the macro dimensions of the mass violence.75 Yet this dominant
top-down approach has obscured the local dimensions of the
violence, and in particular the history of the intimate relationship between the corpse and the escalation of mass killing, the
dynamics of which come into focus only at the micro level. This
chapter has tried to excavate this concealed history by taking the
local dynamics of killing, the treatment of corpses, and their effects
on further instances of violence as the focus of analysis. A further
methodological approach here has been to disaggregate the killing
in a single community so that the dynamics of the local violence
can be carefully seen over time, very slowly, massacre by massacre,
reaction by reaction. These modes of analysis have made it possible
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to discern a local causal relationship between the methods of killing
and the discovery of corpses and survivors, with the intensification
of violence. Most of this violence does not appear to be very closely
linked with any explicit overarching ideological agenda, such as
the creation of an ethnically pure Croatian nation state, or the decisions of political elites. Rather, the initial Ustaša killings, which
certainly could not have taken place without an elite committed to
using mass violence to sculpt and mould the ethnic composition of
the population, were nevertheless carried out by local residents who
seem to have been primarily motivated by a desire to plunder their
neighbours and to settle scores for past conflicts. In short, the main
motivations of the foot soldiers committing the initial killings were
not very similar to those of the political elites who empowered
them to engage in violence. The main conclusion here, however, is
that this locally executed violence then set off a complex dynamic of
interconnected, cascading revenge killings, whose intensification
cannot be adequately explained without taking close account of how
individuals responded to the ever-growing presence in their communities of the mutilated corpses of their neighbours and relatives.
This chapter argues for the need not merely to pay more attention
to the dynamics of local violence, and how they often diverge from
the central master cleavage of a given conflict, which is a subject
that many scholars have recently called attention to.76 Rather, we
need to build on this important insight by paying more attention
to a difficult-to-discern dynamic within the complex world of local
violence: the relationship between the treatment of the corpse and
the ebb and flow of revenge killings.
In the Kulen Vakuf region, the end result of the revenge-driven
mass killings was the existence of a strange silence, whereby
everyone knew that large numbers of Muslims and Croats had been
murdered, as well as who had done the killing. Yet nearly everyone
quickly learned how not to speak of these victims, because many
of the perpetrators had become partisans during war, which made
the history of the killings deeply threatening to the communist
authorities after 1945. What greatly facilitated this silence was that
the physical evidence of the violence – the corpses – had, for the
most part, vanished. One local man succinctly summed up the atmosphere during the decades that followed the massacres simply
as: ‘It was as if nothing ever happened’.77
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Two such individuals were Jovo Reljić and Nikola Karanović, both of
whom were said to have made attempts to save Muslims during the
killings in and around Kulen Vakuf. For basic biographical information on Reljić, see Arhiv Unsko-sanskog Kantona (AUSK), Fond
Sreski komitet (SK) Saveza komunista (SK) Bosne i Hercegovine (BiH),
Bihać, kut. 172, biografski podaci, Jovo Reljić, 14 February 1959, p.
2; on his apparent attempts to oppose the killings of Muslims, see
Damjanović-Danić, Ustanak naroda Hrvatske 1941. u Srbu i okolini,
pp. 195–7; for basic information on Karanović, see ‘Likovi boraca iz
revolucije: Nikola Karanović’, Krajina: list Saveza socijalističkog radnog
naroda bihačkog sreza, 1 June 1961, p. 5.
Interview with Adem Dervišević, 6 October 2008, in Klisa. The
drinking of alcohol was not uncommon among some Muslims in
Bosnia-Herzegovina, particularly those who were not religiously observant.
Interview with Sead Kadić, 3 November 2008, in Bihać.
Interview with anonymous informant, 24 September 2008 (location
withheld).
For a more extensive analysis of the post-war silence in the Kulen
Vakuf region about Muslim civilians massacred by Serb insurgents in
1941, see Max Bergholz, ‘The strange silence: explaining the absence of
monuments for Muslim civilians killed in Bosnia during the Second
World War’, East European Politics and Societies, 24:3 (summer 2010),
408–34.
Polovina, Svedočenje, pp. 91–2.
See, for example, Jelić-Butić, Ustaše i Nezavisna Država Hrvatska,
1941–1945; Tomasevich, War and Revolution in Yugoslavia, 1941–1945;
see also Dulić, Utopias of Nation, which is a newer study that purports
to study local mass killing in Bosnia during 1941–42, but nonetheless
ends up portraying the violence in various regions as essentially the
result of the decisions of nationalist political elites. The locality is portrayed here as impacted from the outside, rather than a place whose
own dynamics of history and violence, even if shaped in significant
ways by outsiders, are worthy of being the central analytical focus.
See Kalyvas, The Logic of Violence in Civil War.
Interview with Adem Dervišević, 6 October 2008, in Klisa.
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A specialist: the daily work of Erich
Muhsfeldt, chief of the crematorium
at Majdanek concentration and
extermination camp, 1942–44 1
Elissa Mailänder

In the context of the invasion of the Soviet Union, due to begin on
22 June 1941, Heinrich Himmler, visiting Lublin on 20 June that
year, ordered a camp to be built in this Polish city situated in the
south-east of occupied Poland, the so-called Generalgouvernement.
Officially run as the ‘Lublin Waffen-SS prisoner of war camp’, the
camp – which the prisoners named after the Lublin suburb of
Majdan Tatarski – was nevertheless revealed after inspection to
be a concentration camp,2 although, for as long as it existed, from
1941 to 1944, it fulfilled many different functions. It served as a
prisoner of war camp for Soviet soldiers (1941–44), as a labour
camp primarily for Jewish, but also for Polish, prisoners (1941–42),
as a hostage and internment camp for the Polish and Soviet rural
population, and as a concentration camp principally for Polish
political prisoners (1942–44). In October 1942 a women’s camp was
set up within the men’s camp, for Polish and Jewish women, where
Jewish infants were also occasionally held. The Jewish prisoners –
women, men, and children – were systematically murdered, since
Majdanek was, between June 1942 and November 1943, one of the
extermination camps for European Jews from all over Europe.
The history of the camp is directly linked with the National
Socialist policy of occupation and extermination in occupied
Poland, as well as with the course of the war on the Eastern Front.
Majdanek was a place of political and racist persecution and
forced labour, and, at the same time, it was a place of systematic
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extermination.3 The Polish historian Tomasz Kranz coined the
phrase ‘multifunctional provisional arrangement’ 4 to describe
Majdanek, as its multifunctionality and improvisational character
make it difficult to compare with other concentration camps. The
nearest parallel is Auschwitz, which was also a concentration
camp and extermination camp combined. I follow the French
historian and sociologist Jacques Sémelin, and I make use of his
social science oriented concept of ‘destruction’.5 Destruction is a
broader and less normative concept than the judicial concepts of
‘murder’ and ‘genocide’, and it may be the result of any method
of killing, whether it involves fire, water, gas, hunger, or cold, or
whether direct and fast or stealthy and slow.6 This concept is
useful in examining the mass murder that took place at Majdanek
concentration and extermination camp since it can be used to
analyse the systematic murder of European Jews as well as the mass
extermination of prisoners of different nationalities. This makes it
possible to see how concentration camp violence went hand in hand
with genocidal violence.
The SS killed the prisoners in Majdanek and destroyed their
bodies in many different ways. Because of poor material provision
and poor maintenance of the camp’s infrastructure by the SS,
epidemics were rife and killed thousands of prisoners. Instead of
resolving the problem and providing better living conditions, the
SS killed prisoners who were, or were suspected of being, ill. They
were killed, or ‘injected’ (abgespritzt) as it was called in SS language,
in the medical section with carbolic acid or petrol injections.
Larger groups were shot in a nearby forest area. The systematic
murder of Jewish prisoners began in June 1942, and the murdering
did not only take place in the gas chambers. Most were killed in
mass shootings, the last of these being the massacre of 3 November
1943, the so-called Aktion Erntefest (Operation Harvest Festival),
in which 18,000 Jews were murdered.7 The genocide of the
European Jews was carried out as ‘Geheime Reichssache’ (secret
Reich business). The SS were scrupulous in ensuring that virtually
no administrative evidence of it was produced and that even less
was left.
According to Thomas Kranz, because of limited source material,
the exact number of fatalities at Majdanek can no longer be
established. Today the research assumes that between summer 1941
and summer 1944, some 78,000 people lost their lives at Majdanek,
of whom 59,000 were of Jewish origin.8 The analysis of occupancy
at the camp showed that, in comparison with Auschwitz, the SS
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committed a relatively high percentage of Jewish prisoners to the
camp (i.e. let them live at the selections). According to Kranz, over
60 per cent of those who died did not die in the gas chambers but
rather because of extremely poor supplies and living conditions,
malnutrition, forced labour, illness, or violent treatment by camp
staff.9 In this sense, it was not only the camp commanders who
bore considerable responsibility for the lethal living conditions: it
was also the female supervisors and SS men who, in the way they
conducted themselves in their daily duties, controlled and decided
the lives and deaths of the prisoners.
It is precisely this daily work, with its protagonists and social
dynamics, that deserves our attention in all its complexity and
presumed normalcy, for it points us towards the social practices
of concentration camp supervisory staff, the ambiguity of their
actions, and the production and organization of social norms. For
this purpose, an everyday historical approach is useful because it
no longer focuses on the elites,10 but rather on the everyday work
of ‘normal’ perpetrators in terms of a history of experience. In
our case this group is the subordinate SS staff 11 of the Majdanek
concentration and extermination camp. To ask questions about daily
realities and daily practices has the ‘controversial consequence’, to
quote Alf Lüdtke, ‘that not only the people in “high command”
become visible as historical agents’.12
Taking a closer look at daily work at the camp reveals how closely
work and extermination were bound, for violence on a massive
scale does not imply the suspension of the everyday; rather, in the
daily practice of violence, and even in exceptional circumstances –
at the workplace of the concentration camp – a particular kind of
banality emerges, and this should be explored and scrutinized. My
thesis is that the enormous scale of violence and extermination
at the Majdanek concentration and extermination camp cannot
solely be explained by the National Socialist policy of persecution
and extermination, or the ‘institution’ of the concentration camp.
The SS men and women’s actual modes of behaviour on site, and
the emotional background to these, are also determining factors.
As we will see, in the context of daily work, material interests, and
individual states of mind or needs are interwoven with the National
Socialist policy of persecution and extermination.
In this chapter I analyse the working practices at Majdanek,
using statements made in court during the Krakow Auschwitz trial
(1946–47) by Erich Muhsfeldt (also spelt Muβfeldt), the chief of
the crematorium at Majdanek, as well as statements made by his
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deputy, Robert Seitz, as part of the investigations for the Düsseldorf
Majdanek trial.13 Even though the judicial statements of former SS
staff are in many respects problematic (the discourse of exculpation,
refusing to speak about acts of violence, extenuation, etc.), they are
nonetheless very useful for a study focused on everyday history.
The depositions that have been recorded enable the historian to
semantically analyse the former SS staff members’ argumentation
and their justification of their actions. If we examine their statements
in their cultural, social, and historical context we can reconstruct
the SS men’s internal logic and value system from statements made
during their interrogations. Ultimately, we are also able to analyse
the social dimension of their actions. By linking historical setting
and ethnological analysis we should gain an insight into the way of
life and the practice of violence at Majdanek.
The assignment
Extermination was carried out as a professional work process that
entailed many different steps and that actively involved a multitude
of agents, male and female. The prisoners had to be selected, some
of them bathed and stripped of all their valuables, supervised,
and eventually killed. Finally, the corpses were transported off
site and – again via several procedures – removed.14 Whereas the
processes of killing and the cremation work at Auschwitz have been
thoroughly researched by Robert Jan van Pelt,15 there has been no
such study of Majdanek.
As in Auschwitz, the ‘removal’ of corpses was an important
job within the extermination process at Majdanek. First, it had
to be carried out as efficiently as possible, for reasons of hygiene
and the threat of epidemics, and, second, this work had political
significance, for it was, of course, about removing evidence of mass
murder. The job was done by special squads in Majdanek, as in
Auschwitz. Jewish and Soviet prisoners worked under the command
of prisoners who were ‘citizens of the Reich’ (Reichsdeutsche) and
under the strict supervision of SS staff. The two men who led this
squad were the chief of the crematorium, Senior Squad Leader
Erich Muhsfeldt, and his deputy, Junior Squad Leader Robert Seitz.
Muhsfeldt was born in Brandenburg in 1913, and he was a
qualified baker in terms of his civilian profession. He joined the SA
in 1933, and in 1939 he became a member of the Nationalist Socialist
Party. In 1940 he switched to the SS, where he first completed a
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short training course in Sachsenhausen and was then transferred to
the main camp at Auschwitz in August of the same year.16 At first,
he led various prisoner work squads there, and soon he became a
block commander (Blockführer).
According to his own statements, Junior Squad Leader (Unterscharführer) Muhsfeldt was moved to Majdanek on 15 November
1941, where he again worked as a commander of a block. He
recounts that a few months after his arrival, in the summer of 1942,
the then camp commander, Karl-Otto Koch, transferred to him
the so-called ‘funeral squad’. He stated that he took on this job
reluctantly.17 To provide him with assistance, Muhsfeldt was given
Junior Squad Leader Robert Seitz as his deputy. Seitz was born in
1911 in Liedolsheim and transferred to Majdanek in late 1941 or
early 1942.
Initiation into extermination ‘work’ and further
professionalization
According to Muhsfeldt’s statements, between November 1941
and June 1942 the corpses were hastily buried in mass graves on
a plot of land behind the area where Field V was later constructed.
Due to the high mortality rates in the camp, the mass graves were
constantly expanded.18 Seitz, too, indicated in his interrogation that
the corpses were ‘buried’ 19 in the beginning. ‘For the transport and
burial of the corpses there was a special squad consisting of Polish
Jewish prisoners of war’,20 Muhsfeldt explained at the 1947 Krakow
Auschwitz trial. But this method was uneconomical and too timeconsuming in the long run, since corpses had to be transported to
the graves in trucks.
In June 1942 the first crematorium, made by the Kori company
in Berlin, was built between Fields I and II, diagonally opposite
the bathing barracks which later became the gas chambers. This
crematorium was known in the camp as the ‘old crematorium’.
The Kori company was a rival of the renowned firm Topf & Söhne,
based in Erfurt, which supplied material to Auschwitz and other
camps. Both companies specialized in heating systems, delousing
equipment, and combustion furnaces for incineration and waste.21
Because both furnaces at the Majdanek crematorium came from
the Sachsenhausen camp, the camp command sent Muhsfeldt there
to be trained in incineration before the Majdanek crematorium
was put into operation. He spent a week with the squad leader of
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the crematorium there, Chief Squad Leader (Hauptscharführer)
Klein, learning how to operate the furnaces. According to his own
statements, Muhsfeldt performed this duty unwillingly:
But I didn’t like the work. This is why, after I returned to Lublin and
had to show Kommandant Koch how I operated the furnaces, I started
a fire, where the roof of the barrack where the two furnaces were
housed burned down.22

We have no way of knowing today whether he really felt this way.
His immediate reluctance, however, was dispelled. Because this
crematorium work was of national-political importance, and
probably also in order to motivate Muhsfeldt, he was immediately
promoted on 1 September 1942 to SS Squad Leader (Scharführer).23
As Seitz explained in his interrogation, at the time of the implementation of the ‘funeral squad’ it was assigned a new team, which
means that the previous prisoner crew had been killed.24 At the
Krakow Auschwitz trial Muhsfeldt gave a detailed description of
how the crematorium was operated:
It consisted of two iron furnaces which held fire clay bricks inside.
Each furnace functioned independently, had its own chimney and was
heated with oil.… Each crematorium furnace had only one combustion
chamber. 2–5 corpses could fit into a combustion chamber like this.
Around 100 corpses could be burned in each furnace every day if they
were in constant operation for 24 hours.… The first crematorium was
in operation up to the end of October 1942. From June 1942 until
October 1942 I always led the work in the crematorium, and so I can
say that during this period around 5,000 corpses were burned in the
crematorium.25

Any remains of corpses were ground up in the so-called ‘bone
mills’ and scattered in the surrounding woods or used as fertilizer
in the nursery at the Fellin storage facility. Magnificent cabbages
thrived there, and this remained a vivid memory for all the camp’s
survivors.26
It must be noted here that the cremation that took place in
Majdanek, as in all other concentration and extermination camps,
was not ‘professional’ in terms of civil cremation standards for
the time. Unlike in civil cremation, where only one corpse is
burned sequentially per oven, so that the ashes can be attributed
to this person, the SS burned several corpses at once in one
furnace chamber, meaning that the ash could not be attributed
unequivocally to any one person. The ash and other remains of the
burned corpses were mixed together in metal containers under the
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grills. ‘If sometimes Germans from the Reich requested the ashes of
their dead relatives, they were just given something from the large
mound’,27 explained the Polish prisoner and former ‘Clerk of the
Dead’ Julian Gregorowicz before the Düsseldorf regional court.
The first crematorium in Majdanek was powered by oil, and
because there was soon a shortage of oil the SS stopped operating
the combustion furnaces as early as November 1942.28 According to
Muhsfeldt’s statements, the crematorium team then returned to the
old method, of burying the corpses.29 If we believe the chief of the
crematorium’s estimates, his squad buried around 2,000 corpses
in the Krepiecki forest between November 1942 and January 1943.
The corpses were taken into the forest by the SS men in trucks.
Again, the crematorium replaced its prisoner team: ‘I was assigned
20 French and German Jews’, Muhsfeldt explained to the Krakow
court. ‘Apart from these 20 Jews, I also had 3 Russian prisoners of
war and a German overseer working in my squad.’30
Yet the mass graves could be only a temporary solution. On 19
February 1943 Muhsfeldt was sent for further training: this time
he was to learn how to burn corpses in open pits at Auschwitz,
that is, at Birkenau. We will see in the next section how this was a
technique he was to develop and perfect.
Muhsfeldt travelled to Auschwitz together with the SS medic and
future manager of the Majdanek gas chamber Anton Endreβ (also
spelt Entress), who was sent to view the delousing institute and to
familiarize himself with the killing of people by gas. At Auschwitz
Muhsfeldt reported to Camp Commandant Höss, who referred him
to the Protective Custody Camp Leader (Schutzhaftlagerführer)
Hans Aumeier.31 ‘Aumeier showed me the site plan of a corpseburning pit, explained the map to me and added that corpses
burned excellently in the open pit’,32 Muhsfeldt recalled in Krakow.
In the end, the Protective Custody Camp Leader sent Endreβ and
Muhsfeldt to Maximilian Grabner, the chief of the political division.
He placed a subordinate SS man, Bogner, at the disposal of the two
delegates from Majdanek, who took them to the open pits where the
corpses of people who had been gassed were burned.33
There, the squad leader who was in charge of the work explained to
us the process of gassing and the burning of the corpses. The corpses
were burned right there in the pit, and the gas chamber was empty. It
was a walled building, a farmhouse that had been converted into a gas
chamber.34

Auschwitz started operating its first crematorium from the firm
Topf & Söhne, with a performance rate of more than 100 corpses
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a day, as early as summer 1940, and was well ahead of Majdanek,
with many more years of cremation experience.35 As Robert van
Pelt has so powerfully portrayed, as the mass killings and mortality
rates at Auschwitz increased, the incineration facilities were
gradually extended, and already by autumn 1941 they had reached
a throughput of up to 1,440 corpses every day. In the course of
the mass extermination of the Jews with gas, it was decided as
early as February 1942 that a new, large crematorium should be
set up at Birkenau. The farmhouse that Muhsfeldt describes in
his interrogation was converted according to the most modern
standards and was, like all the crematoria in Auschwitz, both gas
chamber and incineration facility in one. In the late winter of 1943,
when Muhsfeldt came for his training at Auschwitz-Birkenau, it
was serving mainly as a crematorium. At this time the killings had
reached an average of 800 every day, and the bodies were disposed
of in four crematoria altogether. Yet it seems they could barely cope
with the corpses, which meant that open incineration pits had to be
used concomitantly.
The day after the short, intensive period of training at Auschwitz, Endreβ, and Muhsfeldt returned to Lublin and started their
work straightaway. Endreβ took on the management of the gas
chamber, while Muhsfeldt and his team, on the orders of the new
commandant, Hermann Florstedt, had to exhume the corpses in
the Krepiecki forest, dig up the graves on the edge of Field V, and
then burn the remains on funeral pyres.36 This massive exhumation
operation, which went under the code name Special Operation 1005,
involved the cremation of all the Jews in the General Government
for the Occupied Polish Territories and Soviet prisoners of war who
were executed and buried during Operation Reinhardt. Special
Operation 1005 was carried out in order to remove all traces of this
crime. People who had been gassed or who had died in other ways
in the concentration camp were also ‘disposed of’ in this way from
thereon. In 1961 Seitz described this cremation work as follows:
I went to the forest about twice with the squad myself. On these
occasions 20 Jewish workers were deployed. I estimated that the forest
area was about 8 kilometres from Majdanek concentration camp. The
cremation site was in the middle of the forest. A grill had been made out
of hollowed out railway track. The fuel was the oil already mentioned.
At any one time I had four or five members of the SS security force with
me to guard the prisoners.37

Over the following months, like his colleagues in Auschwitz,
Muhsfeldt and his crew developed a system that optimized the
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cremation process: corpses with fatty tissue burned better, so they
were put at the bottom on the grill to kindle the fire. Muhsfeldt
explained the technique in detail at the Krakow Auschwitz trial:
First, I dug a pit. But because I could not kindle the fire in the pit, I
built myself the following construction for cremating the corpses
themselves: I mounted old truck undercarriages onto large stones,
laid the corpses on top and poured methanol over them. I put layers of
wood under the undercarriages and lit them. About 100 corpses were
cremated each time in one go. These were corpses from the pits as well
as freshly dead bodies from the camp. Once one load had been burned,
it was pounded into meal, and then it was poured into the pit where the
corpses were stored for cremation. An iron board and an iron pounder
were used to pound the bones. This is the operative method I used up to
the end of October 1943 to cremate all the corpses buried in the forest
and the corpses from the pits behind camp Field V.38

According to Muhsfeldt’s statements, he cremated around 6,000
corpses in the forest and around 3,000 behind Field V. As we can
see, Muhsfeldt clearly became reconciled to his work over time; in
fact, he developed not only expertise but also ambition. His work
was esteemed by his superiors, and on 1 June 1943 the departing
Commandant Florstedt promoted Muhsfeldt to SS Senior Squad
Leader (Oberscharführer).39
The specialist
In November 1943 his expertise was needed again, this time with
particular urgency. The day after the massacre of 3 November 1943
(in Operation Harvest Festival), on the orders of the departing
Commandant Florstedt and his successor, Weiss, Muhsfeldt’s
squad set about cremating 18,000 corpses behind the crematorium,
in the pits. Here, the chief of the crematorium used the cremation
technique he had learned in Auschwitz, and which he explained in
detail at an interrogation:
On the 4th I collected wood and planks and on 5 November 1943 I
began cremating the corpses. Because the part of the ditch where the
victims entered did not have corpses in it, I filled it with some soil so
that the ditch was a bit flatter and had a better draught. Then I built
a kind of grill out of wood on the ground. The prisoners placed the
corpses from the ditches in layers on top. Once there was a stack of
corpses it was covered in methanol and set alight. The next corpses
were then constantly piled up in the ditch in the places where corpses
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had been taken away for cremation. Once the ash had cooled after the
cremation it was brought to the top by prisoners in my squad, where it
was ground with a special petrol-powered mill and turned into bone
meal. The bone meal was put into paper sacks and taken by car to SS
land near the camp.40

It was a matter of removing traces of evidence, and this was of great
political importance in the context of the Front moving closer and
closer. The fact that – according to Muhsfeldt’s descriptions – an
official of the SD (Sicherheitsdienst) Lublin was closely supervising
the cremation workers indicates the top political priority of this
whole operation. The SD officer wanted to a make sure that all the
corpses were cremated.
Muhsfeldt came up to the expectations of his superiors and
had shown, once again, he could work efficiently. In Krakow he
explained, not without pride: ‘I completed the cremation of 17,000
murdered Jews, which began on 3 November 1943, before Christmas
1943’.41 After that, the ditches were filled with soil and levelled off.
Former female supervisors vividly remembered the cremation
work, which lasted just under two months. ‘It went on day and night,
and it smelled terrible’,42 said Anna M. at the Düsseldorf Majdanek
trial. In a documentary film, Luzie H. similarly remembered the
stench that accompanied these cremations in their daily work:
After the shootings they filled in the ditches, you know, and then they
always burned the corpses. That really stank! That really stank! The
smoke came over the camp street where we walked to work. Then we
walked like this [covers nose and mouth with left hand – EM] with a
handkerchief over our faces through the smoke to work.43

Meanwhile, in September 1943 the building of a new crematorium
had begun, but it was ready for operation only in January 1944.
This new crematorium, which, like the old one, came from the
Kori company in Berlin, had five chambers and therefore a larger
capacity, was cheaper to heat, as it was fuelled with coke, and was
meant to create less of a stench. Coke, the solid carbonic remainder
from bituminous coal, is low in ash and sulphur, and burns with an
almost invisible blue flame. Ideally, it does not produce any rust or
visible smoky gases when it burns. Muhsfeldt set about testing the
new material as soon as the crematorium was up and running:
Only one corpse was put into one combustion chamber. The cremation
took around 1 hour. I burned one corpse after another in all the furnaces
in order to try them out. The corpses burned only very slowly, for the
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furnace had a weak chimney draught. Because the one chimney had
to serve all combustion points, it had a poor draught and the burning
happened very slowly.44

Not least, this draught defect once again caused a dreadful smell,
which continued to leave its mark on the daily work of all the staff
at Majdanek.
However, according to Muhsfeldt’s statements, once the evacuation of the camp began in January 1944, ‘fewer corpses accrued,
so I could no longer keep trying out the daily capacity of this
crematorium in my work at Majdanek’.45 We might be tempted to
think that he was bored in this final phase at Majdanek, before he
was transferred to Auschwitz in May 1944.

The end of a (successful) career
Once he arrived at Auschwitz, Muhsfeldt worked under the
direction of Otto Moll, leader of the two special squads of crematoria
I and II. However, seemingly at Auschwitz as initially at Majdanek,
Muhsfeldt did not enjoy the work anymore, as he complained at
the Krakow trial that the equipment at Auschwitz had become
dilapidated since he had last been there: ‘The chimneys in these
crematoria at that time were already so burnt-out and worn that
you had to be prepared for the operation to stop at any minute’.46
Muhsfeldt worked only during the day: ‘Then in the mornings
I came across corpses in the gas chamber and I started cremating
them’.47
14 days after beginning my duties there, I started cremating the corpses
in crematoria I and II, which were under my control. These were the
corpses of Jews who had been gassed in the crematoria. At this time
only those Jews who came to the camp at night with the transports
were gassed in crematoria I and II with the aid of gas. Prisoners who
arrived by day were gassed and cremated in crematoria III and V as
well as in the farmhouse behind the new sauna and the pits behind the
house.48

This shows how Muhsfeldt was significantly involved in the
extermination of the Hungarian Jews, a killing operation that
was coordinated by the former camp commandant, Rudolf Höss,
who was specially delegated from Oranienburg to Auschwitz for
this purpose. As squad leader, Muhsfeldt had at his side ten men
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who changed guard duty shifts by day and night. Prisoners had to
do the main work. We only have to look at the number of workers
in the team for the two crematoria to see just how extensive the
killings were. According to Muhsfeldt there were 180 in the teams,
including twenty Russians from Lublin and some Poles and French
Jews, but the majority were Greek Jews.
According to some estimates, Muhsfeldt cremated 10,000–
12,000 corpses altogether during his time working in Auschwitz,
between the end of May and the beginning of August 1944. Despite
his initial lament about the state of the equipment, he acknowledged
before the court the relatively high performance of the Auschwitz
furnaces:
In these crematoria three adult corpses could be put into each
combustion chamber. The corpses of children were classed as extras.
It took about half an hour to cremate a load like this. The furnaces
in these crematoria were more efficient than those in Majdanek. They
were merely heated up and then switched off, so the corpses burned in
their own flames which were formed as the corpses burned.49

The SS men and the medics on duty who served in the special squads
were given vouchers for extra provisions for their hard work: they
could get an extra half a litre of schnapps, ten extra cigarettes, and
a piece of sausage and bread.50
Muhsfeldt had already requested to be transferred to the Front
while at Majdanek because he was enjoying his work less and less.
By mid-August his request was finally granted, and he was assigned
to a combat unit of the Waffen SS in Bohemia and Moravia, where
he first fought in Hungary and then finally, up to May 1945, in the
Alsace and Lorraine.51 After being wounded he was again sent into
service in a concentration camp – against his will.
On my arrival in Oranienburg I registered in Office Group D. The officer
who received me there severely reproached me for registering myself at
the Front as a person entrusted with confidential information, telling
me that there was no question of me commanding such divisions
and that I was to continue to serve in a concentration camp, more
specifically at Flossenbürg.52

At this camp in Franconia, for about four weeks, Muhsfeldt
undertook his last concentration camp duty, now as roll-call leader.
During the evacuation and the death march53 he was to prove his
ability and use his expertise in the disposal of corpses one last time
in the service of the SS, as the leader of the funeral squad.
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Conclusion: a man for all phases

Despite his initial reluctance, Muhsfeldt developed in Majdanek
broad-ranging expertise, indeed talent, in everything related to
corpse disposal. In the first phase (November 1941 to June 1942)
he buried the corpses near the camp. From June to October 1942
he cremated them in the so-called ‘old’ crematorium. In the
third phase (November 1942 to January 1943), because of lack of
materials, he went on to bury the corpses in the Krepiecki forest
again. The fourth and fifth phases were the greatest challenge to his
professional performance and his expertise: between February and
the end of October 1943 Muhsfeldt cremated the corpses on funeral
pyres, while from 5 November to 24 December 1943 he burned the
cadavers in open pits. In the final months (January to May 1944)
he operated a crematorium again. In his own estimation, he and
his team cremated 33,000 corpses during his two and a half years
of employment at Majdanek, that is, between November 1941 and
May 1944.54 Then there are the 10,000–12,000 corpses he cremated
at Auschwitz between May and August 1944. Altogether, in just
under three years of his ‘undertaker career’, Muhsfeldt destroyed
at least 43,000 cadavers.
As this example of the chief of the crematorium Erich Muhsfeldt
precisely shows, even after initial reluctance – Muhsfeldt let it be
known at the Krakow Auschwitz trial that he was at first anything
but pleased to be assigned to the Majdanek funeral squad – it was
possible to come to enjoy one’s work. It was specifically the ‘manual
skill’ and expertise required that motivated a dynamic approach to
work and gave the work meaning. His work and career correspond
to sociological professionalization criteria. The work of a chief of the
crematorium was a monopolized field that was strictly separated
from other activities and functions. It required qualifications,
training, and constant professional development, but it was also
characterized by a certain degree of autonomy in executing the
work. Gratifications (promotions) and economic incentives (extra
rations) had a motivating effect.55
It is clear from the court interrogations that his professional selfimage and his professional ambition were based on the importance
and value attached to his work. This is because, along with specialist
knowledge, Muhsfeldt also developed professional-ethical principles. For Muhsfeldt, the mass murder of Jews was primarily a
‘logistical problem’, and solving it was a great challenge for him,
for of course he had to fulfil the quota and ‘master’ the constantly
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rising number of corpses. As Sémelin details, the extermination
of people on a massive scale always requires a certain degree of
organization; however, this does not exclude improvisations,
accelerations, pauses, or radicalizations by the agents doing
the actual work on site. These daily challenges demanded of the
camp’s SS staff ‘professionalism’, a ‘performance mentality’, 56 and
emotional hardness. Ambition (Alf Lüdtke speaks of ‘professional
appeal’ or ‘momentum of specialized professionalism’) connected
killing with a professional understanding of work.57 ‘Quality work’
produced, not least, satisfaction, ‘even when the aim or result was
destruction, not production’.58
The macro perspective does not do justice to the extermination
work on the ground. A phenomenological perspective on daily
extermination at Majdanek shows, rather, that the ‘system’ in the
General Government did not function almost perfectly – as, for
instance, Timothy Snyder claims, or as the metaphor of the ‘death
factory’ suggests.59 The gas chambers in Majdanek, but also in other
camps, were not able to cope with the number of people who had
to be killed, which is why firing squads often had to be brought
in again. Even with its numerous crematoria the cremation work
could not keep up, and breakdowns delayed the quota, which was
difficult to fulfil anyway. In the camps, mountains of corpses were
accumulating, adding to the already serious danger of epidemics.
SS staff were overworked, and this exacerbated the level of violence.
We should not assume that the everyday just means routine. It
actually means the multi-layered reality of life, not just as it is found
to be, but also as it is perpetually appropriated, that is, interpreted,
confirmed, constructed, and changed by its protagonists. The
everyday and everyday behaviours are interesting moments of
crystallization, within which we can not only comprehend individuals in their actions but also observe human beings living
together, and establish tangibly how historical protagonists relate
to one another, how they treat one another, how they live and work
together, how they joke and quarrel.
Central to the everyday history, as developed by Lüdtke, is the
question of domination (Herrschaft) or, rather, domination as a
social practice.60 Everyday life is not an apolitical vacuum; rather, it
is everyday life that is the principal generator of mastery, through
the social practice of all those affected, through their perceptions
and interpretations, their actions and modes of expression. The
institution of the concentration camp created the framework and
the National Socialist ideology created the goal for violent action.
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However, the male and female protagonists on site appropriated
these ‘framework conditions’ on their own terms (eigensinnig; cf.
Alf Lüdtke). State interests or the National Socialist ideology did not
play the prominent role in violent actions or the ‘work’ of killing that
most research claims. Nobody worked for years in a concentration
camp in order to serve an idea. It was precisely in the practice of
their daily duties that the protagonists adopted conceptions of the
enemy and ideological patterns as their own, and imbued them
with meaning. The kaleidoscope of daily work quotas, minor
and major breakdowns, ‘problem’ solving, incentives, and the SS
staff’s feelings that they were succeeding in something, and indeed
creating something, had a motivating and even radicalizing effect.
From an everyday historical perspective it is clear that violence and
extermination were not only ordered ‘from above’, but rather – if
not primarily – generated by the complex interaction between the
agents on the ground.
This is why this study has focused less on the ideological reading
of violent practices and more on the chief of the crematorium’s
work-based actions and forms of appropriation. This does not
mean we are fundamentally ruling out the influence of ideology on
the actions of the perpetrators as an explanation for these. The
materials reviewed here, and the close attention to the micro
perspective, have, however, drawn attention to another important
aspect: the staff of the concentration camp understood their duty
as work they had to carry out ‘well’, and the SS men and the female
supervisors experienced the camp primarily as a workplace. The
violent behaviour of the protagonists was a multi-layered process
that was in no sense linear but multi-causal. Violence and ex termination arose out of complex normative, institutional, social, and
situational dynamics. In this respect, the everyday historical
approach, in spite of the ideological context, allows us to take into
account the individual working experiences and violent practices
of the concentration camp staff. At the same time, it becomes
apparent that even in an institution like the Majdanek concentration
and extermination camp, staff could still choose how to act. Staff
rarely refused violence or extermination ‘work’; rather, as in
Muhsfeldt’s case, they went about it energetically, and added their
own personal touch.
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Lands of Unkultur: mass violence,
corpses, and the Nazi imagination
of the East
Michael McConnell

On 1 June 1943 Herr Lange, a political advisor in the civilian
administration of Generalkommissariat Weissruthenia, delivered a
report regarding a recent Bandenaktion, or anti-partisan operation,
to his superiors in Minsk.1 He noted that during a punishment
action in the district of Borrisow, German troops and their local
collaborators had herded the inhabitants into a large barn. Once
inside they were shot and the building was then set on fire.
However, it only partially burned and when Lange visited the scene
a few days later he found the unburned bodies of the victims still
piled inside the half-ruined structure. Wild animals had dragged
some of the corpses into the village streets and surrounding
fields, and mutilated bodies were scattered over the landscape.
Commenting further on the poor performance of the troops, upon
later investigation he discovered some of the victims were merely
wounded in the shooting. Despite their injuries these survivors had
managed to drag themselves out from under the bodies of their
neighbours and were later taken to a local hospital, where they told
others about the atrocity.2
The report was not a protest against the brutality visited on the
rural inhabitants of a Belarusian village. On the contrary, it simply
assessed the operation and offered insights into what aspects
needed to be corrected in future missions. Lange was undoubtedly
repulsed by what he saw, and his superiors themselves noted in
the transcription of the meeting that ‘The verbal report from
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Political Advisor Lange concerning an incident during a recent
anti-partisan operation is hardly pleasant [wenig erfreulich]’.3
This revulsion stemmed not only from the physical aftermath of
the murders, but from the fact that the German-led operation was
conducted in a manner allowing for a type of chaos and disorder
which was not only unsanitary but also failed to conceal the crime,
letting wounded civilians escape to tell their tale, encouraging the
growing resistance movement in the region. Embedded in the report
was the implicit idea that violence committed by the occupational
authorities should be precise and efficient, embodying their selfperceived national character. As a Kulturvolk, or ‘cultured people’,
Germans were obliged to kill in certain ways, which set them apart
from their uncivilized, brutal enemies in the East.
Through an examination of the anti-partisan war in Generalkommissariat Weissruthenia, this chapter assesses how Germans’
cultural stereotypes of Eastern Europeans drove the extreme forms
of violence visited on the region. As historian Alon Confino has
recently argued, scholars should begin to pay closer attention to
the ways in which imagination and fantasy interacted with state
ideology, to expose ‘people’s tendency to think outside, against,
underneath, and above it’. Such efforts do not attempt to discount
or minimize the role of ideology in mass violence, but rather
underscore that ideology is a part of culture and therefore remains
linked with a longer continuity of mentalities which feed into it,
justify it, and form its foundation.4
This argument works well for the subject of the German vision
of the East. As Vejas Liulevicius has noted, a longer trajectory of
German thought vis-à-vis Eastern Europe existed prior to the Nazis,
one largely articulated through notions of cultural struggle, with
the supposed Germanic traits of order, proficiency, and cleanliness
locked in a life-or-death battle with the allegedly disease-ridden,
primitive, and morally corrupt East. Germans often described these
lands as areas of Unkultur, literally ‘devoid of culture’, which were
therefore enticing due to the seemingly unlimited possibilities they
offered colonizers, as the land and its people could be shaped to fit
their vision. As such, Eastern Europe had long provoked a plethora
of fantasies, which merged with the Nazi vision of an eastern utopia
to be won at the expense of the local inhabitants.5
Co-mingling with optimistic imaginings of the future were deep
feelings of disgust, as the East was repulsive in its current, natural
state. For example, during his post-war trial, a former member of a
police unit stationed in the Generalkommissariat recalled, ‘It was
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like the Wild West, a hundred years ago in America’. This groundlevel vision of an untamed wilderness populated by unruly savages
was also held at the highest echelons of the Nazi state. In August
1942, commenting on the rising resistance in the East, Hitler
remarked: ‘The struggle we are waging there against the partisans
resembles very much the struggle in North America against the Red
Indians … at all costs we will establish law and order there’.6 Such
cultural fantasies regarding a lawless East, ironically encouraged by
the efforts directed at mastering it, and the atrocities that occurred
in Weissruthenia only served to perpetuate preconceptions of its
inherent barbarity as they plunged the region into catastrophe.
The corpses of the occupation’s victims played a key role in
encouraging mass violence. As subhumans inhabiting the wilderness on the edge of Nazi empire, the dead of Eastern Europe were
treated in ways which broke with European traditions regarding
death and burial. Hung from trees or left to rot in the smouldering
ruins of destroyed villages, the corpses were put on display,
expressing the occupiers’ contempt and marking them as something other than human. Aside from the deliberate attempt to
dehumanize the indigenous population by desecrating the dead,
the scattered, decaying remains generated disgust among those
directly responsible for enforcing Nazi policies and reinforced the
perception that the East was a primitive place in need of violent
transformation. Over the course of the German anti-partisan war,
a destructive dynamic emerged in which each brutal search-anddestroy operation failed to eliminate the partisan threat and only
enhanced perceptions of Eastern Europe as a wild place beyond law
and order. This perception called for ever more ruthless measures
against the civilian population. The treatment and display of
corpses contributed to the expansion of mass violence between
1941 and 1944.
The war against banditry
The anti-partisan war allows scholars to examine the reciprocal
relationship between cultural fantasy and atrocity. Unlike Nazi
persecutions of ethnic minorities such as the Jews and Roma, the
anti-partisan war struck the entire population of Eastern Europe.
It not only internalized these genocides, casting the victims as
partisans alongside their Slavic neighbours. Efforts to eliminate
resistance, perceived or otherwise, also caused widespread social
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and economic collapse, hindering efforts at colonial exploitation and
thereby radicalizing notions of Eastern primitiveness. Furthermore,
partisans were a central figure in the image of ‘the Wild East’, as
they best embodied the supposed character of the local population.
The East was considered by the Nazis to be the cradle of so-called
‘Judeo-Bolshevism’, and even prior to 1933 German politicians and
military leaders paid close attention to developments within the
Soviet Union. Of prime interest was the Russian Civil War, and this
conflict played a crucial role in shaping German thought regarding
the civilian population of the Soviet state and its neighbours. The
terror and forced population removals visited on regions such as
the Don Basin and the western borderlands during this period
projected the idea that the Soviet regime had jettisoned the civil–
military distinctions governing the conduct of European militaries.
These acts were interpreted as the removal of traditional forms of
restraint, creating a new form of conflict the Germans termed
Volkskrieg, or ‘people’s war’, which involved the direct participation
of the entire civilian population. Due to the manner in which it was
conducted, Volkskrieg was interpreted by German military planners
as barbaric. The Russian Civil War and the social engineering
projects which followed also buttressed stereotypes of the Soviets as
fanatics and Eastern peoples in general as desensitized to violence,
able to respond only to brutal forms of governance. These tropes
were later enhanced by the racial dogma of the Nazi regime after
1933, which biologized these notions and underscored the idea that
a war in the East would be a conflict unparalleled in the history of
warfare, in terms of both scope and violence.7
This was starkly evidenced by Directive Number 21, issued to
German troops by the Wehrmacht High Command on the eve
of the invasion of the Soviet Union in June 1941. It remarked,
‘Bolshevism is the mortal enemy of the National Socialist German
people … this war demands the ruthless suppression of bolshevist
snipers, guerrillas, saboteurs, Jews, and the complete elimination
of active or passive resistance’.8 The military clearly expected the
entire population to resist the German advance, as this was a war
of peoples rather than of militaries; the Germans thereby in effect
launched a type of Volkskrieg of their own on the Soviet Union, by
eroding the distinctions between civilians and combatants within
its territory. Such orders highlighted the supposed fanatical, savage,
and underhand nature of Eastern peoples.
Contrary to these expectations, however, the invaders initially
found little resistance from the local population and Stalin’s call
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on 1 July for scorched earth and a guerrilla war behind the Front
went largely unanswered.9 During this period, the greatest threat to
the occupiers came from members of the Red Army cut off during
the opening days of the invasion, and, overall, the threat remained
relatively small. Regardless, soldiers were ordered not to let their
guard down. Commanders of rear-area garrison and police units
spent the quiet autumn months formatting guidelines and honing
tactics for the war they expected to fight. For example, in late
September 1941, General Max von Schenkendorff held a conference
in Mogilev for police and military commanders from the rear area
of Army Group Centre. Over the course of the three-day meeting,
officers shared their experiences to date and brainstormed plans
for future confrontations with partisans. The meeting concluded
with a demonstration of tactics, and the participants witnessed a
company of police cordon off and search a village. Thirty-two of
the inhabitants were executed, all of them Jewish, since actual
partisans could not be found, exposing the relationship between
genocide and the dictates of rear-area security.10
The outcome of such intellectual exchanges was a series of
handbooks issued to soldiers and police stationed in the East.
These publications quoted Stalin’s call for a partisan war behind
the Front and cast the Soviets as guerrilla fighters par excellence.
They reiterated the message that the entire civilian population
was suspect, as women, small children, and even the elderly,
traditionally non-combatants, often worked for the partisans as
spies and couriers. In order to drive home the message that the
occupational troops were fighting an inhuman enemy, the manuals
reprinted captured documents detailing partisan tactics, stressing
their penchant for ‘dirty’ or ‘unfair’ attacks, such as ambushes and
the mining of roadways. One such captured document instructed
recruits to take the following oath: ‘I, a citizen of the Soviet Union
and loyal son of the heroic Russian people, swear to eliminate every
fascist snake that stands on Russian soil’.11
In the face of such apparent, and often manufactured, fanaticism, one document, drafted by Heinrich Himmler, the head of
all anti-partisan operations in occupied Europe, advised German
soldiers that ‘The most important qualifications for combating
this criminality are good nerves [and] a fearless heart’. Another
document, drafted by an officer with experience of fighting
partisans, encouraged troops to be ‘tirelessly active, comradely,
and hard’, like their opponents. In short, Germans were to conduct
themselves in ways similar to their supposedly merciless and
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barbaric enemies in the East, encouraging the pre-emptive use of
ruthless violence out of proportion to the actual threat. This notion
was encouraged by Hitler, who ordered, due the nature of the
partisan war, that the military and police forego adherence to the
Geneva Convention.12
The correspondence regarding the anti-partisan war further
criminalized the activities of the enemy. As Jonathan Gumz has
pointed out in his work on the anti-partisan war in the Balkans,
German military and police personnel often used technocratic
language in order to distinguish their violence from the supposedly
irrational forms of atrocity committed by the indigenous population.13 Reports from Generalkommissariat Weissruthenia also
reflected this tendency. Officers described anti-partisan operations
in clinical terms such as Säuberung des Gelandes, or ‘cleansing
the landscape’, and those killed had been given ‘special treatment’
(Sonderbehandelt), populations were ‘evacuated’ (Evakuierte), as a
euphemism for murder, and once a mission ended the targeted areas
had been ‘pacified’ (Befriedete Gebiete), whereas the reality was that
the local population had been either killed or forcibly removed.14
In contrast, the partisans and their activities were described
in dramatic emotional terms; attacks were raids (Überfallen),
cast at best as annoyances (Unwesen), or at worst as murder
and robbery (Mord und Raub). The partisans were described as
criminals; they allegedly plundered villages and towns and were
described as bandits (Banden) or sometimes as a plague (Pest)
haunting the land. Keeping in tandem with such quasi-biological
language, locations deemed under their control were described
as Bandenverseuchtegebiete, literally ‘areas infested with bandits’,
conjuring the image of a dangerous and spreading menace.
These medical tropes were also reflected in maps created by the
security forces. Many were covered in circles with the numbers of
suspected insurgents written within, and were constantly updated.
To the observer, Weissruthenia appeared to be covered in shifting
coloured splotches of various sizes and shapes, much like the body
of an epidemic victim, calling to mind the imaginings of disease
and contamination long associated with the East.15
In September 1942, Führer Directive Number 46, Instructions
for Intensified Action Against Banditry in the East, institutionalized
this language, ordering that the term ‘bandit’ replace the word
‘partisan’ in all correspondence, in an effort to coordinate policy
and encourage aggressiveness.16 This decree effectively criminalized
resistance while simultaneously extending what was deemed to be
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part of the anti-partisan effort to action against common criminality
such as black marketeering, petty theft, and smuggling, which were
in fact caused by the occupation’s exploitative economic policies.
The term ‘bandit’ was vague enough to encompass a variety of
meanings, and grew to encompass most of the civilian population.
The definition also encouraged local initiative to pursue violent
solutions, as it created a perception that Germans in the East were
under siege at every turn. By its very definition, the word ‘bandit’
connoted outsiders who lived on the margins of civilization and
attacked towns and villages, that is, attacked civilization itself.
Hence this deliberate merging of political resistance with everyday
criminality indiscriminately expanded the anti-partisan campaign
to the entire civilian population of Generalkommissariat Weissruthenia and radicalized pre-existing stereotypes of the region as
a lawless, merciless land of outlaws, and led to the unleashing of
extreme forms of violence.
The atrocities encouraged the desecration and defilement of
the corpses of the victims. Standing outside the boundaries of
European cultural affinity in the eyes of the Germans, and demonized by racial dogma and the violent language of occupation, the
dead bodies of civilians killed during anti-partisan sweeps were
inscribed with the contempt of their killers, set on display or denied
a proper burial, and simply left to lie where they fell. These acts
themselves helped perpetuate and exacerbate the very stereotypes
fuelling mass murder in the region.
Land and body: atrocity and aftermath in
Generalkommissariat Weissruthenia
In spring 1942 the German doctrine on combating partisans
shifted. The guerrilla threat was growing, due not only to the
Soviet’s increasing success at inserting reinforcements, advisors,
and supplies behind the lines, but also to the economic policies
of the occupational administration. Prior to this period, efforts to
contain the partisan movement were sporadic, consisting mostly
of foot patrols, the taking of hostages, fines against the civilian
population, and select mass reprisals, such as executions and
the burning of villages. Security forces complained about these
methods, arguing they failed to comprehensively address the
growing threat. Decisions were then made to conduct so-called
‘large operations’ (Grossunternehmen), in which Wehrmacht
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divisions would operate alongside police units and their local
auxiliaries across wide stretches of territory in order extend the
administration’s control.17
This change was crucial, as these operations transferred
military tactics into civilian areas, essentially waging war on the
local population. Troops, working from information passed on
by informers, bracketed off large swaths of the region, seeking
to encircle partisan forces and cut off their escape routes. The
space inside these ‘cauldrons’ was then reduced in size until units
reached the centre, then swept their way outwards, hoping to catch
any stragglers who might have escaped the first sweep. These areas
were essentially free-fire zones, and although troops worked their
way through the tangled forests looking for partisan camps, the
operations’ main targets were villages suspected of supporting the
resistance.18
German guidelines for these assaults called for an overwhelming
show of force, and aircraft and artillery often bombarded these
locations prior to the start of the operation.19 Shortly afterwards
troops would arrive and surround the villages. Those villagers who
attempted to escape or resisted were killed on the spot, and the
rest of the population was gathered in the centre of the village and
interrogated regarding the whereabouts of the partisans. Suspects
were then executed on the scene, and the rest of the inhabitants
were deported for slave labour; livestock and food supplies were
usually removed. The villages were then set on fire, both to
demonstrate the repercussions of assisting the enemy and to deny
the partisans resources.20
At ground level these actions created chaos. German troops
entered villages and rounded up the population, and beat them
with whips, rifle butts, and sticks as they attempted to separate
those deemed ‘work capable’ (Arbeitsfähig) from the elderly, sick,
and very young, who were to be executed or deported to languish
in special camps. Unsurprisingly, some villagers resisted and
scuffles and gun shots rang out among shouted orders and the cries
of children. The thick smoke emanating from burning thatch and
straw increased the tense atmosphere. Interrogations were carried
out on the scene, with inhabitants and their children threatened at
gunpoint in an effort to extract information about local partisan
groups. Those found to have missing adult male family members
or without identity papers were considered ‘partisan supporters’
and executed. In some cases entire villages were wiped out, either
for their perceived resistance to the raids, or simply because they
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were located on the edges of the forest, and thus associated with the
partisans lurking within.21
In some locations the inhabitants were gathered together
and forced to dig mass graves. At others, natural or pre-existing
manmade depressions, such as gullies and ditches, were used. Other
peasants were forced to fill them, underlining notions of collective
punishment and reinforcing notions of their subhuman nature.
However, during these operations units were under strict timetables
to reach particular map coordinates by the end of each day,
ensuring the area under assault would remain isolated. As a result,
troops often dispensed with efforts to concentrate their victims at
one prepared killing site, and massacres tended to decentralize into
scattered, smaller shootings throughout the village. The bodies of
the victims were left where they fell, for surviving members of the
local population to attend to after the soldiers moved on.22
German doctrine also called for the hanging of ‘bandits’.
Here, the bodies of the victims were used most directly as a
vehicle to convey the occupation’s power. This technique served
as a spectacular form of communication, to express the Germans’
ability to discipline those who resisted. Each displayed body also
helped craft the image of the civilian population and the partisans
as one and the same in the minds of the occupiers. Many villagers
died by this method, and few resistance fighters were caught
during raids by the occupation’s troops. Hanging criminalized
these victims through an act of punishment historically associated
throughout Europe with banditry. This point was driven home
by the signs hung around their necks, proclaiming their alleged
‘crimes’, such as theft, robbery, or looting. Many of the corpses
were also displayed prominently on the main thoroughfares of
towns, or at important intersections or crossroads, ensuring their
view by the local populace. These public executions also called
for a kind of collective participation different from other forms of
murder. Soldiers gathered to watch the executions or to observe
the bodies afterwards, posing with them for photographs, further
dehumanizing the suspended victims as macabre trophies. Each
suspended corpse symbolically served to assert the occupation’s
authority, and underscored the supposed criminal nature of the
entire population, as their public display implied that these socalled bandits hailed from the people.
In some cases, these acts of spectacle came in the wake of the
partisans’ own efforts to use the corpses of their attackers to convey
resistance to the occupation. For example, during one anti-partisan
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operation, part of a group of Latvian police led by German officers
was cut off from its detachment and annihilated. They were later
found naked and mutilated in the woods, and when efforts were
made to recover the bodies, the troops discovered they were mined.
The unit which recovered the bodies a short time later burned
several villages and killed their inhabitants in revenge for what they
considered to be an especially underhand act.23
One particularly gruesome method which arose from operational considerations was the immolation of victims. The
commanders of anti-partisan operations considered the burning of
bodies expedient, as it used the destruction of the villages to meet
sanitary guidelines regarding the disposal of corpses, as noted in
a report from Operation Winterzauber, in March 1943. One unit
commander ordered that where suspects could not be handed over
to the security police for ‘special treatment’ – summary executions
in the forest – his men should shoot their prisoners in houses
and cover the bodies with straw to encourage their immolation
once the buildings were set alight. This tactic literally enacted
the type of cleansing purge discussed in operational after-action
reports. Additionally, the purifying properties of fire were also well
advocated in German medical circles, and this literature appears to
have encouraged such methods, as well as the idea that the East was
literally and figuratively ridden with deadly bacteria (i.e. its people),
which had to be rooted out and completely destroyed in order to
conquer the region and allow Kultur to take hold.24
Going one step further, many units burned their victims alive.
Survivors recalled that soldiers often rushed into their homes and
ordered them to lie on the floor, and in some cases their captors
questioned them not only about local partisan activity but also
about disease in the village or whether family members were sick.
The buildings of those deemed guilty or a health risk were then set
on fire, and anyone attempting to flee was shot. Barns in particular
were considered good sites for these atrocities, because of their size
and the ready supply of flammable material such as straw.25
Other motives must be taken into consideration alongside such
‘rational’ explanations as the disposal of bodies. The methods
used by the Germans were also chosen to destroy their victims not
only physically but also emotionally. For villagers across Eastern
Europe, fire was viewed as a catastrophe; one survivor recalled that
‘even the earth groaned’ as her village was destroyed, underscoring
the significance of this rupture in the intricate weaving of nature
and society which comprised peasant cosmology.26 Buildings
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constructed from wood and thatch were highly flammable, and
even a small fire could destroy an entire community. Indeed, fire
remained such an important collective concern that villagers
often reserved their harshest punishments for members of the
community who committed acts of arson.27
After the war, the anti-partisan operations were remembered
as an apocalypse made worse by the fact that the majority of the
victims were denied proper burial. In many cases German units
did not record information regarding their executions, and the
locations of many mass graves remain unknown. In other cases the
victims became visible only after the spring thaw, when the snow
and ice covering them melted. Once uncovered, some merged with
the mud, becoming part of the horrific landscape imagined by the
Germans. Other bodies lay exposed for weeks, often unrecognizable
even to surviving family members. Likewise, those villagers who
managed to escape returned to the smouldering ashes of their
villages to find immolated corpses, which would disintegrate once
they were moved, in some cases making the effort of recovering
the body of a loved one a traumatizing act in itself. Burials after
the atrocity broke with traditional practices, as they took place in
secret locations, in the woods or swamps, unconsecrated spaces
traditionally associated with corruption and evil.28 A common
theme in the post-war dreams of survivors was visitation by
deceased family members, expressing their continued pain and
anguish, a sign of the guilt felt by their relatives’ inability to provide
proper burials. Through their very form, these atrocities denied a
sense of closure and continued to terrorize the victims for decades
after the event.29
The violation of local custom caused by these crimes was
likely known by the Germans. Many units garrisoned in the rear
areas worked closely with local collaborators, and these militias
often comprised the bulk of the manpower for anti-partisan
operations. Additionally, due to the heavily forested terrain of
Generalkommissariat Weissruthenia, troops in the region were
often decentralized in small groups when not participating in large
manoeuvres, spread out across a variety of strong points in areas
considered to be less of a security risk. At these fortifications they
trained local personnel and worked closely with the population in
order to cultivate informers. Consequently, many must have been
at least partially aware of local customs. For example, in one case
German troops deliberately selected the village bathhouse as a site
of execution for five suspected female partisans. This landmark
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served important village functions, and the murders desecrated
this important social space, making it unusable. Thus even those
locales spared from total destruction were environmentally and
culturally affected by atrocity. Mass graves served an important,
if unintentional, function in the Germans’ scorched earth policy,
as they poisoned groundwater, making villages and croplands
unusable. They also attracted wild animals, creating yet another
problem for survivors, while the killings also upended villagers’
sense of cosmology, bringing the polluting forces of chaos and
misfortune closer to their homes, angering local spirits, as allegedly
evidenced by the earth moving as the graves shifted.30
If the Germans knew they were violating local norms, they
also consciously violated their own. Cremation, for example, remained a contentious form of corpse disposal inside Germany,
despite endorsements within the medical community, as graves,
particularly individual ones, conveyed humanity. The dead were
sacred and their proper care in specifically designated areas was
considered a distinguished mark of a civilized people. If improperly
cared for, the dead were an expression of disorder, and the growing
tempo of the air war against the Reich posed serious challenges
to the Nazi regime’s legitimacy. As Monica Black has noted, the
charred and mutilated bodies found in the streets of German cities
after bombing raids were ‘matter out of place’, which threatened
to undermine notions of social and cultural order. The regime
struggled to cope with the challenges posed by the treatment of
these corpses, and even the efforts to generate support for mass
burials met considerable civilian resistance.31
As Mary Douglas famously remarked in her work on contamination, taboos protect ‘the local consensus on how the world
is organized’, and the Germans’ deliberate violation of their own
sacred views on the treatment of corpses consequently cast the East
as a dirty, chaotic space, a monstrous land of Unkultur populated
by subhumans, as reflected in the unburied bodies exposed by
spring thaws or hanging from trees along the streets of villages
burnt to their foundations.32 As Wilhelm B. remarked during his
interrogation in 1975 by East German authorities regarding his
participation in anti-partisan operations, ‘The longer I stayed in the
Soviet Union the more I hated the partisans’. Here ‘the partisans’
likely served as code for the civilian population at large. When asked
about the motives behind the immolation of seventy villagers inside
a barn near the village of Dmitrowo in 1943, he replied that his
unit decided this was the most brutal and painful fashion in which
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to murder their victims, evidencing the hatred they felt towards
them. Each act of violence and its physical aftermath enhanced
pre-existing stereotypes, increased disgust and frustration at the
apparent backwardness of the region, and encouraged new forms
of brutality, allowing the corpses themselves to become a message
conveying the hatred directed at the population.33
The anti-partisan operations of 1942–44 plunged the region
into the type of catastrophic social and economic conditions
the Germans expected to find during the invasion in June 1941.
Enduring over 140 major sweeps and countless smaller actions,
over 2 million of Generalkommissariat Weissruthenia died during
the four-year occupation. The extent of the devastation is doubly
reflected by the roughly 5,000 villages destroyed. At 629 of these
locations, the entire population perished, further reflecting the
magnitude of the damage done to the region’s economic output,
not to mention social and cultural life.34
This violence arose from, and was shaped by, the stereotypes of
a ‘Wild East’, characterized by thick forests, murky swamps, and
savage peoples closer to animals than human beings. A centrifugal dynamic emerged over the course of the occupation, as
expectations of local behaviour called for the ruthless and preemptive application of punishment. These efforts in turn created
physical conditions and civilian responses which then radicalized
these perceptions, encouraging brutal new initiatives, whose scope
constantly broadened, drawing in ever greater numbers of victims.
Key elements in this process, and much overlooked, were the
methods of execution and the treatment of the bodies of the victims.
Breaking their own taboos concerning the treatment of corpses, the
German occupiers created a land of Unkultur, a self-inflicted failure
which hindered their attempts to reorder the landscape and bend
its people to their colonial vision.
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Part II: Practices

4

Earth, fire, water: or how to make the
Armenian corpses disappear 1
Raymond H. Kévorkian

In the planning of mass violence, the logistical aspects of the
elimination of the corpses of victims have almost as important a
place as the executions themselves. The mass violence committed by
the Young Turk regime against the Ottoman Armenian population
has sometimes hinted at improvisation, but works published in
recent years have shown that the destruction of Armenians (and
Syrians) had been organized with far more care than one might
have imagined, including the logistics of eliminating the corpses.2
As we shall see, the Young Turk authorities made every effort to
enforce their directives on officials or paramilitaries reluctant to
carry out these menial tasks or negligent in performing them.
Weather and domestic or wild animals also played their part, as
they brought to light a multitude of corpses sometimes buried
several months earlier. The location of the massacres largely
conditioned the method used to eliminate from public view the
corpses of the victims, although the ideological dimension should
not be downplayed, as the first priority for the Young Turks was to
conceal all traces of their crimes as quickly as possible.
The first phase of the genocide
The first phase of the genocide, from April to September 1915,
consisted of the forced deportation (the ‘death marches’) of the
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Armenian and Syrian populations from the Ottoman Empire, in
particular from six eastern provinces, where the majority had their
historic roots. These are wild, mountainous regions, at average
altitudes of 2,000 metres; the enclosed valleys – especially those
of the Tigris and the Euphrates, but also of the Murat River – were
used as traps, with their entries and exits controlled by the butchers
of the regime’s ‘Special Organization’. The males, constituting the
principal target of the Central Committee of Ittihad ve Terakki
(Committee of Union and Progress), were systematically executed
and tossed into the turbulent waters of the Tigris and the Euphrates.
The deportees were supposed to be ‘relegated’ to the deserts of
Syria and Mesopotamia, to which they were transferred on foot.
However, the first to arrive in these regions were the corpses of
deportees floating on the Tigris and the Euphrates. By 10 June
1915, the German vice-consul at Mosul, Walter Holstein, wired his
ambassador:
Six hundred and fourteen Armenians (men, women, and children)
expelled from Dyarbakir and conducted towards Mosul were all killed
during the voyage by raft [on the Tigris]. The keleks [rafts] arrived
empty yesterday. For several days now, corpses and human limbs have
been floating down the river. Other convoys of Armenian ‘settlers’ are
currently en route, and it is probable that the same fate awaits them,
too.3

The situation was still worse on the Euphrates, as a report by the
German consul at Aleppo, Walter Rössler, attested:
The aforementioned presence of corpses in the Euphrates, which
has been observed in Rumkale, Burecik, and Jerablus, continued for
twenty-five days, as I was informed on 17 July. The bodies were all
tied together in the same way, in pairs, back to back. This systematic
arrangement shows that it is a question, not of random killings, but
of a general extermination plan elaborated by the authorities.… The
corpses have reappeared, after an interruption of several days, in ever
greater numbers. This time, it is essentially a question of the bodies of
woman and children.4

While the Euphrates made it possible to get rid of the corpses
encumbering the northern provinces at small cost, they created
problems for the local authorities in Syria and Mesopotamia. In
confirming the information from the German diplomat, certain
authenticated documents, mentioned during the trial of the Young
Turks, show that this method was not to the taste of Ahmed
Djemal Pasha, the commander of the Ottoman Fourth Army, who
held authority over the entire region. In a telegram of 14 July 1915
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(transcribed in the Gregorian calendar) addressed to the governor
of Dyarbakir, Dr Mehmed Reshid, the navy minister, complained
about the presence of corpses floating on the Euphrates. The
governor then wired him two days later:
The Euphrates has little relationship with our province. The floating
corpses come probably from the side of the provinces of Erzerum
and Harput. Those who fall dead here either are thrown into deep
abandoned caves, or, as often happens, burned. There is rarely a place
to bury them.5

One might also highlight a well documented case of 2,833 infants
from the Bayburt district, who had passed the age limit accepted
for ‘adoption’, who were drowned in the Euphrates at the level of
the Kemah gorge.6
Not only the water courses, but also lakes, wells, and cisterns
served to get rid of corpses. The extent of the crimes committed
around Lake Geoljik/Gölcük in this regard is well documented in
a report by the American consul in Harput, Leslie Davis. On 24
September 1915, the diplomat decided to take a ride on horseback
towards this mountain lake, after a Turk had told him the place was
covered in corpses.7 Leaving at about four o’clock in the morning, in
order to get away without being noticed, the consul and his Turkish
guide were in the saddle for five hours towards Kurdemlik, finding
all the way along the road hundreds of scarcely buried bodies, with
arms or legs sticking out of the ground or partially eaten by dogs.
Some of the bodies had been burned ‘in order to find any gold which
the people may have swallowed’.8 After this, the consul decided to
roam the cliff’s north-eastern bank, intercut with ‘deep valleys’. It
seemed that the method most frequently used by the paramilitary
bandits was to push the deportees over the top of the cliffs into
these steep valleys, real traps whose sole exit was the lake. This
doubtless explained why hundreds of bodies were floating on the
banks of the lake. During this first part of the trek, Davis observed
two valleys, one filled with at least 1,000 and another with more
than 1,500 corpses, and many others less filled, but which he could
not approach at that time as the stench was so great.9
Davis concluded the report of his second trek with an estimate
of no fewer than 10,000 massacred and abandoned on the banks of
Lake Gölcük. ‘Few localities could be better suited to the fiendish
purposes of the Turks in their plan to exterminate the Armenian
population than this peaceful lake … far removed from the sight
of civilized man’.10
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In the southern district of Nisibin, where Armenians, Jacobites,
Chaldeans, Kurds, and some 600 Jews lived, the subgovernor, on 16
August 1915, organized a raid on Christian notables, including the
Jacobite bishop, who were executed the same day outside the town’s
limits. Women and children were exterminated in the course of the
following days and thrown into sixty-five pits that also received
thousands of corpses of deportees coming from the north.11 To the
north of Nisibin, Dara was the scene of repeated massacres, which
makes one think that the ruins of the ancient town were chosen
as a slaughterhouse. For example, at Dara on 11 July 1915, some
7,000 deportees coming from Erzerum were thrown into the town’s
immense Byzantine underground cisterns.12 Around the same time,
a convoy of deportees from the north arrived at Argana Maden,
where they saw on the banks of the Tigris a spectacle reminiscent
of Dante: thousands of decomposing corpses.13
Several hundred kilometres downstream, during the winter
of 1915–16, General Halil Kut, appointed in January 1916 by his
nephew, the war minister Generalissimo Ismail Enver Pasha, as
commander of the Sixth Army operating on the Iraq Front, gave
the order to exterminate the 15,000 deportees ‘residing’ in Mosul
and its surroundings. According to testimony collected by the
Swiss historian S. Zurlinden, Halil had these 15,000 Armenians
executed on two nights by Kurds and irregulars, by throwing them
into the Tigris bound in batches of ten.14
All these elements show planning, the use of proven methods,
and preparatory work by the executioners; they ensured that the
victims did not escape drowning, by binding them in pairs or more,
back to back, before tossing them into the water. This method,
which was used only on male victims, seems to have come into
widespread use with the removal of the Armenians from their
homes over the months of May–June 1915. Its advantage was that
it could be carried out quickly, but it also had the disadvantage
of polluting waterways situated downstream, sometimes over a
distance of several thousand kilometres.
The treatment of the bodies of women and children, who
comprised the large majority of the convoys of deportees, was
significantly different. During this first phase of the genocide, the
hilly routes taken by the convoys, remote from any habitation, and
the extreme conditions imposed by the escorts – the deportees
were provided with neither food nor water – determined both
the death of the deportees and the treatment of their corpses. A
form of ‘natural selection’ occurred, with the weakest being simply
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left to die by the roadside or finished off with a gunshot. Survival
was entirely dependent on the ability of the deportees to keep up
with the convoy. In the eyes of the decision-makers, these ‘natural’
deaths corroborated the official description of the genocide as
merely a ‘population transfer’.
Among the countless sites chosen for the destruction of the
deportees, the mountainous district of Kahta, situated to the south
of Malatia, to the east of Adiyaman, was without doubt the most
murderous. More than 500,000 deportees crossed by the Firincilar
plain, about three hours to the south-east of Malatia, the arrival
point for convoys of deportees coming from the north.15 The site
was littered with rotting corpses that emitted an extreme stench.
An elderly Turk explained to one of the deportees that worse was
to come next day, when he would embark on the ‘death march’
beyond the peaks of Malatya Dağları.16 One witness reported
seeing a battalion of ‘gendarmerie’ and a ‘director’ receiving orders
by telephone.17 It was in fact a command centre for the Special
Organization, remote from everything but equipped with a field
telephone, to coordinate the departure of the convoys for the ‘death
march’. The witness further noted that the ‘gendarmes’, with a
certain courtesy, ordered the deportees to leave their belongings
on the spot, by entrusting them to the commission responsible for
the ‘war tax’ (teklif-i harbiye). He estimated that 80,000–100,000
deportees were then camping at the foot of the mountains.18
One by one, the convoys took the direction of the gorges opening
beyond Firincilar, one of the killing fields regularly used by the
Special Organization. It had been put under the supervision of the
parliamentary deputy for Dersim, Haci Baloşzâde Mehmed Nuri
Bey, and his brother, Ali Pasha. They had two Kurdish chieftains
of the Reşvan tribe, Zeynel Bey and Haci Bedri Aga, under their
command, with their squadrons of bandits.19 The deportees were
suddenly confronted with an appalling sight: the gorge opening
after Firincilar was filled with the corpses of people from earlier
convoys.20
Once the convoy reached the gorge, Zeynel Bey directed
operations from a height. He first had the few men still in the convoy
separated from the other deportees and then put to death. The
operation went on for a full hour and a half. According to Alphonse
Arakelian, who was in this convoy, 3,600 people lost their lives, but
around 100 men survived.21 One of Arakelian’s companions, Sarkis
Manukian, later declared that 2,115 men were slain that day in the
Kahta gorge.22
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While isolated mountain passes, such as Kahta’s, suited mass
slaughter by relieving the killers of the need to get rid of the bodies,
the mountain routes and sometimes the main roads the deportees
had to follow presented problems from time to time. Tens of
thousands of Armenians died en route, and were rarely buried,
or only in haste. The increasing number of rotting corpses along
the roads, as well as a typhus epidemic that spread rapidly within
the local populations, could not fail to worry the governors and
subgovernors, who were assailed with complaints on all sides. It
was then essential that the ministry ‘sanitize’ the region, and take
the necessary measures to put some order into the prevailing
anarchy. Commander Djemal Pasha reported in his memoirs, ‘I
was furious when I learned that the exiled Armenians were to come
to Bozanti on their way over the Taurus and Adana to Aleppo, for
any interference with the line of communications might have the
gravest consequences for the [Suez] Canal Expedition’.23 In other
words, epidemics caused by the rotting corpses threatened some
crossing points essential to a switch from the Armenian plateau
to the deserts of Syria and Mesopotamia, of major strategic
importance for the commander of the Palestine Front.
As for the measures taken by the authorities to control these
problems, the investigation files for the Young Turk criminals
brought to trial in 1919 contain a series of exchanges between the
governor-general of Mamuret ul-Aziz province, Sabit Bey, and the
administrator of Malatia, Reshid Bey, and between the Minister of
the Interior and Sabit Bey. The first telegram on this matter was
addressed by Sabit to the Malatia administrator on 21 August 1915,
or shortly after the passage of the main convoys of deportees from
the northern and western regions in the department of Malatia. It
tells us first that ‘there are many corpses littering the roads’ in the
department, with ‘the numerous inconveniences that engenders’.
Sabit complains that the corpses were not buried with ‘care’ and
says there should be no hesitation in punishing ‘officials showing
evidence of negligence’.24 It seems, however, that the instructions
were not always followed. On 10 September, Sabit renewed his
complaints to Reshid. He wrote, ‘We learn that there are rotting
corpses on the boundary between [the departments] of Hüsni
Mansur and Besni.… It is not appropriate, from the point of view
of government and for reasons of hygiene, that one finds [corpses]
in the open air, in a state of decomposition’.25 In excuse for the
administrator of Malatia, one must grant that the repeated passage
of convoys demanded a regular renewal of road clearing by the
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gendarmes to whom, oddly, this task had been entrusted. These
corpses rotting away betrayed rather too well the real purpose of
the deportations.
Three months later, doubtless on the heels of complaints reaching
Istanbul through diplomatic channels, the Minister of the Interior
rebuked the governor-general of Mamuret ul-Aziz, on the grounds
that ‘one again finds exposed corpses … or remains’.26 It seems
that these orders communicated to subgovernors and gendarmerie
commanders, threatened with court martial,27 did finally convince
the latter ‘to open trenches dug sufficiently deeply so that the dogs
could not reach them’.28
These precautions lasted only a while. According to the official
figures cited during what became known as the Yozgat trial, held
some years after the events, before a military court, about 33,000
Armenians from the Yozgat department were deported, and the
majority of them massacred in a valley near Keller, at Boğazkemin.
Captain Şükrü, who served in the Yozgat gendarmerie, noted in his
‘confessions’ that the massacres were carried out under the order of
the Minister of the Interior, and that the traces of these massacres
‘were wiped out, at the end of October, by digging huge trenches
into which the bodies were tipped, then burned, but the winter
rains brought to light the rotted corpses or the bones’.29
Finally, one sees that during the first phase of the extermination
of the Ottoman Armenians, the priority of the central authorities
was the physical destruction of the deportees and the use of
summary means to get rid of the bodies. The rivers flowing
down from the Armenian plateau, principally the Tigris and the
Euphrates, provided a low-cost means of doing so, although many
of the bodies became stuck on the banks, where they took months
to decompose. This method, in theory highly efficient, nonetheless
therefore had unforeseen consequences: it was sometimes necessary to use explosives to clear what were quite literally dams
formed by the mass of floating bodies, while the waters of these two
legendary rivers remained polluted long afterwards, giving rise to
epidemics among the Arab populations living downstream. This
method was used exclusively on men, who were the first victims
of the genocidal process. Some of the bodies drifted as far as the
Syrian desert and the Persian Gulf, with lasting pollution to the
feeder rivers, under the gaze of the local population and of other
witnesses, especially Germans. Similarly, the land routes used for
the deportation became littered with corpses, although attempts
were certainly made by the local administrative services to clean
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them, but since the latter were reluctant to dig sufficiently deep
trenches, the vagaries of the winter weather of 1915–16 and animals
brought traces of these decomposed bodies to light, provoking the
wrath of the Minister of the Interior.
The second phase of genocide and the network of
concentration camps
The second phase of genocide, which stretched from autumn 1915
to autumn 1916, was in the context of Syria and Mesopotamia.
These thinly populated desert regions afforded a very different
treatment of bodies. Here, the deportees who survived the death
marches were poured into a couple of dozen concentration camps.
People there died a ‘natural’ death, from exhaustion, starvation, or
epidemic disease.
The common lot of the several hundred thousand deportees in
Syria or Mesopotamia was to clutter the makeshift concentration
camps managed by the subdirectorate for deportees, created at
Aleppo in the autumn of 1915. This quasi-official organ, which
was attached to the directorate for the ‘installation of tribes and
migrants’ (Iskân-ı Aşâyirîn ve Muhâcirîn Müdîriyeti, or IAMM)
and dependent on the Ministry of the Interior, was entrusted with
the task of organizing deportations, and of placing Armenian
goods at the disposal of muhacir refugees (Muslim settlers), who
were effectively being installed in place of the deportees. It was the
coordinating body, for example, for relocating Roumeli Muslim
emigrants or Circassians from Palestine and Asia Minor into the
zones emptied of their Greek or Armenian populations.30 Hence,
the IAMM was the body charged with implementing the Ittihadist
Central Committee’s policy of ‘demographic homogenization’,
or what now would be termed ethnic cleansing. Under its official
remit, it was called upon to settle the displaced Muslims, but it was
primarily charged with uprooting the Armenian populations and
coordinating their deportation, and we now know what that means
according to the location of the people targeted. When one observes
the chronology of the movements of Muslim populations under
its authoritarian orders, one sees a process almost parallel and
synchronized with the cleansing of Armenians from the regions
destined for the refugees displaced by the IAMM.31 Its link with the
Committee of Union and Progress is underlined by the very nature
of its mission of ‘Turkification’ of the area, as well as by the choice
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of its director, Muftizâde Şükrü (Kaya) Bey, a Young Turk close to
Mehmed Talât,32 who was delegated by the Committee of Union
and Progress in the provinces of Adana and Aleppo in the summer
of 1915,33 like many of his Istanbul colleagues, when the situation
demanded urgent intervention and the implementation of a policy
determined by the Ittihadist centre.
If the first arrivals in the summer and the start of autumn 1915
had temporarily been established in the roadside inns of Aleppo,
from November the governor-general, Mustafa Abdülhalik, forbade
access to the town by the convoys, and they were systematically
redirected along the Euphrates or the Baghdad Railway, towards
Mosul. It was probably under his orders that the subdirectorate
created a first transit camp, one hour to the east of the town, at Sibil,
a vast plain heralding the deserts of Syria. The camp was supervised
by Selanikli Eyub Bey, a bandit chief, and assistant to the directorgeneral of deportations (Sevkiyat müdüri), and administered by the
Sevkiyat müdüri himself, Cemil Hakim Bey.34 Each day a convoy
would arrive, as another left in the direction of Meskene and Der
Zor (the modern Deir ez-Zor). Several thousand deportees were
established there.
However, one establishment reserved for Armenians was maintained in the town: the vast roadside inn in the Achiol quarter,
named Kasıldıh, in the court of which were ranged immense tents
serving as a prison. The camp in fact was reserved for adult men
still miraculously present in the convoys arriving at Aleppo, and
for deportees who had hidden in the town whom the police or
gendarmeries had caught during their countless night raids. The
deceased there were so numerous that, as Walter Rössler wrote,
‘towards mid-October, it was decided to set up a new cemetery
outside the town. But before one could begin to bury the dead, one
unloaded the corpses in piles there and they remained for several
days in the open air.’ 35
A second camp was put in place near a village situated on the
northern periphery of the town, at Karlik, along the railway line.
According to the American consul, Jesse B. Jackson, one would
find there on average 500 tents, housing 2,000–3,000 deportees in
appalling conditions, virtually without water. A hundred dead were
taken away each day.36
The humourist Yervant Odian, who was temporarily in another
camp on the outskirts of Aleppo, witnessed terrible scenes.37 He later
wrote about a trench dug at the edge of the camp into which, every
morning, were thrown the deceased of the night before, above all
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victims of the dysentery epidemic that raged there at the beginning
of December 1915. He also observed how the Turks, Arabs, and Jews
of Aleppo, without children, came to the camp to buy boys and girls
from their parents. Cold weather and rain decimated especially those
who had no tent; the lack of food did the rest. In this environment,
ethical and moral standards are overthrown. Nonetheless, mothers
often objected to these transactions, and would not always allow
themselves to be convinced by the arguments of the buyers when
the latter remarked that, in any case, the mothers would be going
to their deaths, and so their child would be saved by being bought.
Some mothers who had consented fell into madness or stupor soon
after giving up their progeny. The most sought after were children
of seven to ten years, above all girls. Thousands of boys and girls
were thus sold by their parents.38
By October 1915, some 870,000 deportees had reached the
border regions of Syria or Mesopotamia. The general strategy of the
Turkish authorities was to leave them there to ‘rot’ in the temporary
camps for a few weeks, then to set them on their way to another
camp, and so on, until the convoys amounted to no more than a
few moribund survivors. The Mamura camp, situated half an hour
from Osmaniye, in a place called Kanlıgeçit, received during the
months of August, September, and October 1915 around 80,000
Armenian deportees, who were then housed in makeshift tents on:
a vast and muddy terrain stretching before the Mamura station. Every
day, six to seven hundred would die.… The unfortunate, without roof,
without clothing, without bread would like fall like dead leaves.… The
unburied bodies of the dead piled up. The ground was covered with
them. Under many tents, entire families would die of starvation and
cold.39

The next stage of the deportation journey was to the Islahiye
camp, situated on the eastern slope of the Amanus range, where
the Baghdad Railway resumed its course. Islahiye was the first concentration camp in the province of Aleppo. A German missionary
reported:
The Islahiye camp is the saddest thing I have ever seen. Right at the
entrance a heap of dead bodies lay unburied … in the immediate
neighbourhood of the tents of those who were down with virulent
dysentery. The filth in and around these tents was something
indescribable. On one single day, the burial committee buried as many
as 580 people.40
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Father Krikoris Balakian, who spent several months in the
region and visited the camp in autumn 1915, reports that the
subdirectorate for deportees, using the lack of militiamen and
means of transportation as an excuse, deliberately let the convoys
that arrived in quick succession crowd the camps, making it
impossible to provide the deportees with the basic necessities and
creating conditions that encouraged the spread of epidemics:
People arrived by the thousands in Islahiye; only a few hundred were
marched off.… There were days on which the deportees in the tens of
thousands of tents died, not by the dozens, but by the hundreds, while
no healthy people could be found to collect and bury the dead.… The
victims were, first and foremost, Armenian children.… The area spread
out before us looked like a battlefield. The plain just beyond Islahiye
was covered with countless earthen mounds, large and small. These
were the graves of Armenians, containing fifty or a hundred bodies
each.… Some, unfortunately, were as high as hills.41

The camps in Rajo, Katma, and Azaz, located some 20 km south
of Islahiye on the road to Aleppo, were in operation only briefly,
in the autumn of 1915. In a telegram dated 18 October 1915, the
interim German consul in Aleppo, Hermann Hoffmann, informed
his ambassador that the director of political affairs in the province
estimated that there were 40,000 deportees concentrated in the
camps in Rajo and Katma, and that other convoys ‘from western,
central and northern Anatolia were on the way. Three hundred
thousand people have to continue their route southward’.42 The
camp in Rajo lay approximately 1 km from the railway station. At
this time of the year, it was a vast marshland, but nonetheless it was
covered in tents. A deportee from Banderma reported:
Corpses piled up in the tents. People who did not have tents had taken
up quarters under the railroad bridge in order to protect themselves a
little from the cold. A torrent caused by the rains suddenly inundated
the spot and swept them off: they all drowned. There were bodies on all
sides. Very few escaped with their lives.43

On 8 November the German consul, Dr Rössler, returning from
Alexandretta, informed the Chancellor, Theobald von BethmannHollweg, that ‘the concentration camp in Katma is an indescribable
sight’.44 Within a few weeks, the number of deportees arriving at
Katma had soared. According to the same deportee from Banderma,
40,000 tents were set up there in just over a month, housing nearly
200,000 people. Then the survivors ‘were ultimately transferred,
in the space of a few days, to Azaz, an hour’s march away’. The
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concentration camp in Azaz remained in operation somewhat
longer, until spring 1916, but with fewer deportees – those who had
managed to bribe officials of the Sevkiyat to let them stay in the
camp. In the account by the same witness:
I may say that with the naked eye it was impossible to see from one end
to the other of this gigantic tent camp.… Famine and lack of shelters
caused great suffering to the population. Dysentery was omnipresent.
Poverty was absolute. The dead past counting. [The system] of
Armenian supervisors took shape here and was an additional appalling
nightmare for the population.… The ground beneath the sagging tents,
made of whatever was to hand, was strewn with the dead and dying.
Many people were wasting away amid excrement, wracked by hunger.
Odour and death reigned everywhere.… The gravediggers were unable
even to remove all the bodies.… Every day a convoy was led away by
force.

According to Aram Andonian, 60,000 deportees perished in these
two camps, carried off by famine or typhus, in autumn 1915.45
Bab, the following stage, had a concentration camp set up half
an hour from the city, on a clay plain that was transformed into a
veritable lake whenever it rained. In October 1915, Bab acquired the
status of transit camp and concentration camp. With the beginning
of winter and the arrival of deportees from the camps of Islahiye
and Katma-Azaz, typhus broke out in Bab. Each day, 400–500
people died there.46
Roughly 50,000–60,000 Armenians lost their lives in Bab
between October 1915 and spring 1916, according to the evidence
of Father Dajad Arslanian, who took it upon himself to bury the
dead with as much respect as possible.47 These figures are confirmed
by the German consul and by the camp’s chief gravedigger, an
Armenian named Hagop, who counted 1,209 deaths in two days,
11 and 12 January 1916 (the gravediggers, recruited from the ranks
of the deportees, were allowed to stay with their families until the
camps were shut down). The consul, Rössler, stated in a report dated
9 February that 1,029 people died in two days in the same camp.48
Of the two main deportation routes on which the concentration
camps were located, the first, Mosul–Baghdad, had the camp of
Ras ul-Ayn, to the east of Urfa and to the south of Dyarbakir, on
the borders of Syria and of Mesopotamia, in a particularly desert
region. It had the advantage of being far from everything, screened
from indiscreet observation. The first deportees to arrive there
came in mid-July 1915; they were natives of Harput, Erzerum, and
Bitlis.49 In approximately the same period, the American consul in
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Baghdad, Charles P. Brissel, noted in a report that the governorgeneral of Baghdad, when he had been the governor of the Mardin
department, ‘began at and near Mardin, persecutions against
the Armenians and sent them to Ras ul-Ayn. There is a report in
Baghdad that the Armenians sent to Ras ul-Ayn were massacred
some time after their arrival at that place or en route to it’.50
Subsequently, many other convoys coming from Urfa, where
the first and second deportation routes converged, reached Ras
ul-Ayn. In his report of 13 August 1915, the German consul at
Aleppo, Rössler, tells us that, thanks to the evidence of a Turkishspeaking Austrian engineer, Lismayer, who was working in the
region on construction of the railway, he had been ‘able to obtain
precise information on another group that had left Adiyaman [to
the north-west of Urfa]. Of the six hundred ninety-six people who
set out, three hundred twenty-one arrived in Aleppo, two hundred
six men and fifty-seven women were killed’.51 Krikoris Balakian,
who met this engineer some weeks later, reported:
It was in the last days of October [1915], Lismayer had been busy
constructing a narrow-gauge railway between Sormagha and Ras
ul-Ayn, when he saw a large column coming from the north and slowly
descending towards Ras ul-Ayn.… This mass of people moved slowly
down the road, and only when it had drawn near did the Austrian
realize that the army was made up, not of soldiers, but of an immense
convoy of women guarded by gendarmes. On some estimates, there
were as many as forty thousand women in the convoy.… There was not
a single man among them.52

Another engineer working on the Baghdad railway, M. Graif,
informed Dr Martin Niepage, a professor in Aleppo, ‘that along
the entire trajectory of the railroad leading to Tell Abiad and Ras
ul-Ayn were piles of naked corpses of raped women’, while the
German consul in Mosul who had travelled on the road between
Mosul and Aleppo ‘had seen, in several places on the way, so many
severed children’s hands that the road could have been paved with
them’.53
According to the evidence of the director of the concentration
camp at Ras ul-Ayn, at the end of October 1915 it already contained
10,000 tents – housing about 50,000 Armenian deportees – ranged
on a height ten minutes from the town.54 A new subgovernor,
Kerim Refif Bey, a committed Young Turk, took up his duties at the
beginning of March and immediately got down to the task he had
been given: extermination of the deportees from the camp at Ras
ul-Ayn. The preparations were done from 17 to 21 March 1916, on
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which date began the operation aimed at the systematic liquidation
of the 40,000 internees still there.55
The first information about the extermination of the deportees
in the camp at Ras ul-Ayn did not reach Aleppo until the beginning
of April. The first despatch of the consul, Rössler, is not until 6 April
1916, and alludes to a massacre by ‘Circassians’.56 The diplomat is
more precise in his report of 27 April, drawing on the account of
a reliably informed German who spent several days at Ras ul-Ayn
and in the surrounding area:
Every day or almost every day for a month 300 to 500 victims were
taken from the camp and slain in a place about 10 kilometres from
Ras ul-Ayn. The corpses were thrown into the river named Djirdjib el
Hamar.… The Chechens established in the region of Ras ul-Ayn have
served as executioners.57

One needs to draw on the evidence of some survivors to take the
measure of the carnage. The camp director spells out:
By 23 April only a few hundred people remained, the sick, the blind,
the disabled and a few youngsters.… After each convoy was sent off,
hundreds of dead were collected for whom large communal graves were
dug.… A few days after the departure of the last convoy, the subgovernor
made an announcement that the activities of the concentration camp
were done with, [and] he ordered me to hand over the registers.58

Officially, the area around the Euphrates constituted the main
region in which the Young Turk authorities chose to ‘settle’ the
Armenian populations who had been ‘displaced towards the
interior’. By late September 1915, the number had risen to 23,300,59
soaring to 310,000 by early February 1916.60 These exiles were
split up between Meskene and Der Zor. Throughout the period
in question, this journey was synonymous with death for all the
deportees. Strung out along the route was a succession of camps:
Meskene, Dipsi, Abuhar, Hamam, Sebka/Rakka, and finally the
camps of Der Zor/Marât. However, the number of those interned
in them did not rise significantly until the winter of 1915–16, after
the Constantinople authorities decided to purge northern Syria of
its deportees. The camps of Mamura, Islahiye, Rajo, Katma, Azaz,
Bab, Akhterim, Munbuc, and Mârra, all located in the outskirts of
Aleppo, or at a relatively short distance from the town, were now
shut down, one after the other, and the survivors of these camps
were sent on, following the Euphrates.
The camp in Meskene was the first important way-station on
the route leading to Zor; it lay at the point where the road from
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Aleppo intersects the Euphrates. According to Hocazade Huseyin
Avni Bey, who was appointed director of the camp in January 1916,
barely 20,000 deportees were living there on his arrival. In the
following weeks its population jumped to 100,000.61 This camp was
one of the most deadly on the Euphrates route. According to the
testimony of Huseyin Avni Bey himself, the official estimate of the
number of Armenians who died there in 1916, carried off by typhus,
cholera, or other illnesses, or by hunger, was 80,000, although the
real figure was much higher than is suggested by the well known
çeles (sticks on which one made notches to record numbers) kept
by the chief gravedigger (mezarcı başı). Since the chief gravedigger
was illiterate, he contented himself with cutting a notch on one of
his çeles for every body of which he took charge. Certain people
learned from him that the number of bodies he counted – that had
been buried – did not include those that had been thrown into the
Euphrates: approximately 100,000, at the very least. There were
only 2,100 internees left in the camp in Meskene by April 1916.62
In his report of 29 July 1916, the Greman consul, Rössler,
confirmed that ‘a Turkish army pharmacist who had been serving in
Meskene for six months told him that 55,000 Armenians were buried
in Meskene alone. A Turkish vice-commander had, moreover, cited
the same figure’.63 The American consul, Jesse B. Jackson, reported
similar statistics in a despatch dated 10 September 1916:
Information obtained on the spot permits me to state that nearly
60,000 Armenians are buried there, carried off by hunger, privations
of all sorts, intestinal diseases and the typhus that results. As far as
the eye can reach, mounds can be seen containing 200 to 300 corpses
buried pell mell, women, children, and old people belonging to
different families.64

The camp in Dipsi, located five hours from Meskene, was the next
stage. The transfer from Meskene to Dipsi was customarily made in
conditions that Krikor Ankut, a young Istanbul intellectual who
spent more than a year in the region, describes:
Mid-March [1916], we were transferred from Meskene to Dipsi. There
were about a thousand persons on foot and fifty on wagons.… Along
the route, we would meet at each step corpses, the dying or exhausted
men and women who had no more strength to march and were waiting
to die on the road, hungry and thirsty. On the stretch from Meskene
to Dipsi, we met roving gravediggers who had the task of burying the
dead. They were so ruthless that they would bury the dying with the
dead to avoid a double task. We would ceaselessly find the corpses
of people whose heads had had been chopped off. The dogs were
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numerous and lived by devouring the corpses. All the unfortunates
who had been displaced from Meskene on foot or on wagons were
brought and abandoned in a place called the Hospital [Hastahane].
They remained there, naked, hungry, and thirsty, until death should
come and harvest them. We would encounter corpses at every step,
to such an extent that the gravediggers could not bury all the dead.
Misery was absolute in this place and had reached its peak. Day after
day, the number of tents at the Hospital was increasing, with the arrival
of people from Meskene. Dipsi was in effect the Meskene death ward
where the most seriously ill deportees were sent. The camp operated for
only six months, from November 1915 to April 1916, but 30,000 people
gave up the ghost there.65

On the Der Zor route, across the Syrian desert, lay the camps
of Abuharar, nine hours’ march from Meskene, Hamam, requiring
another nine hours’ march from Abuharar, and Sebka, opposite
the locality of Rakka, on the left bank of the Euphrates, which was
the last stop before reaching what the deportees regarded as the
supreme hell, Der Zor.
With the camps of Der Zor and its periphery, we approach in
some ways the final chapter of the massacres of 1915–16. Zor was,
in effect, the end of the road for the survivors reaching it from
across the desert. Despite the gradual elimination of the deportees
all along the route following the Euphrates, from camp to camp,
tens of thousands reached Zor. According to a German witness who
gave an account to Rössler of his journey to Zor, by the beginning
of November 1915 there were already about 15,000 Armenians in
this corner of the Syrian desert, where ‘150 to 200 people die each
day. Moreover it explains how the town can absorb the deportees
who continue to arrive in thousands’.66 As a result of the killings,
but also of famine and epidemics, Zor largely respected the orders
to maintain a ‘reasonable’ proportion of Armenians in the area.
When the norms were exceeded, the local authorities’ solution
to the problem was to send small convoys to Mosul, to restore
the balance. This situation lasted for as long as the influx of new
arrivals was compensated for, as it were, by the fairly temporary
placement of deportees in the concentration camps in the Aleppo
and Ras ul-Ayn regions.
The decision to rake out the Armenian deportees from the entire
region of Aleppo and its surroundings, taken in February 1916, as
is confirmed in a telegram from the Minister of the Interior, dated
9/22 February 1916,67 gave rise during February, March, April, and
above all in May and June 1916, to a real obstruction of the Euphrates
route. The route was overrun with survivors from the convoys from
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the camps in the north. The Ottoman archives count the arrival in
Zor of 4,620 deportees, for 7, 8, 11, and 12 February 1916. These
figures give some indication of the rate of despatch from Zor.68
According to information gathered from a Turkish officer by
Rössler, towards the middle of April Zor had no more than about
20,000 deportees.69 The consul in Mosul communicated to his
colleague Hoffmann, interim consul in Aleppo, that of two convoys
leaving Zor on 15 April 1916 by two different routes, only 2,500
people reached Mosul on 22 May and that later not a single convoy
arrived there,70 although twenty-one groups had in fact left in that
direction during the summer of 1916.
At the end of June 1916, the last cleansing operations in the region
of Aleppo and on the Euphrates route caused an exceptional increase
in the number of convoys arriving one after the other, following an
order from Talât addressed to the governorate of Aleppo, on 16 June,
demanding the expulsion of the last Armenians towards Zor.71 The
Minister of the Interior appointed Salih Zeki as the new governor
of Zor, probably to handle these deportees, then estimated at some
200,000.72 Zeki’s bloody exploits at Everek were known to everyone.
The machine ground into action. Customarily, when some 10,000
deportees were concentrated on the other bank of the bridge in Zor,
Zeki would organize their dispatch towards Marât, a camp situated
five hours to the south, some way from the Euphrates. Generally,
the gendarmes delivered their ‘protégés’ to the Chechens, recruited
by Zeki, who took on the task of selecting the folk who still had
some financial resources: they were methodically stripped of their
last goods and killed on the spot, to avoid the risk of leaving the
benefit of this significant revenue stream to the Bedouins who were
entrusted with the final extermination of the convoys deeper in
the desert. Marât was a ‘decantation’ camp. The big convoys were
sectioned into groups of 2,000–5,000 people, who were gradually
sent to Suvar, in the Khabour valley, two days’ march by the desert
route. There came the task of definitively separating the last male
survivors – to be executed in the surrounding area – from the
women and children. Then, in a continuing method of splitting,
people were regrouped according to their region of origin.73 After a
stay – on rations – of some ten days in these desert places, women
and children were sent on their way to Sheddadiye, where they were
customarily exterminated behind the mountain overlooking the
Arab village.
There was a total of twenty-one convoys, six large and fifteen
more modest. The first left the camp at the Zor bridge (on the other
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bank) about 15 July 1916, with some 18,000 people, in the direction
of Marât. A group of women, however, escaped the fate of the
others and were finally taken to Haseke, some hours to the north of
Sheddadiye, where they were given to the local tribes, who shared
them out.74
To recruit enough people to exterminate the tens of thousands
of remaining deportees, as there were insufficient numbers of
Chechens available, Zeki turned to the nomad tribes in the region
stretching from Marât to Sheddadiye, especially the Baggara tribe,
established between Zor–Marât and Suvar, the Ageydid, who lived
nomadically between Suvar and Sheddadiye, and the Ceburi,
located at Sheddadiye and its surroundings, whom he could dazzle
with the prospect of pillage.75
In a despatch dated 29 July 1916, the German consul, Rössler,
confirmed that Zeki had moved swiftly into action. He wrote:
Just received communication from Der Zor, dated 16 July, informing us
that the Armenians have received orders to quit the town. On 17 July,
all the ecclesiastics and the notables were thrown into prison.… Now
those who remained will be exterminated in their turn. It is possible
that this measure is directly bound up with the arrival of a new pitiless
governor.76

Late in August, the interim consul, Hoffmann, reported that:
On the official version of events, they were conducted to Mosul (a
route on which only a small minority has any chance of arriving at
the destination); the general view, however, is that they were murdered
in the little valley lying southwest of Der Zor, near the spot where the
Khabour flows into the Euphrates. Gradually, all the Armenians are
being evacuated in groups of a few hundred people each and massacred
by Circassian bands recruited especially for that purpose. A [German]
officer received confirmation of this information from an Arab
eyewitness who had only recently been present at a scene of this sort.77

These despatches, however, present no more than bits and pieces of
what actually happened. Only first-hand accounts by survivors can
give a true picture of the events.
Zeki left to last the extermination of 1,500 orphans kept in Zor
in appalling conditions and a few hundred others gathered on the
Meskene–Zor line by Hakki Bey, a creature of Zeki. A witness
reported the fate of these children:
They walked about, for the most part, bare-footed and naked, the
burden of fatigue on their shoulders.… The arms and legs, as well as
the reddened shoulders of many of them, were covered with untold
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wounds that had become horrible sores. Since the wounds had not
been treated, these sores were devoured by worms that the poor little
children pulled out with their fingers.… In a company of eight hundred
orphans of Der-Zor, they endured, for a while, a great many hardships
in this hell that had been christened an orphanage, and were then, on a
freezing December day, packed off in carts and put on the road.78

Some of them were blown up with dynamite in their carts, in an
uninhabited spot in the desert. Others were put in natural cavities
in the ground, sprinkled with kerosene, and burned alive. Zeki Bey
found a pretext for sending them off. He had the müdir of Zor write
a report that, given the increase in the orphans’ numbers, there
was a danger that they would spread contagious diseases. Only two
children survived this massacre.79
Investigations conducted after the Moudros armistice revealed
that it was the police chief, Mustafa Sidki, who supervised the
slaughter of these children from the orphanage in Zor on 9 October
1916, followed on 24 October by that of some 2,000 more orphans,
whom Hakki had rounded up in the camps to the north. Here they
had been tied together in pairs and thrown into the Euphrates.80
According to information gathered by Aram Andonian, 192,750
people were victims to the massacres in Zor in the five months
(July–December 1916) that Salih Zeki took to cleanse the region.81
The indictment of the Young Turk leaders, read out at the first
session of their trial on 27 April 1919, states that 195,750 people
were murdered in Zor in 1916,82 of whom 82,000 were liquidated
between Marât, Markade, and Sheddadiye, and another 20,000
were liquidated at the fort of Rav, near Ana, under the supervision
of Lieutenant Türki Mahmud.83
In having these nearly 200,000 victims slain in the remotest
corners of the Syrian desert, far from traffic routes, the Young Turk
authorities dispensed with a mammoth task: their burial. Public
health issues, along with the question of potential witnesses, were
thus removed from the equation, the bodies being simply left
beneath the sun. The corpses rotted naturally there. In 1974, when
this author went to the sites, notably at Markade, the bones of the
deportees were still visible over considerable areas.
Conclusion
The bodies of the deportees generally underwent two forms of
treatment: in the concentration camps, the deceased – most of whom
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died by ‘natural’ causes – were buried by the deportees themselves,
sometimes by the families, but most often by the brigades of diggers
recruited among the internees, as was highlighted above; in the
uninhabited zones of the desert, where the deportees had been
most often actively slain, nature took care of making all but the
bones of the corpses disappear.
A measure of rationality, an evident pragmatism, was not
lacking in the Young Turk authorities seeking to eliminate the
traces of their abuses. The Tigris and the Euphrates, then the Syrian
deserts, were the instruments most frequently employed. Clearly,
after giving priority to physical destruction of the Armenian
populations, the local authorities were short of personnel or were
reluctant to bury the bodies, even in summary fashion. Only under
orders from Istanbul, whose aim was to conceal the crimes and
avoid epidemics reaching the army and the local non-Armenian
populations, did they bend to the task, sometimes several months
after the events. Scavengers may well have played a part too in the
sanitization of the public realm.
These few comments complete our understanding of the
prevailing ideology within the Young Turk Central Committee,
which was steeped in social Darwinism and had as its priority the
planning of the speediest possible elimination of Armenians. Even
rudimentary means, such as earth, fiery sun and water, would be
used to bring about the disappearance of the ‘internal enemy’, these
‘microbes polluting the social fabric’.
On the left bank of the Euphrates, across from the modern
town of Deir ez-Zor, some dozens of metres from the bridge, a vast
meadow of several hectares was still a score of years ago left without
buildings or cultivation: it more or less matched the bounds of
the Zor concentration camp. The local population was keeping
the remembrance of the place where the Armenians had been
massacred, and regarded it as a sacred site that must be left to rest.
A memorial was built in Zor in the 1980s, including a genocide
memorial church and victims’ remains, where there gather,
every year on 24 April, Armenians from all over the world, local
authorities, heads of Bedouin tribes, and descendants of the
Arabized deportees of the Khabour valley.
Based on evidence gathered on the ground, the observations
presented in this short study allow us to draw some conclusions of
a general nature. It will first be noted that some of these methods
of killing involved the simultaneous destruction of the bodies or,
in some cases, their physical transportation to less populated areas.
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This was the case in particular with rivers such as the Tigris and the
Euphrates, which guaranteed both death by drowning and removal
of the corpses to Syria and Mesopotamia.
The death marches, which killed most of the women and
children forced into the convoys, gave rise to significant pollution
over a vast area. The cursory burial given to the resulting heaps of
bodies – the Ministry of the Interior complained bitterly that the
local authorities had not dug pits deep enough to guard against the
attentions of scavengers – is evidence of a certain repugnance on
the part of the local employees as regards disposing of these bodies,
and even of gross negligence in respect of this task.
The siting of the concentration camps in the middle of the Syrian
desert was much more effective in this respect, insofar as daily
burials were carried out by the deportees themselves, sometimes
with the assistance of a priest. The gradual shutting down of the
camps, which began in April 1916, nevertheless forced the Young
Turk authorities to liquidate the 200,000 or so surviving deportees
whom they held by slitting their throats in the Kabur valley. These
are the traces that survive to this day. They reveal the successive
ways in which the Young Turk leaders adapted their methods of
dealing with bodies.
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Sinnreich erdacht: machines of mass
incineration in fact, fiction, and forensics
Robert Jan van Pelt 1

On burning people, and corpses
On 10 May 1933, students at the University of Berlin threw 25,000
books on a large pyre located in the square in front of the university.
In the days that followed, gleeful students mounted book burnings
at all the major universities in Germany. Newspapers from as far
afield as China and Japan printed photographic and descriptive
images of this violence. The world sensed that some kind of
terrible rupture of civilization was taking place in the country of
Dichter und Denker (poets and philosophers). Not a few journalists
remembered the poet Heinrich Heine’s prediction a century earlier:
‘Where one burns books, one soon will burn people’.2
Twelve years later it appeared that Heine’s prophecy had been
realized: the Nazis and their allies had killed 6 million European
Jews, and driven another million into exile overseas. I use the
word ‘appeared’ because, in fact, only very, very few of those
victims were burned alive. Over 3 million Jews were killed in gas
chambers, while bullets killed some 2 million, and almost all the
rest died as the result of starvation and disease. To be sure, there are
testimonies of living Jewish babies thrown on pyres in AuschwitzBirkenau in the summer of 1944.3 There are also reports of some
Jewish Sonderkommandos having been put alive in the ovens, but
the setting on fire of live human beings was exceptional.
Yet burning has become the central icon of the event that, significantly, has become known first in English and later in many other
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languages as the Holocaust, derived from a Greek word that means
‘something wholly burnt’.4 Often people refer loosely to the ‘gas
ovens’ of Auschwitz, collapsing the gas chambers and crematoria
ovens into one spurious umbrella concept that equates killing
and burning. One of the first memoirs of Auschwitz, written by
Sonia Landau and published under the Polish-Christian name she
had adopted after her escape from the Warsaw ghetto, Krystyna
Zywulska, systematically conflated the killing and burning. Indeed,
while 99.99 per cent of the bodies that were burned were the corpses
of people killed by other means (mostly by gas), most authors who
refer to the Holocaust choose to emphasize the importance of the
act of burning within that genocide. There are various reasons for
this. First of all there is the traditional association of the death
camps, where half of the Jews were killed, with hell. Sonia Landau
recalled that when she arrived in Auschwitz-Birkenau, her friend
Zosha remarked, ‘We’ve arrived in hell’, adding the question
‘do you think we’ll roast?’ For the Polish-Catholic Zosha, who
had been raised within the sacred topography of Christianity,
the identification of Birkenau with hell was obvious. Landau
quickly internalized the Christian view. Later in her memoir she
described the nighttime scene during the Hungarian Action,
when the crematoria ovens were overloaded and bodies were also
burnt on large pyres, in terms that literally evoke the traditional
iconography of the infernal part of the afterlife. The association
with the medieval image of hell was direct:
Every chimney was disgorging flames. Smoke burst from the holes and
the ditches, swirling, swaying, and coiling above our heads. Sparks and
cinders blinded us. Through the screened fence of the second crematory
we could see figures with pitchforks moving against the background of
flames.… I felt, as if at any moment, the earth would open and swallow
us with this hell.5

The comparison became routine. In 1971 the Jewish critic and
philosopher George Steiner noted that the death camps ‘are the
transference of Hell from below the earth to its surface.… In the
camps, the millenary pornography of fear and vengeance, cultivated
in the Western mind by Christian doctrines of damnation, was
realized’.6 The comparison was, of course, not that appropriate: hell
has always been associated with the fires that burn the wicked. In
the case of the camps, the fires burned the corpses of the innocent.
The prominence of fire – the fires of hell – in the Holocaust
narrative is also the result of the fact that the gas chambers are
unimaginable. Indeed, their very architecture suggests so. They
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were enclosed spaces, and those who died in there died invisibly to
the world. There is a fundamental contradiction between the act of
witnessing and death in a gas chamber. Only a few writers and visual
artists have tried to imagine death in such a place, and mostly they
have not been successful. Camp survivor Jorge Semprun reflected
on this some years ago. ‘There are of course survivors of Auschwitz’,
he noted, and he immediately added:
but there are no survivors of the gas chambers.… We have the proofs,
but not the testimonies. In Humanity’s collective memory, legendary
or historical, fable or document, there will always be this ontological
vacuum, this lack of being, this appalling emptiness, this infected and
poisonous wound: no one could ever tell us that he has been there.7

The burning of the corpses in the crematorium and on the open
pyres, and the smoke darkening the skies fill this vacuum.
Furthermore, it is important to note that destruction by fire
carries long associations with Jewish martyrdom. Beginning in
Roman times, Jews like Rabbi Akiva, Rabbi Shimon ben Gamliel,
and Rabbi Hanina ben Teradion had suffered martyrs’ deaths on
the pyre – the last, as the Mishna records, wrapped in a Torah scroll.
Finally, the image of the crematorium makes it a specific symbol
of the catastrophic interaction of the German and Jewish worlds
in the mid-twentieth century. From the end of the nineteenth
century, Germany was the industrialized economy par excellence.
The label ‘Made in Germany’ may have been imposed on German
products by the British Merchandise Act of 1887 because they were
considered of inferior quality and reliability, but by 1900 German
manufacturers stamped the label proudly on their products, as it
had come to mean the ingeniously devised perfection of German
engineering and industrial production, which had become firmly
anchored in a culture of research and invention guarded by the
Kaiserliche Patentamt (Imperial Patent Office), renamed in 1919 the
Reichspatentamt (Reich Patent Office), located in its monumental
headquarters in the Kreuzberg district of Berlin.
At the same time as Germany was rising as an economic power,
Jewish religious authorities proclaimed an explicit injunction
against cremation when it acquired increasing popularity in the
late nineteenth century. From rabbinical times onwards, rabbis had
tried to establish which acts of non-observance of religious law led
to a separation between an individual and the Jewish community.
These discussions acquired greater urgency in the Age of Emancipation, when it became possible for a Jew to fully participate in
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civil society without having to take the radical step of conversion.
Nevertheless, the question arose of whether there was a boundary
short of conversion that those born as Jews should not cross if
they were to remain acknowledged as Jews by orthodox Jewry. In
the early twentieth century, the act of cremation became, in the
words of religious scholar Adam S. Ferziger, ‘an especially potent
boundary marker, in part because it was a relatively new deviation
against which a broad-based Jewish consensus could be built’.8 One
of the key reasons was the centrality of burial within the Jewish
tradition. Ultimately, the community that existed in the Jewish
burial ground represented the totality of a Jewish congregation at
peace with itself. Cremation implied a wilful severance from the
community. The concentration camp crematoria, therefore, can be
interpreted as a symbol of the particularity of the German assault
on the Jews. The German-Jewish poet Nelly Sachs clearly expressed
this in one of the most famous lines to come out of the Holocaust:
‘O die Schornsteine / Auf den sinnreich erdachten Wohnungen des
Todes, / Als Israel’s Leib zog aufgelöst in Rauch / Durch die Luft – ’
(‘O the chimneys / On the ingeniously devised habitations of death /
When Israel’s body drifted as smoke / Through the air – ’).9
A patent application
Sinnreich erdacht (ingeniously devised): we know that if the
Germans did not exactly plan the deaths through disease and
starvation in the ghettos, they at least welcomed the high mortality.
We know that they carefully prepared the massacres by means of
shootings. And it took some planning to design and construct the
gas chambers in Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, and the original gas
chambers, those in Auschwitz (the improvised gas chamber of
Block 11 and crematorium 1) and Auschwitz-Birkenau (bunkers 1
and 2, which were originally peasant cottages). But real technical
ingenuity and advanced engineering skills became important when
the SS commissioned the firm of Topf & Söhne to supply ovens
for four modern crematoria in Auschwitz-Birkenau (there were
no crematoria in Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka, and the other
concentration camps where crematoria were built, such as Dachau,
Buchenwald, and Sachsenhausen, did not play an important
part in the German genocide of the Jews).10 The crematoria in
Auschwitz were necessary to allow the camp to operate both as an
extermination camp and as a supply of labour to industries both
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in Auschwitz and, in 1944, elsewhere in the Reich. Belzec, Sobibor,
and Treblinka were isolated places, and the environmental mess
that came with the mass burials or the burning of bodies on open
pyres did not impede industrial production or attract unwanted
attention. Auschwitz was located in the midst of a densely populated
and intensely developed area, and rapid and final disposal of the
remains of the murdered was the only way it could operate as a
factory of death. Each of the four crematoria built in AuschwitzBirkenau was equipped with a gas chamber. But the gas chambers
were, so to speak, the simple and straightforward part of those
buildings. The ovens were the technological cores, as the speed of
cremation was the rate-limiting step in the killing operation. On
9 April 1946, the American psychiatrist Gustave Gilbert visited
former Auschwitz commandant Rudolf Höss in the Nuremberg
jail, where he was kept as a defence witness in the trial against Ernst
Kaltenbrunner. Gilbert recorded in his diary Höss’s dispassionate
discussion of the extermination process. ‘The killing itself took the
least time’, Höss told him. ‘You could dispose of 2,000 head in a
half-hour, but it was the burning that took all the time.’ 11
It did not only take all the time, but also required much thought.
In order to accommodate the daily massacres in the gas chambers,
each muffle in the furnaces designed and built for the crematoria
in Auschwitz-Birkenau was to have the enormous capacity of
ninety-six corpses per twenty-four hours (with fifteen muffles in
crematoria 2 and 3 each, and eight muffles in crematoria 4 and 5
each, this resulted in a total daily cremation capacity in AuschwitzBirkenau of 4,416 corpses per day). In order for the massacres
to continue, day after day, week after week, month after month,
the ovens, the flues, and the chimneys had to be extraordinarily
resilient to cremate thousands of corpses between the massacre
of one transport and the arrival, generally twenty-four hours
later, of the next train with deportees. In addition, they had to be
economical. When civilian crematoria incinerate a body, they do
not have to be concerned about the availability of the fuel to heat
the oven, and they can easily recoup the costs of the fuel through
the usually substantial fee they charge the client for the service.
But in the death camps, fuel was a big concern. Not only was it
strictly rationed within the context of the war economy, but also
the expense could not be charged to a third party: it came out
of the general operation budget. Indeed, fuel economy was one
of the reasons for the firm of Topf & Söhne being so successful
in its business relations with the SS. In the history of cremation,
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there was no precedent for either the cremation capacity or the
economies achieved in Auschwitz-Birkenau.
The development of the ovens in Auschwitz had been the result
of an evolutionary process that can be reconstructed on the basis
of archival evidence. Each muffle of the original ovens designed
and installed in crematorium 1 had a daily capacity of some fiftyseven corpses, but within a year Topf & Söhne had been able to
increase the productivity of each muffle by almost 70 per cent. Yet
this remarkable story of technical betterment was meant to remain
unknown. If history had unfolded as SS Chief Heinrich Himmler
imagined it in the war years, the camp ought to have disappeared
not only from the earth, but also from the record of history. In
a speech given in Posen (Poznan) in October 1943, Himmler
discussed the responsibility of the SS for the genocide of Europe’s
Jews, and he reminded the assembled that ‘in our history, this is an
unwritten and never-to-be-written page of glory’.12 This secrecy did
not serve the commercial interests of Topf & Söhne. In developing
the Auschwitz ovens, the company had broken new ground in
thermo-mechanical engineering, and under normal circumstances
it would have sought publication in the relevant trade journals. Such
avenues were closed to the company – and not only because it was
participating in genocide. The ovens themselves broke German law
because they were based on multi-corpse incineration, which made
the identification of ashes impossible, and because they brought the
corpse into direct contact with the flame. The German cremation
law of 1934 stipulated that the body should be incinerated through
the application of hot air, and that only one corpse at a time could
be cremated in a muffle: these ashes, this name. Yet, in order to
safeguard its commercial interests, Topf & Söhne did something
that broke the confidentiality agreement with the SS: it applied
in November 1942 for a patent for a Kontinuierliche arbeitender
Leichen-Verbrennungsofen für Massenbetrieb (Continuous Operation Corpse Incineration Furnace for Intensive Use). This patent
application is very important as it explicitly refers to the high
mortality in ‘the gathering camps in the occupied territories in
the East’ and the impossibility of burying ‘the great number of
deceased inmates’. It goes on:
A number of multi-muffle ovens were installed in some of those camps,
which according to their design are loaded and operated periodically.
Because of this, these ovens do not fully satisfy, because the burning
does not proceed quickly enough to dispose of in the shortest possible
time the great number of corpses that are constantly presented. The last
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can only be done in ovens which are fed continuously and hence also
work continuously.13

Fritz Sander, the engineer who developed the design to be patented,
confessed in March 1946, during an interrogation by Soviet
officials, that this new installation ‘was to be built on the conveyor
belt principle. That is to say, the corpses must be brought to the
incineration furnaces continuously. When the corpses were pushed
into the furnaces, they would fall onto a grate, then slide into the
furnace and be incinerated. The corpses would serve at the same
time as fuel for heating the furnaces.’ When challenged why he had
volunteered to design such ovens when he knew they were to serve
a genocide, Sander responded: ‘I was a German engineer and key
member of the Topf works, and I saw it as my duty to apply my
specialist knowledge in this way to help Germany win the war, just
as in wartime an aircraft construction engineer builds airplanes,
which also kill human beings’.14 Obviously Sander did not realize
the elemental distinction between a weapon to be used in an
armed conflict and a tool designed to kill unarmed and powerless
prisoners.
The patent application describes the continuous-cremation
furnace as a structure in which the corpses are inserted at the top,
and as they slowly slide down a system of inclined grids they are
quickly reduced to ashes. It does not provide data on the capacity
of the furnace, but in 1985 Rolf Decker, manager of incinerator
production at the Ruppmann company in Stuttgart, made an
engineering assessment of Topf’s continuous-cremation furnace.15
He assumed that the furnace could be initially loaded with fifty
corpses, and in the upper part of the furnace the bodies would dry
out through evaporation; after falling into the second part, these
corpses would be burned, while the first part would be reloaded.
After falling into the third part of the furnace, the remains would
be completely reduced to ashes. ‘On the basis of the plan one may
only theoretically calculate the capacity and duration, because
exact data can only be determined through practical trials.…
With continuous operation one could arrive at an incineration
capacity of around 4,800 corpses per 24 hours.’ The most important
achievement was not only in capacity (which could be easily
expanded to 7,200 corpses per day), but also in economy:
Pre-heating of such an oven should take at least two days. After
this preheating the oven will not need any more fuel due to the heat
produced by the corpses. It will be able to maintain its necessary high
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temperature through self-heating. But to allow it to maintain a constant
temperature, it would have become necessary to introduce at the same
time so-called well-fed and so-called emaciated corpses, because
one can only guarantee continuous high temperatures through the
emission of human fat. When only emaciated corpses are incinerated,
it will be necessary to add heat continuously.16

The question, of course, was where one would find a supply of ‘wellfed’ corpses in Auschwitz in 1942. It is important to note that, when
he wrote his assessment of the mass-incineration oven, Decker
did not know yet of Sander’s statement, given in 1946, that the
corpses were to serve also as fuel for heating the furnaces. Sander’s
interrogations were to be unearthed in the Osobyi (Special) Archive
in Moscow only in the early 1990s.17
In his classic study Modernity and the Holocaust, philosopher
Zygmunt Bauman postulated that the key to the success of the Nazis
was their insight that one must make the victims ‘part of that social
arrangement that was to destroy them’.18 In the same way that the
rationality of the Final Solution turned human nature against itself,
the principle of recuperative heat utilization by the combustion of
body fats, which structured the Topf mass incinerators, transformed
the very substance in the body that protected and sustained life into
a tool to eradicate the final physical trace of that life.
With the Topf patent application, the Holocaust linked not only
back to the core principles of the rationality of the Final Solution, but
also to the ‘normal’, everyday world defined by the ideals of progress
and the desire for achievement, and the experience of compromise,
disappointment, and defeat. When he was interviewed by Claude
Lanzmann for the movie Shoah, Holocaust historian Raul Hilberg
observed that most of the persecution of the Jews that unfolded
from 1933 to 1941 was not original. The Nazis invented very
little: earlier persecutions inspired them. But they had to become
inventive when they began to kill Jews en masse. ‘That was their
great invention, and that is what made this entire process different
from all others that had preceded the event. In this respect, what
transpired when the “final solution” was adopted – or, to be more
precise, bureaucracy moved into it – was a turning point in history.’
Lanzmann follows Hilberg’s reflections on the Holocaust being the
result of a series of absolutely original inventions with eyewitness
testimonies on the use of the gas vans in Chelmno, the first of
the death camps. The sequence ends with Lanzmann reading a
document dated 5 June 1942, detailing technical changes to the
gas vans to improve their efficiency. They involve reduction of the
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load space to improve the gas vans’ stability, better protection of the
lights, and the provision in the floor of a drain ‘with a slanting trap,
so that fluid liquids can drain off during the operation’.19 Images of
the Ruhr accompany the reading of the document, a bleak landscape crowned with cooling towers and factory chimneys – symbols
of German industrial power.
Yet the Final Solution was an invention that did appear different
from all the other inventions that energize the modern world: it
was one without an official patent, understood as a publicly issued
government licence (the noun ‘patent’ derives from the Latin verb
patere, which means ‘to lay open’, which in this case means to
make available for public inspection), conferring on the inventor
for a limited time the sole right to manufacture, sell, or deal in the
process or product that results from the invention in exchange for
the publication of a description of that invention. The gas vans that
were the object of the improvements mentioned in the document
of 5 June 1942 were not patented, nor were the gas chambers built
in the Operation Reinhard camps. The Topf patent application is
the only such patent application that preserved in a regular, official
form the inventiveness that turned ‘ordinary’ persecution into an
unprecedented Holocaust. Hence it marks an important moment
in the history of the Holocaust. It is significant, however, that
the Reichspatentamt refused to issue the patent during the war.
‘This patent could not then be approved … because of its secrecy
classification’, Sander explained to his interrogators in 1946. ‘The
project file is registered in the Patent Office but the invention could
not be patented in wartime.’ 20 Did he have hopes that, in 1946, the
prospects looked better?
The patent and Cold War politics
In 1953 the West German patent office issued patent no. 861731
to the firm of Topf & Söhne in Wiesbaden for ‘a treatment and
processing for the burning of corpses, cadavers, and parts thereof’.21
Initially, patent no. 861731 did not attract attention. Yet in the late
1950s the real or perceived continuity of the Federal Republic of
Germany (FRG) with the Third Reich became a matter of public
debate. From 1956 onwards, officials of the communist German
Democratic Republic (GDR) had begun to look for documents
that would incriminate the West German elites as former Nazis.
In 1957 they began with a campaign against ‘Hitler’s blood judges
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who serve the Adenauer regime’. This campaign against judges and
public prosecutors inspired socialist students in West Germany to
research and mount an exhibition of the Nazi-era personal files of
current judges, and copies of death sentences they had imposed.
For the next couple of decades the West German justice system
operated under a cloud. In 1959 the GDR began to focus on senior
politicians and civil servants. The Federal Minister for Expellees,
Theodor Oberländer, was forced to resign and was subjected to
a show war crime trial in absentia in East Berlin, and the most
senior and powerful civil servant in the FRG, Hans Maria Globke,
came under attack for having written a lengthy commentary on
the Nuremberg Laws of 1935 and for having authored other antiSemitic legislation. Because Globke was Adenauer’s most trusted
advisor, being considered the puppet-master who controlled the
politicians, the attack on Globke equalled an attack on Adenauer.22
The Austrian-Jewish author Robert Neumann supported the
outing of the West German elites and was disgusted by the general
opinion that the documents that had been presented were all
forgeries created by the East German secret service.23 A native of
Vienna, Neumann had become a bestselling author in Germany in
the late 1920s. In May 1933 his books had been burned on the pyres
created by Germany’s students. In a novel that appeared a few years
later, Neumann recalled the event. His alter ego, the Jewish writer
Werner Marcus, has done his best to ignore the Nazis. When on
10 May he hears that students will burn his books, he decides to
attend the event. ‘It would interest him, Werner Marcus, to watch
it in person at close range, just for the sake of amusement, from the
angle of pathological psychology.’ And thus he leaves his house to
see the bonfire, telling his mistress that he will be back at nine. He
returns at ten.
He was in no way disarrayed. On the contrary, if that signified anything,
he was even more correctly dressed than usual; his hat was on straight,
his tie straight, his gloves spotless, not a speck of dust on his coat. Only
he was rather pale when one looked closer, with a corpse-like pallor
that was terrifying at first sight. He rang for his valet. ‘Pack the bags,’
he said in a flat voice.24

Neumann knew there was no future for him in either Nazi
Germany or clerico-fascist Austria, and moved to England in
1934. He returned to the continent only in 1959, settling in
Switzerland. His arrival coincided with the outing of the judges,
Minister Oberländer, and Secretary of State Globke. At the same
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time, Neumann only met Germans who all sang the tired refrain
that ‘wir haben es nicht gewusst’ and who proclaimed their great
love for the Jewish people and their great respect for the Jewish
contribution to civilization in general, and German civilization in
particular. In January and February 1960 Neumann hosted a series
of four radio programmes in which he read documents that testified
to the deep involvement of German civil society in the Holocaust.
At the beginning of the third programme, having read twenty
documents, he observed that ‘we have now moved beyond ascribing
the responsibility for the atrocities simply to the men at the top, or
them and their closest co-conspirators, the killer simply formations
of the SD and the SS’. By the beginning of the fourth programme he
told his listeners that he had read enough documents. ‘Every single
one, I say, stands for a hundred, is proven a hundred times, with
copies, with legally valid attestations of their authenticity, with
sworn statements by witnesses, bystanders, murderers, and in a few
cases by the murdered themselves.’25 These documents he published
in late 1960 under the title Ausflüchte unseres Gewissens (Excuses of
Our Conscience). That same year he published Hitler: Aufstieg und
Untergang des dritten Reiches (published in English in a radically
shortened version as The Pictorial History of the Third Reich). It is
a picture book that begins with the childhood pictures of Hitler,
his rise to power, and then leads to a fifty-page documentation of
the killing of the camps and the Holocaust of the Jews – including
a long passage from Sonia Landau’s (Krystyna Zywulska’s) I Came
Back. Neumann noted how few SS men had been brought to trial,
and how they had good times at their reunions. The main text
ends with an afterword with photographic reproductions of key
documents that trace the involvement of bureaucrats, lawyers,
physicians, and industrialists in the persecution and destruction of
the Jews. The final section, ‘The shared guilt of the industrialists’,
begins with the reproduction of a letter in which the director of
I. G. Farben, Otto Ambros, reports on ‘the new friendship’ with the
Auschwitz SS and the nice dinner hosted by the leadership of the
Auschwitz concentration camp, a bill for 459,844.30 reichsmark to
be paid by I. G. Farben to the Auschwitz SS for prisoner labour done
in December 1943, and a list of Ambros’s leading positions in the
West German business world. The next spread is devoted to Topf
& Söhne. Neumann included reproductions of the first page of the
Topf patent application of 1942, the first page of patent no. 861731
issued in 1953, a letter written by the chief architect of Auschwitz
to his boss in Berlin, reporting on the progress in the construction
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of crematorium 2 and its Topf ovens, and a letter on Topf letterhead
dealing with the cracks in the ovens of crematorium 4. The
caption that accompanies the first three documents states that ‘the
experiences with the Continuous Operation Corpse Incineration
Furnace for Intensive Use’ in Auschwitz, which are substantiated
by letters of 26 October 1942 and 29 January 1943 (reproduced
on page 250), resulted on 5 January 1953 in a new patent for the
firm J. A. Topf & Söhne in the Federal Republic.26 The caption that
accompanies the letter on the cracks of crematorium 4 was a quote
from Krystyna Zywulska’s memoir – one that Neumann has also
printed earlier in the book:
About an hour later the chimney of the fourth crematorium, which was
just behind our dormitory barrack, began to gush flames.… At first a
thin grey ribbon appeared, then thick billows, growing heavier until
they spread like a cloud veiling the sky over that part of the camp.…
The smoke carried the smell of burning flesh.27

The American edition did not include the documentary
section – to have done so would not have made much sense, as most
Americans did not read German. Instead, Neumann provided a
narrative summary of the argument. After mentioning the continuous employment of Nazi ‘hanging judges and prosecutors’
in the West German courts, the cases of Oberländer and Globke,
the text stated that ‘the Ruhr corporation that built the cremation
ovens, asked for a new mass cremation oven patent in the Federal
Republic in 1953 – and got it’.28 Neumann did not think that more
was needed to bring the point home that Germans, and especially
German youth, should be watchful.
Neumann’s outing of Topf & Söhne through the publication
of the patent application of 1942 and the 1953 patent did not have
much effect on the two companies that could be burdened with
the Topf legacy. In East Germany the ‘people-owned’ Erfurter
Mälzerei und Speicherbau (Erfurt Malting Equipment and Granary
Construction), which continued the Topf business on the old site
but without the furnace business, was safely ensconced within the
communist state; the West German branch, established in 1950 by
Ernst Wolfgang Topf, had effectively ceased to exist by 1960 and
was to be formally closed in 1963. And it did not have any effect
on the historiography of the Holocaust for the next quarter of a
century: more detailed questions concerning the crematoria and
their incineration capacity were to become a focus of research
only in the mid-1980s.29 But the patent application of 1942 and the
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patent of 1953 did speak to the poetic imaginations of two men
born in the Netherlands: the novelist, essayist, and journalist Harry
Mulisch, and the Israeli engineer, businessman, film producer, and
playwright Wim van Leer.
Criminal case 40/61 and DRP 861731
On 30 September 1961, Harry Mulisch visited the Auschwitz
museum. It was in some ways a very personal visit: Mulisch was
half Jewish. His Jewish mother, Alice Schwarz, had been targeted
for deportation to Auschwitz. His Austrian-born non-Jewish father,
Karl Victor Mulisch, had played a key role in the despoliation of
the Dutch Jews, and had been imprisoned after the war as a Nazi
collaborator. The son of a perpetrator and a victim, Harry believed
that he embodied the whole of the Holocaust in his person. From
early April 1961 he had attended the Eichmann trial in Jerusalem
as a correspondent for Elseviers magazine, and in his despatches
he had developed a theory that Eichmann was the prototype of a
new kind of man, a man who is a machine. ‘If I called Eichmann a
“medium without hypnosis” earlier, then that is the definition of a
machine’, Mulisch had written on 18 June 1961.
A machine is a rational tool set up to execute any command
whatsoever, without comment.… He personifies the perfectly ordinary
man, the ‘Massentier’, the ‘Gewohnheitstier’ with the mechanical
order receptor.… He is precisely the opposite of a man who wants
to be bad. He is a machine that is good for anything.… This is why I
called Eichmann ‘the symbol of progress’. This living dead person is
the prototype of modern man, who created the machine in his own
likeness.

Yet in his despatches ‘the machine’ had remained a metaphor.
At the end of the trial Mulisch decided to visit the main site
of the crime for which Eichmann was tried: Auschwitz. There
the machine had been a reality, embodied in a site, a physical
infrastructure, and the crematoria. First he visited the exhibitions
in the Stammlager, and then he moved on to Auschwitz-Birkenau,
‘The loneliest spot on Earth, describable only through silence’. The
crematoria, he erroneously stated, had a daily capacity of 60,000
corpses. It is unclear if he wrote the last despatch from the trial
while in Birkenau, or after his return to Amsterdam. What is clear
is that he had Neumann’s recently published Hitler: Aufstieg und
Untergang des dritten Reiches on his desk when he tried to write
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it. Not burdened by a university-formed super-ego concerned with
academic convention, Mulisch lifted, without giving proper credit,
significant pieces of Sonia Landau’s testimony from Neumann’s
book.
Mulisch had gone to Auschwitz because he had great difficulty
bringing his reportage to closure. How does one close a journey
into an abyss? He decided to use Landau’s quotes about the arrivals’
confusion about the purpose of the crematoria, in a collage of
fragments that included SS doctor Johann Kremer’s diary entries
on the meals he ate and the wines he drank after attending the
killings, and commandant Höss’s recollections of what one could
see through the peephole when the Zyklon B was thrown into the
gas chamber. The end began with the observation that the Zyklon B
was delivered ‘by the companies of Degesch and Testa, of the I. G.
Farben Konzern’ and that ‘the crematoriums were supplied by the
company of Topf & Söhne in Wiesbaden. On January 5, 1953, this
company obtained patent no. 861731 for a treatment and processing
for the burning of corpses, cadavers, and parts thereof. And in
the white mist the sun of Birkenau is hanging. In the distance the
locomotives are still steadily blowing their whistles.’30 It is as good
or bad an ending as one can make. As a collage, with its somewhat
anomalous juxtapositions, it uses the surrealistic technique to
defeat the traditional narrative sequence that makes sense of the
world, and gives it meaning. In Auschwitz everything is disjointed
and fractured. The world is in pieces. It is a world as wasteland.
Mulisch’s articles on the Eichmann trial were bundled into De
Zaak 40/61: Een Reportage (Criminal Case 40/61: A Report). As a
result, by the end of 1961 the Topf patent figured at the conclusion
of two books. It attracted the attention of the Dutch-born Israeli
man of many talents Wim van Leer. Born in the Netherlands in
1913, van Leer had apprenticed in the metal industry, and spent
the war manufacturing ammunition in Britain. After the war
he moved to Israel, set up the country’s crop-spraying industry,
established factories to produce plastics and steel barrels, and
was instrumental in creating a native film culture through the
production of films and the establishment, with his wife Lia, of the
Jerusalem Cinemathèque.31 Van Leer knew patents. His father had
become very wealthy on the royalties of a patent to seal oil barrels,
and he owned a few patents himself. The ending of Mulisch’s book,
with the reference to patent no. 861731 issued by the West German
Patent Office in 1953 to the firm of Topf & Söhne, 32 motivated van
Leer to do some research. He contacted the Wiener Library in
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London, which was in the early 1960s the primary collection of
Nazi-era books and documents. It provided him with a copy of the
1953 patent and the patent application of 1942. Van Leer erroneously
assumed that patent no. 861731, which mentioned Martin Klettner
as its inventor, was a reworked version of the Sander design of 1942,
and he was enraged by the chutzpah of the post-war Topf & Söhne
management and the West German Patent Office.
Van Leer had also ambitions as a playwright, and in the early
1960s plays that raised issues related to the camps were popular:
Max Frisch’s Andorra was a critical success, and Rolf Hochhuth’s
Der Stellvertreter (The Deputy) had made an unknown author
famous and wealthy overnight. When van Leer saw during a visit
to the Wiener Library a photocopy of the Topf patent application,
he not only understood the technical and the moral issues, but also
realized that it had a great dramatic potential, and that it would
allow him to tackle an issue that had not yet been addressed: the
motivation of those involved. The Eichmann trial had shown that
the simple explanation of anti-Semitism did not hold. ‘The Holocaust is the best documented crime in history, and what is more,
documented in the handwriting of the perpetrator’, van Leer wrote
in a letter to a Canadian advertising executive in March 1967,
‘yet about the motivations of this crime there is little or nothing
known.… Chana [Hannah] Arendt was certainly right when she
spoke of the banality of the war criminal, but is it really as simple
as that?’33
Van Leer believed that a play that focused on the circumstances
surrounding the creation of the Topf patent application would
allow him to raise the question of motivation, and to show the
complexity of Arendt’s ‘banality of evil’, by which term she
referred to evil deeds committed by people who have neither a
wicked heart nor a criminal temperament, but who are essentially
‘thoughtless’.34 He therefore wrote a three-act play that focused on
the fictive firm Troeltsch & Sons, which produced large automatic
bread-baking ovens, and that by 1942 had fallen on hard times –
the concept that crematorium ovens in concentration camps were
modified bread ovens went back to a New York Times article on
the liberation of Buchenwald which noted that ‘in the crematory
itself were two batteries of three ovens, each prominently marked
with the makers’ name – J. A. Topf & Söhne, Erfurt. This concern
customarily manufactured baking ovens’; the claim was repeated
in the narration of the movie Nazi Concentration Camps shown
on 29 November 1945 during the Nuremberg Trials.35 By reviving
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the erroneous assumption that Topf & Söhne had been suddenly
jolted into the construction of incineration ovens, van Leer
could introduce an element of decision which was largely absent
in the slippery-slope history of the historical Topf firm, as it had
moved from the construction from civilian crematoria to ‘regular’
concentration camp crematoria to the ‘special’ concentration camp
crematoria with gas chambers and a very high incineration capacity.
The play, which in its original Hebrew version sported the title
DRP 861731,36 and which in its English version appeared under
the titles Final Solution and Patent Pending, is set in the office
of the bomb-damaged Troeltsch & Sons bakery oven plant. The
main protagonists are the company’s owner, the elderly Edgar
Troeltsch, the chief engineer, who has just returned from a stint as
an army officer on the Eastern Front, Wilhelm Baumann, and the
Mephistophelean SS-Obersturmbannführer Dr Hamlin. ‘Gentlemen, the problem I’m placing before you concerns the cremation
of human corpses on a – how shall I put it? – unusually large
scale’, Hamlin tells the industrialist and his engineer. ‘Cremation?’
Troeltsch asks. ‘Yes, my dear Troeltsch’, Hamlin responds, ‘either
cremation or incineration or any other method you can invent
which will reduce the human body, after death of course, to the
smallest amount of substance in the shortest possible time. Have
I made myself clear? And when I say on a large scale, I mean
sometimes in the order of thirty to forty thousand per day.’
Hamlin tells Troeltsch that crematorium oven-builders only offer
incineration installations of up to thirty-six corpses per day. ‘At
that rate I’d need over a thousand furnaces. They have no idea
of automation. It is the scale of the operation that presents the
difficulty.’ Hamlin proceeds to present Troeltsch and Baumann
with some relevant facts. ‘Take the human body, weighing about
seventy kilos, which is a fair average. It contains twelve kilos of
carbon, two kilos of hydrogen, half a kilo of phosphorus and the
rest – fifty-five and a half kilos of water. It has a calorific value of
160,000 thermal units.’ The technical problem, Hamlin argues, is
to achieve the simultaneous ‘evaporation of body fluids, water in
fact, and the incineration of solid matter’. With a down payment
of 50,000 marks, and a guarantee that the workers will not be
drafted, Troeltsch agrees to undertake the work. Yet Baumann sees
some extra problems, such as ‘the effect of clothing, uniforms – the
physical dimensions, the disposal of the ashes or whatever it is that
remains’. Hamlin responds with a cryptic remark: ‘If it’ll help you,
I can let you have a few samples, dead or alive’.37
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Baumann begins doing calculations for the ovens, and realizes
quickly that the fuel requirement is immense: 3,500 corpses per day
will require 260 tons of fuel every twenty-four hours. This is not
available. ‘If we could only in some way separate the fats contained
in the human body, in some way break up the hydro-carbon and
nitrogen bonds, we would incinerate the bodies with their own fat’,
he tells Troeltsch. Yet this requires a temperature that far exceeds
that achieved in bread ovens. He also realizes that the units cannot
be mobile. When Hamlin tells him that he can design a stationary
oven, Baumann is somewhat surprised, as he had assumed the
installation would be used to incinerate the remains of soldiers,
and a stationary installation would not make much sense in the
dynamic circumstances of the Front. And he is puzzled when an
SS man brings Hermann Israel Bernstein, a Jewish concentration
camp prisoner. Baumann gets to know Bernstein, who tells him
about the killings in the camps. Baumann begins to realize new
things. ‘I know that there are concentration camps, who doesn’t?’
he tells Bernstein. ‘It is one of the Führer’s secret weapons. Not so
secret either. What I didn’t know … I suppose I could have known
if I had thought about it, but who does think these days? It doesn’t
bear thinking about.’ Baumann begins to realize that he is involved
in the construction of a death factory. ‘What’s happening out there
in these camps? … What we’re doing? … The real purpose of these
experiments?’ Troeltsch tries to calm Baumann. ‘There is nothing
we can do about it. We’d be very unwise to stick our noses into
matters like that.’ Yet Baumann reminds him that they are already
in the middle. ‘With all due respect Sir, can’t you put two and two
together? They can collect them, strip them, gas them but they
can’t dispose of them without any traces, that’s where we come
in, Troeltsch and Sons, purveyors to the bakery industry.’ While
Troeltsch defines their job as producing an automated crematorium,
Baumann corrects him: it is ‘the last stage in a human slaughterhouse’. Troeltsch responds that if it is true, it is a ghastly business,
but they are not involved with the dirty work. ‘All we do is clean up
after them.’38
Finally, Baumann confronts Hamlin, who suggests that he
does not know enough ‘to question decisions taken at the highest
level’. He threatens the arrest of Baumann’s wife and children if he
does not cooperate. Baumann surrenders. In the last scene, he has
stopped thinking about the moral issues, and has retreated into the
narrow world defined by the engineering problem that Baumann
now spells out in great detail.
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Baumann: In the ideal system we have a furnace which, once heated
by oil to say 1,200 degrees and continuously fed with combustion
material….
Troeltsch: You mean fuel oil?
Baumann: No Herr Troeltsch, not fuel oil. Corpses, in other words
body-fats. That’s the whole idea, don’t you see. The corpses themselves supply the fuel.
Troeltsch: Oh, I see. Carry on Baumann, this is fascinating.
Baumann: If you look here at Station A, the hopper containing some
250 corpses feeds onto a conveyer-belt. We have an advantage – and
here the particular construction of the body comes to our aid – that
the head and limbs are dehydrated first, being of relatively small
dimensions. They now separate from the body, and drop off into
this funnel-shaped duct onto grid B. Since all circulating air passes
through this grid, the limbs burn fiercely in the draft.
Troeltsch: And the body itself?
Baumann: When the dehydration phase is over, which takes longer
because of its larger volume, it will disintegrate in the same way.
Troeltsch: So you have to light the furnaces only once a day.
Baumann: Yes, for an hour or so until she is at 1,200 degrees. Then
you can switch off, and the corpses keep the furnace going. It is a
tremendous fuel saving.39

After Baumann confirms the originality of his design, Troeltsch calls
in his secretary, and dictates to her a letter to the Reichspatentamt in
Berlin. As he dictates the text of the original Topf patent application
of November 1942, the curtain closes, and on a descending screen
is projected the first page of the (other) patent as it was issued in
1953.40
On 3 November 1964 The Final Solution debuted in Wimbledon.
Later that month the production ran in Edinburgh, and Wolverhampton, and in June 1965 it had a few performances in London
under the title Patent Pending. It had a final hurrah in April 1967,
when, again under the title The Final Solution, it had a few performances in Toronto.41
The Six Day War occurred two months after the last performance
of The Final Solution. When van Leer wrote his play, he did so in
a vacuum. ‘The world is still trying to fit the Holocaust into its
framework of thinking; is trying to give some meaning to the
figure of 6 million dead which now hangs over us meaningless
like the distance to the moon or the American National Debt’,42
he had written in March 1967. But the fear so many Jews felt in
May and June 1967 – the fear that the Arab armies were to finish
the Nazi Final Solution – mobilized the collective memory of the
Jewish people. The Six Day War initiated a new perspective on the
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genocide of the 6 million. The great trials of the perpetrators had
come to an end. And the fundamental values of society rapidly
changed as we became collectively more open to the psychological
needs of others, and as we began to appreciate the variety of human
society, with its implication that each single person, irrespective of
gender, race, religion, sexual orientation, or health has his or her
place and purpose. Television also changed the way we negotiate
the relationship between the public, the private, and the intimate.
As it began to bring us heart-rending testimonies of victims as our
daily fare, it suggested that listening to testimonies of traumatized
people and identification with their psychological needs were
an important moral duty. Thus we came to live in what Annette
Wieviorka labelled l’ère du témoin, the era of the witness.43 Therefore the men and women who became after 1967 the focus of
attention, and who through their testimonies, memoirs, and works
of the creative imagination have defined the way we think about the
Holocaust as one of the greatest catastrophes in human history, were
not real German engineers and industrialists like Fritz Sander and
Ludwig Topf, or imagined ones like Walther Baumann and Edgar
Troeltsch, but Jewish survivors like Rudi Vrba and Alfred Wetzler,
who in 1944 risked all to tell the world about Auschwitz and its
crematoria, or artists like Primo Levi and Imre Kertész, whose If
This Is a Man and Fatelessness are the cornerstones of a new and
imperishable library built from letters that took wing on the pyres
of Treblinka and in the ovens of Auschwitz, and the many, many
survivors who, up to today, bear witness to the lives and deaths of
their fathers and mothers, uncles and aunts, brothers and sisters,
and children, who were murdered, and who have given them, in
the words of Isaiah, ‘a place and a name that shall not be cut off’.44
High Court of Justice, Queen’s Bench Division,
1996-I-1113
In the era of the witness, the mass-incineration ovens, embodied in
the Topf patent application, did, indeed, cease to have significance
as a means to understand the Holocaust. Yet, despite this, the
application regained centre stage one more time. The stage this
time was not located in a theatre built for entertainment, but in a
courtroom in the Royal Courts of Justice in London. The year was
2000, and the case the libel action brought by David Irving against
Deborah Lipstadt, author of Denying the Holocaust: The Growing
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Assault on Truth and Memory, and her British publisher, Penguin
Books.45 The origin of this case was the endorsement by Irving, a
well known writer of popular histories of the Second World War, of
hard-core Holocaust denial after he read in 1988 a forensic report,
commissioned by Holocaust deniers Robert Faurisson and Ernst
Zündel, and written by American engineer Fred Leuchter. In this
report Leuchter came to the conclusion that Auschwitz had not been
an extermination camp because he found only negligible traces of
cyanide in the walls of the ‘alleged’ gas chambers, and because the
ovens would not have been able to incinerate the ‘alleged’ number
of corpses. Following the method of denial developed by Faurisson
in the 1970s, Leuchter had totally ignored eyewitness testimony
concerning the operation and technique of the crematoria. Irving
had identified the Leuchter report as a major breakthrough in the
historiography of the Second World War, and he lent his name and
reputation as a researcher of the Third Reich to the proposition
that the German murder of 6 million Jews was a hoax perpetrated
by Allied secret services as atrocity propaganda, and that it had
been kept alive by Zionists to swindle the Palestinians out of their
homeland, and by Jewish financiers to swindle the Germans out of
billions of marks.
Irving’s endorsement of the allegation that the Holocaust was a
hoax had rattled Lipstadt, and she consequently identified him in
her book on Holocaust denial as a particularly dangerous denier
because, unlike Faurisson, Zündel, Leuchter, and others, he had
actually done substantial archival research on the Second World
War. When Lipstadt’s condemnation caused a publisher to cancel
a contract with Irving, leading to substantial financial loss, the
latter decided to sue in the High Court of England and Wales. In
accordance with the applicable law, Irving needed only to make the
complaint; it was up to Lipstadt and her publisher to prove that she
had been right.
Having worked in the Auschwitz Zentralbauleitung archives,
and having published a book and a number of other pieces that
focused on the construction history of the camp, I was hired as an
expert witness by the lawyers of Lipstadt and Penguin.46 My brief
was to prepare an expert report that focused on Auschwitz. I was to
assemble and discuss the evidence that, indeed, more than a million
people, mostly Jews, had been killed at Auschwitz, mostly in gas
chambers, and that their bodies had been disposed of in crematoria
and by means burning on open pyres. (If mass graves still existed,
a forensic investigation of their contents would have provided a
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straightforward method of establishing at least the number of
victims.) In addition, I was to review the arguments concerning
Auschwitz proposed by Holocaust deniers, and show that they were
without value. All of this was to demonstrate that, in his quick
and unequivocal endorsement of the Leuchter report, Irving had
not acted as an unbiased, objective, and conscientious historian
would have acted. Or, in other words, I was to aid the general case
to be presented in court that Irving had not treated sources with
appropriate reservation, that he had dismissed counter-evidence to
his hypotheses without proper scholarly consideration, that he had
been ‘cherry-picking’ the evidence to suit his purposes, and so on.47
In my expert report, which was to run to more than 700
pages, I reviewed the evidence about the killings at Auschwitz.48
I showed, again and again, how eyewitness evidence provided by
both former camp personnel and camp survivors, and material
evidence such as German documents and the remains of the
crematoria, converged to give a clear record of the use of the camp
as a place of extermination of human beings, mainly Jews. I also
showed that none of the arguments proposed by deniers survived
a critical examination of either the evidence they called on to
make their case, or the logic they employed. In my attack on the
Leuchter report, I paid special attention to his assertion that the
daily incineration capacity of crematorium 1 had been eighteen
corpses, of crematoria 2 and 3 had been forty-five corpses each, and
of crematoria 4 and 5 had been twenty-four corpses each, leading
to a total daily incineration capacity in Auschwitz of 156 corpses –
which would have provided over the lifespan of the crematoria a
total cremation capacity of 85,000 corpses. I had, however, a
German document from the Zentralbauleitung archive, dated 28
June 1943, which reported the incineration capacity to Berlin. This
letter stated that crematorium 1 had a daily incineration capacity of
340 corpses, crematoria 2 and 3 had a daily incineration capacity
of 1,440 corpses each, and crematoria 4 and 5 of 768 corpses each,
leading to a total daily incineration capacity of 4,756 corpses. If
Leuchter’s number suggested a camp with ‘normal’ mortality, the
German document suggested that the crematoria were built to
serve a genocide. I noted that the information given in the letter of
28 June 1943 converged with the testimony provided in May 1945
by Henryk Tauber, a former Sonderkommando (a prisoner forced
to work in the camp), who had worked first in crematorium 1, and
who had noted that bodies of thin people ‘burned very slowly’
and that ‘bodies of fat people burn very much faster. The process
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of incineration is accelerated by the combustion of human fat
which thus produces additional heat’.49 In crematorium 2 he and
his fellow Sonderkommandos proved able to reach a high level
of fuel efficiency. When dealing with the corpses of victims who
had arrived in Auschwitz that very same day, and who were not
emaciated, ‘we used the coke only to light the fire of the furnace
initially, for fatty corpses burned of their own accord thanks to the
combustion of the body fat. On occasion, when coke was in short
supply, we would put some straw and wood in the ash bins under
the muffles, and once the fat of the corpse began to burn the other
corpses would catch light themselves’.50 I also invoked a statement
by Topf engineer Kurt Prüfer on the capacity of the ovens, and,
finally, the Topf patent application of 1942. After a lengthy discussion of the patent, I concluded: ‘both the text of the patent
application and the design of the incinerator make the incineration
process described in Tauber’s testimony not merely plausible, but
indeed probable’.51
I finished the report in June 1999. In January 2000 I had to
defend it in court under cross-examination by Irving, who represented himself. During my cross-examination, the issue of the
coke consumption of the crematoria became a point of contention.
It was important for two reasons: first of all, Tauber had claimed
that, once the ovens were heated and going, hardly any coke had
to be added, as the corpses themselves began to act as fuel. For
Holocaust deniers, Tauber’s statement is proof that he had lied, as
this is ‘impossible’. Furthermore, Holocaust deniers, taking the
situation in a civilian crematorium as their standard, postulate
that it ‘always’ takes 20–30 kg of coke to incinerate a body, and as
a result the coke supplies to Auschwitz, which were recorded for
1943, were sufficient to incinerate only one-tenth of the alleged
number of corpses. Or, in other words, the bills for the coke supply
were to prove that it is ‘impossible’ that the crematoria had been
involved in a genocidal operation. This argument has been fully
developed by Holocaust denier Carlo Mattogno in his Auschwitz:
fine di una leggenda (1994).
Irving challenged me on the coke use on the first day of my
cross-examination, after I had discussed the projected incineration
capacity in Auschwitz indicated by the letter of 28 June 1943.52 In
my reply I noted that it appeared that the Auschwitz crematoria had
been very efficient, using only 3.5 kg of coke per body. I quoted a
number of documents that supported my allegation, including the
Topf patent application.
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Mr Justice Gray: I am afraid I have completely forgotten what is
supposed to be the significance of the patent application one way
or the other.
Mr Rampton: I could tell your Lordship but then I would be giving
evidence and I cannot do that.
Mr Justice Gray: I am simply asking what case is sought to be made,
but perhaps it is better elicited from Professor van Pelt.
Mr Rampton: The case sought to be made is that it explains how it was
that they were able to incinerate as many corpses as they could, and
also how they managed to use as little fuel as these were able to do.53

I quoted the relevant sentences of the report, those on the patent,
where it stated that after preheating the oven for two days it would
not need any extra fuel, due to the heat produced by the corpses,
and noted that it went back to the experience made with multimuffle ovens in crematorium 1. Key was the comment that one
should use a combination of fat corpses and emaciated corpses to
obtain the desired result. Rampton then asked me if this chimed
with descriptions given by eyewitnesses. I suggested that Tauber
described the problem in his testimony given in 1945.54 The
patent application thus became a key document in confirming the
reliability of the witness, Tauber.55
It convinced Mr Justice Gray. In his judgement he came back
to the report on various occasions.56 After reviewing all the
evidence, including the patent, Mr Justice Gray stated: ‘I accept
that the evidence of van Pelt, which was based on contemporaneous
documents…, that, if the incinerators were operated continuously
and many corpses were burnt together so themselves providing
fuel, no more than 3.5 kg of coke would have been required per
corpse’.57 Thus the convergence of the evidence provided by Tauber
and Höss, and that provided by documents such as the Topf patent
application of 1942, led Mr Justice Gray to conclude:
having considered the various arguments advanced by Irving to assail
the effect of the convergent evidence relied on by the Defendants, it
is my conclusion that no objective, fair-minded historian would have
serious cause to doubt that there were gas chambers at Auschwitz
and that they were operated on a substantial scale to kill hundreds of
thousands of Jews.58

Conclusion
The ovens that Topf & Söhne built in Auschwitz have done much
harm to humankind. Without the massive daily incineration
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capacity that they provided from March 1943 onwards, the
camp could not have killed and burned the more than 400,000
Hungarian Jews in the spring of 1944. However, Fritz Sander’s
patent application from 1942, based on the experience of multicorpse incineration, did in the end do little damage to the prospects
of humanity. In fact, within the context of a lengthy and costly trial,
it proved to be a key piece of evidence that confirmed the validity
of eyewitness evidence provided in 1945 by a survivor of the
Auschwitz Sonderkommando and, through that, the factual truth
of the commonly accepted historical record concerning the most
deadly of German death camps.
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When death is not the end: towards a
typology of the treatment of corpses of
‘disappeared detainees’ 1 in Argentina
from 1975 to 1983 2
Mario Ranalletti
(with the collaboration of Esteban Pontoriero)

On 24 March 1976, the Argentine armed forces, with extensive
civilian support, carried out a new military coup against President
Isabel Perón, claiming the need to combat guerrilla groups. In
order to achieve this goal, task forces and clandestine detention
centres were created, which launched an intense campaign of
repression, reaching far beyond the confines of the guerrilla
organizations. For decades, a negative conception of otherness had
been constructed in military social circles and training settings –
one that threatened Argentina’s Catholic essence. According to this
conception, the guerrilla was only the ‘tip of the iceberg’ of a
broader and heterogeneous group, referred to as ‘the subversion’.
Within this interpretative framework, state repression focused on
the guerrilla, but included a much wider population. The personnel
assigned to carry out repressive acts and the facilities used for the
purpose belonged to the Argentine state in most known cases.
Soldiers, members of the security forces (police officers, gendarmes,
municipal prison staff, and National Prison Service personnel), and
civilians were organized to kidnap, torture, murder, and pillage,
and to destroy and/or hide the corpses of an as yet indeterminate
number of people accused of belonging to ‘the subversion’. In the
terminology used at the time, this was the ‘war on subversion’.
The military junta remained in power until 1983, when democratic elections were held. Between 1984 and 1985, an investigation
undertaken by a special presidential commission managed to
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identify about 9,000 cases of ‘forced disappearance’ at the hands
of the aforementioned groups. It also confirmed the heterogeneity3
of the population that had been annihilated, identified a considerable part of the state structure deployed in the massacre, and
documented thousands of murders committed with extreme and
indiscriminate violence within the framework of the campaign
of repression. The testimonies of survivors and witnesses, and the
work of forensic anthropologists, confirm that the people who were
targeted for destruction were mostly civilians, and that at the time
when this phase of mass violence was initiated these people were
defenceless against the Argentine state’s deployment of repression.
We understand that this violence on the part of the state
represented a massacre of different (peaceful or violent) challengers,4
elites, and egalitarian and reformist social movements that sought
to establish a real democracy, or a social revolution, and/or to
reduce social inequalities in Argentina. This heterogeneous set of
actors and political practices was, for the perpetrators and their
civilian allies, a negative otherness5 that was labelled ‘subversion’,
whose aim was to change the ‘Western and Christian’ lifestyle and
essence of Argentina.
Given what happened in Argentina, it is valid to ask how a
professional of war (a soldier) or a security professional (a police
officer or gendarme) becomes a perpetrator of mass murder and
can exercise extreme violence against a largely civilian population
that is unarmed and unable to resist or defend itself. To put it
another way, what are the mechanisms that allow the breach of
the cultural boundary that prohibits consciously and deliberately
inflicting harm on another human being who has no chance to
defend himself or herself against this violence?
Through research conducted on the ideological and moral training received by Argentine army officers in the period preceding the
coup, we identified – adopting the analysis of massacres proposed
by Jacques Sémelin6 – within this training the constituent elements
of an imaginaire of destruction, in which was constructed the aforementioned negative otherness, to be targeted for destruction as a
way of saving the threatened nation. In this chapter we attempt to
show how the technical processes in the treatment (destruction or
concealment) of the bodies of the people targeted were based on the
representations and interpretations that made up this imaginaire.
From this we propose a typology of the treatment of the corpses
during and after the outbreak of mass violence. In developing this
preliminary typology, we worked with two types of sources.
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The typology was constructed from an analysis of a selection
of cases of destruction and/or concealment of corpses reported
by the National Commission on the Disappearance of Persons
(Comisión Nacional sobre la Desaparición de Personas, henceforth
CONADEP)7 or investigated by the criminal justice system, based
on the work of the Argentine Forensic Anthropology Team (Equipo
Argentino de Antropología Forense, henceforth EAAF).8 With
regard to this chapter, the following cases were examined:
1. Avellaneda Cemetery, Sector 134. At the beginning of 1983, the
mayor of the town of Avellaneda (to the south of Buenos Aires
city) initiated an administrative inquiry to establish whether
clandestine burials had been made in the municipal cemetery.
This investigation established that, from May 1976, the
number of bodies buried as ‘unidentified’ grew exponentially,
and identified a notable characteristic relating to them: the
majority of bodies labelled as ‘unidentified’ were those of young
people – the average age was twenty-five years – who had died
from gunshot wounds. This contradicted historical trends relating to the burial of unidentified bodies. The same inquiry found
that this anomaly ended in 1978, when the pattern returned to
normal (a few unidentified burials, of elderly people).
2. The cemetery of the village of Santa Teresita. Here, a total of
thirty-seven unidentified bodies had been buried, according to
a complaint made by the mayor of General Lavalle district (in
the south of the province of Buenos Aires) in court no. 1 of the
Dolores Judicial Department. The bodies had been found on the
beach, from mid-1976 onwards. According to witnesses, they
were in a terrible state and bore the marks of extreme violence.9
3. The Fátima massacre. On 19–20 August 1976, about thirty
missing ‘disappeared detainees’ in the custody of the federal
police were murdered. These individuals were taken to a field at
kilometre 62 of National Highway 8 (in the town of Fátima, in
the district of Pilar, province of Buenos Aires). They were killed
by gunshots to the head before their bodies were blown up.10
4. Clandestine burials in the San Vicente cemetery (Córdoba).
The burial of at least seventy unidentified bodies with signs
of extreme violence that were brought to the Córdoba judicial
morgue by military personnel was investigated, following
a complaint made by Juan Caro, an employee of the morgue.
Caro told Córdoba Federal Court No. 1 (in the ‘Menéndez’ case)
that between 1976 and 1977 he remembered receiving a large
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quantity of corpses from military personnel, and in some cases
he counted up to eighty gunshot wounds on a single body.11
In addition, we used information relating to the fate of the bodies
that was collected by CONADEP and published in the 1991 edition
of its report Nunca más (first published in 1984).12 We also analysed
reports on the exhumation of clandestine graves and the work
of identifying human remains produced by the EAAF as part
of different trials for crimes against humanity brought against
civilian and military figures and the so-called ‘truth trials’. We have
drawn on investigations by judges as they passed sentences during
different trials for crimes against humanity brought against their
perpetrators. We have also used research into court cases conducted
by María José Oliveira Sarrabayrouse 13 and Gabriela Águila.14
This chapter is organized into three parts. In the first, we
provide a basic introduction of the configuration of the imaginaire
of destruction that preceded the phase of mass violence. In the
second part, we present the basic features of the spatial deployment
of extreme violence and its use on the bodies of the ‘disappeared
detainees’. Finally, we present an outline of a preliminary typology
of the treatment of the corpses.
The imaginaire of destruction
Indoctrination: the preparatory imaginaire for the massacre

Alongside their strictly professional training, Argentine soldiers15
received political and moral indoctrination16 – disguised as a
pseudo-religious education – from lay and religious figures belonging to the domestic extreme right and the intransigent domestic form
of Catholicism. Constituted as an informal network that had firm
roots in the military sector and a prolonged presence in it through
talks, courses, conferences, sermons in church, publications, and
spiritual retreats, the indoctrinators drummed a work of fiction
into the Argentine military mentality: a Catholic Argentina was
threatened by ‘international communism’ through external agents
and their local allies, who formed a complex grouping called ‘the
subversion’.17 This indoctrination was based on a series of inventions
that structured an interpretation of social conflict emanating from
two areas: the existence of an ‘internal enemy’ hidden within the
civilian population, and the idea of a ‘third world war’ that was
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already underway. In the mid-1950s, the notion of an ‘internal
enemy’, historically part of the Argentine military mentality, was
updated and adapted to the bipolar logic of the Cold War, but still
subsumed within the idea of ‘subversion’. This process is important,
as this was the era when the leaders of the military coup of 1976
received their training, and they in turn would be responsible for
the training of many of the perpetrators of the slaughter.
The central pillar of this indoctrination was the subordination of
the notion of war to religious principles. Intransigent Catholicism
functioned, as part of this indoctrination, as a pre-existing
cultural model – in line with Hinton’s analysis of genocide in
Cambodia18 – that belonged to the nineteenth century, but was
successfully adapted to the context of the Cold War in Argentina.
The Argentine military sphere was a social space in which
Catholicism had a significance of its own,19 which went beyond its
own particular domain20 (namely a belief in the supernatural). For
the Argentine military, religion upheld a sense of social and political
order, and created a historical teleology. Thanks to the persistent
and prolonged work of the indoctrinators, the Argentine military
took the Catholic religion as the principle for ordering Argentine
society. This type of Catholicism therefore became a cultural
model. Cultural models neither produce genocidal behaviour nor
cause the use of extreme violence, but they do combine with social
changes which, in the case of twentieth-century Argentina, took
the form of the redistribution of wealth implemented by Peronism
between 1946 and 1955, the social modernization of the 1950s, and
the emergence of young people as political actors. Faced with these
changes, this form of Catholicism turned into a violent ideology,
a precondition for slaughter to take place. From the outlook of
this imaginaire, attacking the Catholic essence of Argentina was
considered the worst crime possible, and accordingly a punishment
commensurate with such a crime was likewise imagined.
Crossing the threshold of tolerable violence: the notion of subversion

The adoption of the concept of subversion to define Argentina’s main
enemy during the Cold War was not just a semantic change. This
category allowed a much broader and more imprecise definition
of the enemy, one that went beyond ideologies and methodologies
of collective action. Rather, the indoctrinators designated any
form of protest that sought to diminish social inequalities as the
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action of an enemy to be destroyed. Social protest, struggles for
equality, and the actions of guerrilla groups were defined by the
indoctrinators as interlinked parts of a single process, the ultimate
goal of which was to establish communism in the country and take
away its status as a ‘Catholic nation’. While these were disparate
social movements,21 to the Argentine military there was no doubt
about them belonging to a process with a worldwide reach that was
against ‘Western Christian civilization’, as part of a ‘third world
war’ of a ‘revolutionary’ nature. Thus, for the Argentine military,
a questioning of established authority, sympathy for egalitarian
projects, labour-union demands, and student agitation were all
considered to be of the same nature as a terrorist attack on the state.
These changes to the definition of the ‘internal enemy’ took
place within an ideological framework that combined different
referents: the doctrine of the French revolutionary war, intransigent Catholicism, domestic right-wing extremism, and the USA’s
national-security doctrine.22 The idea that Argentina was under
attack from ‘international communism’ was in fact incorporated
into laws23 and military regulations24 that effectively established
legal guarantees for those committing mass murder.
From the imagined to the real: the beginning of the phase of
mass violence

Following decades of indoctrination, the return to power of
democracy, Peronism, and challengers – above all guerrilla forces –
in May 197325 sent indoctrinators and indoctrinated into a state of
paroxysm. Public speeches from those years show an important
radicalization regarding what immediate courses of action were
seen as required to confront ‘subversion’. For example, one member
of the network of indoctrinators, Dr Carlos Sacheri, president of
the Argentine section of the lay group ‘La Ciudad católica’, argued
that it was time for a heroic struggle to save civilization from
the clutches of the Marxist forces that had just been installed in
government. Speaking to a university audience, Sacheri stated that
Argentina needed a ‘bloodbath’ in which it would ‘purify’ itself.
He also declared that ‘without blood there will be no redemption’.
This text and Verbo, the magazine that Sacheri ran, were freely
distributed in barracks and military schools.26
The phase of mass violence broke out in 1975, when the
government ordered the armed forces to take charge of repressing
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the activities of a guerrilla detachment that had settled in an
inhospitable region of the province of Tucumán in northern
Argentina. The constitutional government gave sweeping powers
to the armed forces to ‘annihilate’ guerrilla activities, at first only
in that area of Tucumán, but then, shortly after, throughout the
country. This is demonstrated by one of the provisions enacted to
this effect in October 1975:
The strategy [is to] … give free rein for the deployment of these
measures in ‘hot spots’ … [and the] intervention of the security and
armed forces.
1) Given the offensive position that has been taken, the forces will
have the broadest free rein to intervene in all situations in which there
appear to be links to subversion.27

Following the death of General Perón on 1 July 1974, a wave
of parastatal violence, which would precede the state’s own
terrorism, was unleashed. In charge of operations against the
guerrilla detachment in Tucumán, the army created the first
clandestine detention centres (henceforth CDCs) in the province
and resorted to extreme violence in carrying out its intelligence
and repression activities.28 This was accompanied by an internal
confrontation between different sectors of Peronism that were
disputing the Peronist leadership following the death of its leader.
Perón had returned to Argentina on 20 June 1973 as an old man
in a deteriorating state of health. Since his return, Peronism faced
internal clashes to decide which sector would control the movement,
imagining that soon Perón might no longer be able to act as its
leader. Broadly speaking, Peronism was divided between two wings,
one comprising ‘orthodox’, politically integrated groups such as the
large labour unions, which hoped to return to ‘classic’ Peronism,
and self-described ‘revolutionaries’, such as the movement’s student
group, which had the support of the ‘Montoneros’ guerrillas.29 For
their part, the guerrilla forces launched a series of armed offensives
against officers and barracks.
The spatial deployment of extreme violence
Sliding into extreme violence, or the ‘war’ that was not a war

By the time of the coup, the perpetrators had not only
psychologically conceived the possibility of slaughter as a solution
to the problem of ‘subversion’, but they had also suffered numerous
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attacks and losses at the hands of the guerrillas. Moreover, they had
put the basic structure of state terrorism to the test in the province
of Tucumán between February and December 1975. The argument
of avenging the dead, an issue that deserves investigation in the
search for a deeper understanding of the slaughter that ensued,
was added to the received indoctrination. From 24 March 1976
the armed forces and their civilian allies embarked on a campaign
of repression against the ‘subversion’ that was unprecedented in
terms of its breadth, intensity, and methodology. To the classic
measures taken by military governments in twentieth-century
Argentina30 – suspension of liberties, banning political parties,
control of the judiciary, and control of the economy – something
new was added that represented a departure from previous military
interventions: the creation of a clandestine apparatus within the
state to carry out what the perpetrators called the ‘war against
subversion’. More than 300 CDCs were created nationwide, which,
in most cases, were installed on state premises (for example,
barracks, police stations, schools, and hospitals), albeit in hidden
places or ones without free access, while the rest of the premises
functioned ‘normally’. There were also CDCs on private property.
Task forces that were made up of civilians, soldiers, gendarmes,
and police officers operated within these CDCs, dealing with
intelligence activities, kidnapping, torture, and the clandestine
detention of those designated ‘subversives’. Research indicates
that those who enacted violence against the disappeared detainees
represented a small proportion of the security and armed forces.31
The detainment of victims in CDCs followed a sequence of five
basic steps: (1) abduction; (2) torture; (3) continued clandestine
detention; (4) murder or release; (5) concealment of the remains of
those killed. This sequence took place within a context of an absolute
disparity of forces that favoured the perpetrators;32 this asymmetry
was reinforced at each successive stage of the sequence, by the
systematic use of torture in intelligence work and the clandestine
holding of detainees. CONADEP’s report33 made it clear that the
majority of people held in CDCs were apprehended at night, in
their homes, that very few of them had weapons with which to
defend themselves, and that abductions were carried out through
the deployment of task forces, and even in some cases with aerial
support. This invalidates the perpetrators’ claim that their actions
were justified by the country being in a state of war.34 Rather than
waging a war, the security forces were hunting people who were
trying to remain hidden, who were devoid of support networks,
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and who were fleeing from the colossal repressive apparatus that
had been set up by the Argentine state. From the moment they
were captured, the victims immediately lost their humanity, being
subjected to senseless violence and being broken down over an
indefinite period within the CDCs, a clandestine space that was cut
off from the outside and completely controlled by the perpetrators.
The perpetrators then repeated this sequence with further torture
and mistreatment.
Argentine state terrorism: exceptionalism, ‘normality’, and CDC
operational autonomy

The spatial structure of the repressive state apparatus exhibited the
particular feature of combining the clandestine with ‘normality’.
The institutions where many of the CDCs were located did not
significantly alter their own operations. Rather, it was a case of
there being a section reserved for perpetrating slaughter while
the remaining space operated normally, open to the public and
continuing with its usual activities. For example, in 1977 it was
common for elementary school students to visit the School of
Naval Mechanics to find out more about it, with a possible view
to continuing their secondary education there. At the same time,
within certain parts of the same institution dozens of people were
held captive, many of whom were being tortured. Here, Argentine
state terrorism led to a convergence, in both space and time, of
the hidden and abused bodies of the ‘disappeared detainees’ with
children having a day of fun and careers guidance.35 In our opinion,
this duality facilitated the slaughter, by giving its perpetrators
operational autonomy.
Through the reconstructions carried out during the course of
some of the trials and the work of forensic anthropologists, it can
be seen that the perpetrators adapted the chain of command to the
power relations that grew internally within the CDCs, rather than
following set schemata. The perpetrators held the lives and property
of the disappeared in their hands; these spoils proved to be very
large and difficult to manage appropriately, owing to the extremely
corrupt morals and professionalism of those who operated in the
CDCs.36 The perpetrators’ substantial operational autonomy made
them more like a gang than a task force within a regular army.
The operational methods of the task forces appear to reflect a
principle of Argentine army troop management, that operations
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are centrally overseen, but that their execution is decentralized.37
Army regulations were also explicit in their authorization of the
use of maximum levels of violence against ‘subversives’:
Apply combat force and maximum violence to annihilate subversive
criminals, wherever they may be.… Military action is always violent
and bloody, but it must have its justification and the support of
psychological operations. It is the role of the security forces and police
to determine levels of violence. The guiding concept will be that a
subversive criminal wielding weapons must be destroyed, because
when the Armed Forces undertake operations against these criminals
they should neither break off from combat nor accept their surrender.38

In our view, the pronounced gap between the oversight and
execution of repressive actions led to the increasing operational
autonomy of the perpetrators, which was made more potent by
their clandestine nature and the indoctrination they had received.
One year on from the coup, when the mass violence was at a peak,
it seems likely that even members of the army themselves noticed
that the violence being deployed was so extreme that it could have
negative consequences for the forces of repression. In an attempt
to establish basic rules to mitigate the possible negative effects of
repressive activities, the army set a series of guidelines that seem to
have been an attempt to organize the execution of the ‘disappeared
detainees’. In June 1977, the Commander of the First Army Corps
issued ‘Operations Order No. 9/77 (Continuation of the offensive
against the subversion during the period 1977)’. Although this
was limited in its geographical application to the city of Buenos
Aires and the surrounding area, it can also be understood as the
manifestation of a desire to regulate exceptionalist state terrorism.
A judicial inquiry noted of this legislation:
with every case of excess, abuse, or outrage carried out on behalf of the
Force or ‘joint forces’, damage was done to the National Reorganization
Process,39 and having gained experience of ethical considerations
being neglected during military and security operations by the taskforce members who carried them out, it was decided that henceforth,
in order that these operations should be carried out with a modicum of
guarantees and reliability and with the aim of improving the situation,
responsibility for oversight would fall on the senior personnel of
Zone 1 Command.40

Under the same order, the military authorities also established the
procedures for returning corpses to families:
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Likewise, it was stipulated that when an opponent had been killed,
the sub-area involved would be in charge of the corpse until it was
received by relatives or given a burial. To that end, the body would be
sent to the judicial morgue following the involvement of the relevant
police authority, and following identification, Zone 1 Command,
Department III – Operations – Planning Division would be notified to
then pass on the information. Upon certification of the relationship to
the deceased, the bereaved relatives would be allowed to take the body
from the judicial morgue.
Alternatively, after the passage of thirty days without the body being
claimed, administrative steps would be taken for burial.41

Some attempts to create an alternative reality about the circumstances and method of murder of the ‘disappeared detainee’
were extremely crude, something that in our view should be considered a demonstration, firstly, of the extreme levels of violence
exercised and, secondly, of the dysfunctional relationship between
the perpetrators charged with the torture and murder of detainees
(‘decentralized execution’ is referred to in Order 9/77) and their
hierarchical command, charged with the strategic management
of state terror. The murder of Miguel Ángel Ceballos provides an
example of this:
Frida Angélica Cappatto de Ceballos, the wife of Miguel Ángel
Ceballos, said that after finding out about the death of her husband,
who was kept in the UP1, and after looking for the body, having been
told he had been killed while attempting to escape, found it in the
morgue of San Roque hospital, among a pile of corpses. He had been
gagged and had numerous gunshot wounds, including one to the chin,
by which she knew he could not have died while attempting to escape,
with the cause of death (gunshot wound) being recorded on the death
certificate.42

The treatment of the bodies: extreme violence and suffering beyond
murder

It is known, principally from the investigations carried out by
the judicial system, journalists, and human-rights organizations
between June 1982 and December 1983, that most of the people
who went through the CDCs were held in clandestine captivity for
a prolonged period and were killed after being tortured. As Frank
Graziano has noted, the bodies of the ‘disappeared detainees’ were
the ‘battlefield’ on which a totally uneven war was waged between
good and evil.43
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The combination of ‘normality’ and exceptionalism that shaped
the implementation of state terrorism in Argentina seems to have
had a counterpart in the treatment of the bodies. Making them
disappear, by destroying, hiding, or returning them to the legal
domain as if the death had been ‘normal’ (discussed in the next
section), was meant to erase the crime.44 A study of the sources
shows that the death of the disappeared detainees was not the
perpetrators’ only objective. Before that happened, they seem to
have prized the infliction of a great, great deal of pain on them.
Observing this, one judge noted:
The exertion of violence on the bodies of these detainees was visible
from the number of inflicted shots: five shots for young Irazusta and
fourteen for Chiavarini, who were already in a severely damaged
physical state as a result of the brutality of the near-fatal torture
inflicted on them. All this corroborates the opinion put forward by the
crime lab’s Doctor Chalub at that time that the excessive number of
shots found on the bodies that he had to examine as a result of these
alleged clashes revealed a hostility that was about more than killing.45

In spite of the attempts at organization mentioned above, the exercise
of extreme violence to destroy people labelled as ‘subversives’
could not be controlled or regulated. Operational freedom in the
CDCs appears to have prevailed over the chain of command and
any planning. The torture room became the theatre in which the
perpetrators chose to fight ‘their’ war. The catalogue of the acts of
violence carried out in the CDCs was extremely varied and shows a
degree of cruelty which matched that under colonialism and in the
civil war that followed Argentine independence. The common forms
of violence within the CDCs included: rape; torture of pregnant
women; humiliation (both physical and psychological) of children
as a form of torturing their parents; the electrocution of genitals;
blackmailing relatives when the disappeared detainee had already
been killed; and the destruction, desecration, or concealment of the
bodies of those killed.
From the moment they were abducted, and preceding their
murder, the bodies of the disappeared detainees underwent a severe
process of decline. Prolonged captivity in inhumane conditions, a
lack of medical care, the terror caused by repeated torture, and poor
diet were also part of the ‘punishment’ that was, in the perpetrators’
view, deemed appropriate for the ‘subversives’. Similarities can be
identified here that recall the conditions experienced by the victims
of the Holocaust and concentration camps,46 or the psychological
abuse of prisoners in the Soviet gulags.47
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The fate of the dead: removing any traces and normalizing
exceptionalism by reintroducing the body into the legal domain

The treatment of the corpses indicates an intention to dismiss the
story of state terrorism that might arise from the condition of the
tortured bodies. When perpetrators disposed of the bodies without
destroying them, they delegated the responsibility for delivering
the body to the relatives to the police or the judiciary. When
corpses were thus reintroduced into the legal domain, the causes
of death, evident from the bodies themselves, were not recorded
on the relevant documents. The perpetrators had to put a lot of
effort into ensuring that this was achieved. Their desire for denial
was absurd, as the terrible autopsy descriptions contained in the
sources demonstrate. However, combinations of different forensic,
police, and judicial proceedings were set in train, as though this
glut of procedures would hide the truth forever. Among one of
many possible examples is the kidnapping, torture, and murder of
Eduardo Ruibal. In his case, the way in which different military and
judicial authorities (the army, the judicial morgue, and the police)
were involved in creating a large number of documents can be seen.
On the one hand the records gave a fictional account of a death
that resulted from an armed clash with a task force, while on the
other hand they provided important information about the truth of
Ruibal’s death.48 The delegation of CONADEP for the city of Bahía
Blanca noted the use of the same procedure in the south of Buenos
Aires province.49
Research conducted by María José Oliveira Sarrabayrouse corroborates this information, and provides an analysis of a criminal
and administrative trial regarding operational irregularities at the
judicial morgue of the city of Buenos Aires in relation to bodies sent
there by military authorities during the dictatorship.50 In this case,
it was the judicial branch of the military dictatorship itself that
highlighted the attempts made to transform the ‘exceptionalism’
of state terrorism into bureaucratically and procedurally regulated
normality.
A case study: the Buenos Aires city judicial morgue

Recounting an episode that was subject to a criminal investigation –
and reconstructed in Oliveira Sarrabayrouse’s work – is revealing,
as it gives a sense of how the perpetrators began using the Buenos
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Aires city judicial morgue to dispose of the bodies of the disappeared detainees who were murdered.
During the night of 29 September 1976, a group of soldiers
appeared at the morgue, bringing with them six bodies to be given
an appropriate autopsy before being handed over to the relatives.
The perpetrators, who were in uniform but who refused to give their
names, informed the morgue official that six ‘subversives’ had been
killed during a clash that had occurred that day. They did not have
a court order of any kind. The morgue official who was on duty, and
then his immediate superior, refused to take the bodies without
an appropriate court order issued by a judge. In response to this
refusal, the perpetrators threatened to just leave the bodies there.
The morgue official eventually agreed to take the bodies following
a promise from the perpetrators to bring the missing documents.
A few hours later, the perpetrators brought a note signed by the
deputy head of the Central Military Hospital, in which the official
asked the morgue to take the bodies, which in the meantime had
been left in the morgue’s courtyard.
The morgue took charge of the bodies, carried out the autopsies,
and delivered them to the families. The morgue officials had not
permitted the military to disrupt established bureaucratic and
procedural practice, and had resisted taking the corpses without
a court order. This is an interesting detail, especially because, as
Sarrabayrouse indicates, the military dictatorship did not make
changes to the roster of judges, but instead retained the existing
one, except in the case of the highest courts (the national and
provincial supreme courts).51
The incident caused the morgue officials to demand specific
instructions in writing, firstly from the head of the institution
and then from the top judicial body, the National Criminal and
Correctional Appeals Court, over the actions arising in this situation,
which were irregular from a procedural point of view. Moreover, the
morgue sent similar requests to the highest military authority of the
city of Buenos Aires, which at this time was the Commander-inChief of the First Army Corps, General Guillermo Suárez Mason.
Extremely perturbed by this request, Suárez Mason sent the deputy
chief of the Corps, Colonel Roberto Roualdés, to meet with the head
of the morgue, Dr Mario H. Pena. On 20 December 1976, Roualdés
went to the morgue, along with some armed soldiers, and demanded
to speak with Pena, without having previously made a request to
meet him. The two spoke, and from that date there were no further
problems with bodies sent by military authorities.52
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For their part, both junior and senior morgue officials sought to
incorporate into established bureaucratic practice the irregularities
of the military authorities sending corpses that showed signs of
having been tortured. When interviewed by Sarrabayrouse, some
of the officials from that time reported that what bothered them
was, at a basic level, the bureaucratic disruption – since the sending
of the corpses by the military authorities violated the prevailing
principle that this was something a judge should do – and the fact
that the autopsy report was sent to a military commander.53 In
these testimonies at least, it was not the sudden influx of corpses
exhibiting clear signs of torture per se that seems to have disturbed
the morgue officials.
Further examples

A comparable situation occurred in different cases investigated in
Córdoba province. In one instance, three bodies were deposited in
the morgue of the San Roque Hospital in the city of Córdoba (in
the centre of the country) by a military and police task force. The
medical examiners proceeded to carry out autopsies, completed
death certificates, and released the bodies to the families. They
recorded in the documentation that the deaths had occurred
through clashes with the police and army, but failed to note that
the bodies showed signs of torture and numerous close-range
shots.54 Ignoring these obvious signs of extreme violence became
particularly common in the early, more repressive days of the
dictatorship (especially 1976–79). Morgue officials avoided starting
official investigations by recording ‘no name’ in the paperwork and
sending the bodies to different graveyards.
The morgue became a key point in the procedure of reintegrating
bodies of the ‘disappeared’ into the legal domain and, ultimately,
returning them to society. The Córdoba delegation of CONADEP 55
found a similar pattern, but for a different group: prisoners housed
in a regular prison. Many years later, with the so-called Menéndez
case, the Argentine justice system resumed the investigation
initiated by CONADEP. This verified the investigation into the
case of Prison Unit No. 1 of the city of Córdoba. Several ‘special
prisoners’ (i.e. members of guerrilla forces, or individuals accused
of being so) who had been jailed during the period of constitutional
government between 1973 and 1976 were held here. Investigations
related to the Menéndez case show that a number of detainees in the
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prison unit were removed from it, taken to a CDC to be tortured,
sent back to jail, and then eventually murdered at the CDC and sent
to either the morgue of the Córdoba Central Hospital, or the city’s
judicial morgue, to be handed over to the relatives.56 As in the cases
discussed above, the autopsy reports are incomplete – in general
they do not record the marks of torture and mistreatment – and
state the circumstances of death as a fabricated clash with police
forces, resisting arrest or an identity check, or even an attempt to
escape from their place of detention.57
There are some cases in which bodies were returned to families
without information of any sort. This is something that – if such
a thing were possible – increased the horror. Various testimonies
indicate that some bodies were returned to their families with
the expressed instruction not to open the coffin at any point. The
inhumanity inflicted during captivity was extended with the
contempt displayed for the corpse and the family. This can be seen
in the case of the abduction and murder of Cecilio Kamenetzky,
carried out by a police task force – in this instance from the Police
Information Department (DIP) of Santiago del Estero – in the
province of Santiago del Estero (northern Argentina). Kamenetzky’s
relatives, who knew his whereabouts, were informed that the death
had occurred in an escape attempt. It is worth noting that Santiago
del Estero is a poor province with a small population and subtropical
climate. In the understanding of the judge handling the case,
Cecilio Kamenetzky had been monitored since June 1975 by members of
the DIP. He was taken from his home by Miguel Tomás Garbi without a
warrant on 9 August 1976. He was transferred to the DIP, where he was
detained under the authority of Musa Azar, Garbi, and López Veloso.
He was tortured for 20 days until the start of a court case against him.
He was then transferred to the men’s prison, from where at various
times he was taken back to the DIP to be interrogated again. Finally, on
13 November Cecilio Kamenetzky was killed at the headquarters of the
DIP by shots fired by López Veloso and Corbalán that entered his back
at close range, which it was argued resulted from him fleeing. There
was no inquiry in the case filed against him to determine why he was
at the DIP and not at the men’s prison to which his transfer had been
ordered during his indictment. His body was not autopsied.
… It was extremely hot at that time of year but the morgue of the
Independence Hospital was unrefrigerated, and Cecilio’s body was
destroyed and in a state of decomposition. His father was later told that
he had been summoned to the Federal Court, and the court records
show that a death certificate was issued by order of Federal Judge
Dr Liendo Roca, without the cause of death or anything else being
specified.58
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In the case of the operations of the Buenos Aires morgue and that
of the Rosario region’s communal cemetery, this procedure of
reintroducing the corpse into the ‘legal’ domain also demonstrated
a certain level of collaboration by civil society – whether it was
wished for or carried out with repugnance under obligation – in
the mass murder that was taking place. In the case of the Buenos
Aires morgue, when asked about how it operated under the military
dictatorship, an official from those years said, during a criminal
case, that his work was undertaken
according to standard practice, i.e., in the usual environment, with
the appropriate protocols, the usual staff of medical examiners,
assistants and cleaning staff, photographers, radiology technicians
etc. Furthermore, the fact the bodies found their way onto the autopsy
table with their corresponding protocols signified that they had passed
all the prior and accompanying administrative safeguards for the
admission of bodies.59

Outlining a typology
Five methods for the disposal of corpses can be identified. All
the procedures used display the strength of the desire to create a
fictitious account of the circumstances surrounding the murders:
1. Bringing the bodies into normal bureaucratic and forensic
channels. This course of action was used after a murder in a
CDC, and took one of several forms:
a. The registration and burial of the corpse in an official
cemetery. The sources consulted indicate this took place in
Buenos Aires province, in municipal cemeteries in Quilmes,
La Plata, Moreno, Rafael Calzada, San Martin, Grand Bourg,
and Avellaneda.60 However, it should be noted that some
burials in cemeteries were in fact done clandestinely, and
sometimes using mass graves, as happened in San Vicente
Cemetery (Córdoba), the training grounds of the Third Army
Corps Command (Córdoba), and La Piedad cemetery (La
Piedad is the area surrounding the city of Rosario, in Santa
Fe province).61
b. The referral of the body to a morgue, with the agreement of
the authorities, and the body being labelled ‘unidentified’
following an autopsy and/or visual examination by one of the
morgue’s medical examiners.
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c. Passing off the murder as having resulted from combat
between the security forces and guerrilla forces, or a prisoner
attempting to escape. In fact, an ad hoc military authority
(i.e. under army jurisdiction) was created, supposedly to
investigate such cases, in the form of a ‘court-martial’.62
d. In addition, there are recorded cases of bodies being left in
the street, which were then collected by the police as a result
of complaints being made by local residents.63
Throwing corpses or people still alive into the sea or waterways64
from aeroplanes or helicopters. CONADEP’s report identified
the existence of these ‘death flights’ from the army’s Campo de
Mayo base65 and the School of Naval Mechanics.66 This method,
according to the EAAF’s work on identifying bodies, took place
later, in 1978, than the phase of mass violence.67
Destruction of corpses.
a. Burning bodies in the CDCs or in the vicinity. It has been
verified that this procedure took place in the following CDCs:
El Banco (San Justo, Buenos Aires province);68 the School of
Naval Mechanics (Buenos Aires city), in the sports field; ‘Pozo
de Arana’ (La Plata, Buenos Aires province);69 ‘Vesuvius’
(La Tablada, Buenos Aires province);70 and ‘Arsenal Miguel
de Azcuénaga’ (Tucumán province).71 The crematorium of
the largest cemetery in Buenos Aires city was also used to
dispose of the corpses of the disappeared detainees.72 Four
bodies that were burned in Escobar (Buenos Aires province)
were sent to the morgue,73 after a judge intervened to have the
charred bodies identified.
b. Using explosives (the ‘Fátima massacre’, Pilar, Buenos Aires
province).74
c. Clandestine burials. Anthropologists have established that
there was a large increase in ‘unidentified’ burials in Buenos
Aires province during the period 1976–78. There is a positive
correlation between this increase and the proximity of the
cemetery to a CDC, as well as a very significant growth in the
burial of ‘unidentified’ people whose cause of death was head
trauma and/or gunshot wounds.75 In its study of Sector 134 of
Avellanada Municipal Cemetery, the EAAF reached identical
conclusions, in both quantitative and chronological terms.76
Placing corpses in concrete-filled barrels and throwing them
into rivers.77
Burying bodies in mass graves, either within the CDCs or in
adjoining areas.78
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The sources cited reveal that after a murder occurred, the
body was passed into the hands of a second type of perpetrator,
who became involved by making the remains either disappear or
re-enter the legal domain. A division of labour within the CDC
in relation to the corpses can be noted, with those responsible for
torturing and murdering being different people from those who
took charge of the corpses after the murder.
All this amounts to a preliminary typology, which will surely
be modified by new and more in-depth investigations. It should
be noted that in many sources combinations of these five methods
appear, suggesting new lines of research that could delve into
the motivations of the perpetrators in relation to specific cases.
We believe that this outline, which is preliminary and subject to
revision, allows an appreciation, based on work with forensic and
judicial sources, of the complexity and scale of the deployment of
extreme violence and its spatio-temporal structuring in Argentine
state terrorism.
Conclusion
Much more remains to be uncovered concerning the treatment of
the corpses of disappeared detainees in Argentina. Based on the
work conducted so far, it is possible to make some concluding
comments. It is our understanding that Argentine state terrorism
was rooted in the moral and ideological training imparted in
the military sector from 1954. The indoctrination received by
the perpetrators during their professional training stated that
enemies were hiding among civilians, that they sought to conceal
their status as a mortal enemy by assuming the guise of a private
citizen, and that they had an unwavering desire to put an end to
Catholicism in Argentina. Thus the perpetrators of state violence
became convinced that the extermination of the enemy was the only
appropriate action, that such action was just, and that any means
could be employed to achieve this objective. The indoctrinators
presented extreme violence against the disappeared detainees as an
act of defending a God and country that were under threat, and
therefore also as a deserved punishment for the offence committed
by the subversives. This indoctrination maintained that the enemy
would stop at nothing to achieve their goals. Between 1954 and
1975, this indoctrination progressively erased the line between
war and atrocity, and therefore the line between a soldier and a
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murderer.79 In our view, this indoctrination was a determining
factor in the social construction of the cruelty displayed by the
perpetrators during the phase of mass violence. Its main function
was to ensure that extreme violence was exercised in response to
different challengers, who were understood to be participants in a
global offensive against Catholicism. The indoctrination turned to
traditional knowledge and standards to justify, even trivialize, the
extreme violence in terms of defending the Catholic religion. When
some perpetrators had doubts about the legitimacy or the meaning
of the heinous acts they were committing, advice was sought from
members of the Catholic Church. The response was forceful and
unanimous: they were ‘soldiers of Christ’, fighting for the kingdom
of God, and anything was permissible and would be forgiven if they
were to beat the subversion.80
Studying this guidance allows some answers to be put forward to
the question of how a human being becomes a perpetrator of mass
murder. In the case studied here, it has been of interest to determine
the nature of the ideology that allowed the Argentine perpetrators
to have the moral backing and impunity to empower them to cross
the threshold of socially acceptable violence, and to proceed to
exercising an extreme form of violence against a negative otherness
that was defined as such by that same ideological framework.
Facing a largely civilian and unarmed enemy – defenceless or in
retreat – and to subject them to an extreme form of violence, and
to continue abusing their remains after their death, it is necessary
to be convinced that committing such a crime against humanity is
a positive act; and, since the perpetrators were, for the most part,
state officials they would have to be convinced it was a crime whose
perpetration would benefit the nation.
But this ideological framework did not just enable the slaughter.
It also allowed the suffering inflicted on the enemy to be extended
beyond his or her murder and to the bereaved. Murders were
followed by the destruction or concealment of the remains. This
allowed the fiction to be created that no crime had taken place.
There were also attempts to attain documentation to accompany the
crimes as part of their attempt to hide them, with the expectation
that this practice would go unpunished.
In the sources consulted, no pattern can be detected that
explains, in even any minimally rational way, the actions taken
by the perpetrators; nor do the sources show the existence of an
ordering principle – as the racist ideology in Nazism, or tribal
hatred in the case of Rwanda may be considered to be – to explain
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the treatment of the bodies in the Argentine case. This issue was
also highlighted by the EAAF, which offers a ‘hypothesis’.81
As Hélène Piralian82 has argued with regard to the case of
genocide in Armenia, destroying the bodies, or hiding them so that
relatives could not bury them according to their beliefs and wishes,
ultimately meant the destruction of the death of the disappeared
detainees. Attempts were made to prevent those killed in the
CDCs being integrated into the community of the dead, or their
families being able to mourn, remember, and venerate them. In
the Argentine case, we view the destruction and concealment of
corpses as an extension of the suffering inflicted on the disappeared
detainees beyond biological death and an additional form of
punishment that was inflicted by the perpetrators.
The perpetrators in Argentina do not seem to have sought to
make their victims understand why they received their punishment. The cause of the suffering inflicted was enunciated during
torture and repeated tirelessly during their captivity – their stigmatization as ‘subversives’, together with all sorts of insults – but
there does not seem to have been an intention to bring redemption
to the disappeared detainees through their punishment. This could
explain why children were also tortured, something that distinguishes the Argentine case from the Rwandan genocide, during
which torturers ignored children because they were deemed unable
to understand why such suffering was being inflicted on them.83
The work carried out using judicial and forensic sources does
not show, with regard to the cases studied here, the existence of an
industrial logic in the management of corpses. We have been able
to establish a series of recurrences in the fate of the corpses that
allow an initial typology of their treatment by the perpetrators. The
management of the corpses shows the need for the participation
of a wider network of state officials (court officials, medical
examiners, administrative staff of the armed and security forces)
in the concealment and/or delivery of bodies to the relatives; these
officials became a de facto part of the clandestine apparatus created
by the perpetrators when the phase of mass violence began. Rather
than being a true piece of technical and social engineering, there
was a lot of trial and error, and irrational omnipotence, which
was given strength by making use of resources that predated the
slaughter, such as the judiciary.
The question is raised of why the perpetrators, in their
management of the bodies, used certain procedures that were a
priori destined to fail. For example, it seems unlikely that a member
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of the Argentine navy would not have realized that bodies thrown
into the sea could be returned to shore by the tide, as indeed
happened. And nor is it possible to accept that a medical examiner,
in signing a death certificate that recorded the cause of death as
only a ‘cardiorespiratory arrest’ when the body displayed multiple
signs of having been tortured and mutilated, would not expect the
fraud to come to light, as did happen, even before the end of the
military dictatorship.
Not only did they seek to wipe out everyone whom the
perpetrators considered ‘challengers’, but they also sought to wipe
out the death, and with this erase the crime. First, nature showed
them that this was not possible. By transferring bodies that had
been abnormally treated to morgues, there was no way to fulfil the
goal of erasing the traces of the crime. Then there were the humanrights organizations, the EAAF, and relatives of the victims who,
through their struggles and work, confirmed a phenomenon that
was sometimes corroborated by sectors of civil society and the
perpetrators themselves.
Argentine society still owes considerable debts to its recent
traumatic past. There are still many unsolved cases, many stories
that are yet to be constructed, and more grieving to be done. The
Argentine justice system has got back to work, and some of those
debts are most likely now being paid. We believe that it is not about
turning one of history’s black pages, but rather of furthering our
knowledge of this ‘past that does not pass’.84
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Part III: Logics

7

State violence and death politics in
post-revolutionary Iran 1
Chowra Makaremi 2

From 9 January to 19 July 2012, the Iranian daily Gooya News,
one of the Iranian diaspora’s main information sites, published
a series of forty-one articles, entitled ‘Interviews with a torture
and rape witness’. The tortures and rapes in question were from
the period of violent state repression that gripped the Islamic
Republic throughout the 1980s. The interviews give voice to the
anonymous testimony of an official involved in the penitentiary
and judicial sphere of that period. In this respect, they constitute a
rare document, though secrecy still surrounds the administrative
practices and chains of command that organized state violence in
Iran, which remain in place and in effect in some cases. Interview
number 19 is entitled ‘The cadavers from the mass graves from the
1981 massacre in the riverbed’.3 The interviewee, an official at the
Ministry of Justice in the city of Shiraz, recounts being summoned
to appear before the revolutionary tribunal during the summer of
1981. Majid Torabpour, the director of Shiraz city prison, is waiting
for him there, joined by about fifteen members of the prison’s
administrative staff, and asks him to approach the Islamic judge
(hakeme sha’r 4) about managing the ‘thirty-six cadavers remaining’
on their hands. The story continues like this:
I went into the office of the Islamic judge Qorbani … he was talking
out loud to himself: ‘It’s no longer clear who to turn to: you write to
the office of the Imam [Khomeini], no answer; Mr Montazeri’s office
doesn’t reply either, the same goes for Ardebili.’5 Then he took three
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sheets of paper on his desk and handed them to me, and only then did I
understand the scope of the disaster. Due to heavy rains, the river, which
flowed from the Derāk mountains6 and passed behind the villages of
Hassan Abad and Ahmad Abad, had overflowed and stirred up several
communal pits where bodies had been buried in bulk just under the
surface. The flood had strewn the bodies all along the river’s course.
When people saw the bodies, they immediately informed the Sepāh
[militias that are part of the Guardians of the Islamic Revolution].
Local members of the Sepāh and of the Basij [volunteer militia corps]
were mobilized to collect the bodies. Thirty-six had been gathered
up to the present moment; they had put them in two trucks and had
brought them to the prison. The Islamic judge continued explaining to
me how he was completely in the dark about this matter, and did not
know whose cadavers they were, how they had been killed, or how they
had been buried. He had seen the bodies, and the murders [sic] were
just one or two weeks old.
Astonished, I asked: ‘Do you mean that there has been no legal
judgement?’ ‘That’s impossible’, the judge told me: ‘I told you that
I am completely in the dark about this, and whenever I try to get
explanations, I’m told what I have the habit of telling people [who ask
for news about their family and friends]. Try to see Haj-agha7 on your
own.’ Given the situation, I suggested that he begin by authorizing
burial of the bodies, since the bodies would be a cause for concern if
they stayed the way they were: then I suggested that the investigation
of the case continue after they were put in the ground. At first, he was
not won over and replied: ‘Sir, I have a responsibility; what answer will
I give the officials? What answer will I give God? They [the penitentiary
administration] don’t want to listen to reason and keep claiming
that these people died during combat between opposition groups.’ In
reply, I told the judge that it was useless to be naïve about this; it was
well known who and what institutions were behind this work, and I
convinced him to authorize burying the bodies on the condition that
they be identified beforehand and provided that, for my part, I would
be conducting the investigation.
They were all gathered in Hamid Baneshi’s 8 office, calmly smoking
with sangfroid, and talking among themselves.… We set off for
the courtyard at the rear of the prison … where there was room for
manoeuvring and transport: a blue, tarp-covered Nissan and a small
red lorry were parked there. There they had piled the bodies which
the rainwater had washed up. I asked that they be unloaded. Hamid
whistled and they all gathered together; they lined up the bodies on
the ground. Most of the faces were in the process of decomposing;
there were visible whip marks and wounds on several people’s faces
and bodies. I asked for a cigarette. Jahfar Ebrahimi was beside me;
he was an akhound [mullah] in civilian clothing who was responsible
for collecting the bodies. I said: ‘I believe there are more here than
indicated.’ Jahfar replied: ‘Shahrokh knows more about it than I do.
That said, water carried off the majority; we were only able to gather up
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the ones over there. And don’t bother with the Haj-agha identification.
Shahrokh knows who they all are; he has lists.’ We went to see
Shahrokh, who ended up talking: ‘Those bodies there, we got them in
the collective houses or in the street, and some went away under ta’zir.9
I’m the one who had the responsibility of burying them and I have their
names; we know the number of common graves, 25–26 of them, and
their location, too.’ I was in disbelief. I counted the cadavers; there were
48. They separated the men and women and left to bury them.
I worked two weeks on this question. The number of pits that the
flood had moved was 28, and the total number of bodies was at least
485.
When this affair came to light, there were changes in posts among the
officials: Seyyed Reza Mir’emad was named prosecutor in Tehran, and
Mohamad Reza Ramezani became his replacement. As for the Islamic
judge Qorbani, he became a representative in the National Assembly (I
no longer remember if this is in Samnan or in Dagheman)!10

In this testimony, the handling of cadavers raises various issues
involving state violence and the organization of death in the
case of Iran.11 The violence described in this story is a complex
violence, in tension between the juridical and administrative order,
which possesses an internal coherence anchored in a theological
ideology, and the unleashing of a destructive undertaking. Thus,
the dialogue between the Islamic judge and the narrator, an official
from the Ministry of Justice, hinges on the fact that the cadavers
were allegedly produced without a legal judgement, without a
preliminary death sentence, which is judged unthinkable. A
majority of the documented cases of the suppression of Iranian
citizens in the 1980s are indeed the product of the judicial and
penitentiary systems, as we will see below. What is at issue, moreover, in this dialogue is the production of the judge’s written
authorization to rebury the cadavers unearthed by the flooding
river. The handling of these unwieldy bodies unleashes a crisis that
allows us to glimpse a second type of organization that is grafted on
and connected to the administrative order: orders circulate orally
and mark an economy of silence, which not only passes between
repressive organs and society but also inside the apparatus of
repression. The crisis of the cadavers illustrates how this economy
of secrecy is also interconnected with moral universes. The Islamic
judge complains, ‘whenever I try to get explanations, I’m told what
I have the habit of telling people’. He initially refuses to give the
written order for reburial, invoking his deontological responsibility
before his hierarchical superiors, and his moral one before God.
On the one hand, the Islamic judge, who is in charge of prison
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sentences and execution in the revolutionary tribunal, sketches the
ideological and moral horizon that organizes the administration
of death. On the other, this ‘moral economy’ 12 is limited to the
interior of the repressive apparatus: the judge complains about
the arbitrariness and secrecy that he reproduces on a daily basis
on the outside, since he has the habit of not giving a response ‘to
the people’ who have come to ask for news about their deceased
relations. Indeed, revolutionary tribunal hearings – and often their
very location – are secret, without a barrister or other protagonists
aside from the judge, the prosecutor, and the accused.
An initial picture suggested by the crisis is one of a violent
mechanism characterized by a rupture between inside and outside: it
functions around an internal organizational and discursive-logical
coherence, but operates behind closed doors, showing a discreet face
to the social enemy located outside. But the confusion to which the
judge is exposed suggests a second tableau superimposed over the
first. The internal organization is itself binary and traversed by an
economy of secrecy that brings two value systems into opposition
with one another. Indeed, the bodies that are spit out along the river
make visible a violence that parallels the violence of the repressive
apparatus organized around the revolutionary tribunal, detention
centres, and execution squads. The story of this crisis is constructed
around an opposition between those in office – between men
possessing a certain sensibility (the narrator asks for a cigarette,
the judge talks out loud to himself all alone) and morality – and
those unpolished people out in the field. Juxtaposed with the
ordered violence that the one group oversees – cadavers stretched
out in the courtyard of the prison – is the disorder of hasty, shallow
graves dug by the others. The condemnation and the confusion of
officials stem from the work being poorly executed: it imperils the
economy of silence essential for the functioning of the repressive
mechanism, and causes a resurgence of the nightmarish texture of
violence – potentially troubling for some of the repression’s actors –
by way of a pile of women and men’s bodies mixed together, washed
by the rain, in the process of decomposing.
The bodies are those of men and women killed ‘in collective
houses or in the street’, or while being tortured, entailing forms
of violence that indicate a situation of civil war 13 or of politicide.14
These actions are conducted and supervised (lists are drawn
up, accounts are made) by members of the militia, who form a
command structure with informal boundaries: a religious man
in civilian clothing in charge of ‘gathering the bodies’, who next
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introduces the narrator to the operations official: ‘Shahrokh knows
who they all are, he has the lists’. These two faces of state violence –
a non-explicit duality, albeit one of which actors are aware (‘useless
to be naïve about this; it was well known who and what institutions
were behind this work’) – are re-articulated with each other as a
result of the handling of the cadavers crisis. This crisis introduces
us to the different strata of the state’s discretion and violence at the
same time that it illustrates the manner in which the administrative
and juridical order of the new republican Islamic state absorbed,
codified, and legalized the violent practices of Islamist militias.
This narrative poses several challenges that delineate the analysis
that we offer here: What became of the victims’ bodies? What
does this handling of bodies teach us about the simultaneously
concrete and ideological organization of death that marked the
establishment of the Islamic Republic? What are the effects of
these violent practices on the social body, and in what way are the
living governed via management of the dead (of their dead) in postrevolutionary society?
The organization of death
State violence targeted those with more or less clearly established
links with political organizations opposing the Islamic Republic.15
On 29 June 1981, waves of collective executions began of prisoners
who were arrested during demonstrations. It is probable that other,
lesser-known, collective executions took place in 1984. Finally, in
the summer of 1988, shortly after the peace treaty with Iraq was
signed, members of the opposition still in prison were liquidated in
a massacre that claimed thousands of victims. As in the majority
of the episodes of state violence, the number of victims is difficult
to assess, and access to figures and evidence is difficult because the
administrations and actors who led those crackdowns are still in
place. The historian Ervand Abrahamian concluded in 1999 that
more than 7,900 dissidents had been eliminated between 1981
and 1985. In 2012, the Iran Human Rights Documentation Center
(IHRDC), based at Yale, estimated 20,000 to be the number of
documented executions and political deaths in the period through
to 1988. The initiative International People’s Tribunal on the Abuse
and Mass Killings of Political Prisoners in Iran (1981–88) has
published a list of 15,116 people executed between 1981 and 1988,
including 4,677 between July and October 1988.16
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The suppression of dissidents was administered through a
juridical and ideological apparatus organized around revolutionary
tribunals. Though officially recognized when they were instituted
in 1979, these courts did not enjoy legal status until the beginning
of 1983, but remained even then in contradiction with certain
constitutional articles concerning the public character of judicial
hearings, the right to a defence, and the right to appeal.17 These
hearings, at the margin of the judicial system, took place in prisons
and typically lasted only five to twenty minutes. These were held
in secret, albeit they did have legal status. Likewise, the ‘religious
ordinance’ (the fatwa) giving the order for the 1988 massacre was
kept secret, but it was legally authorized. The ‘special commission’
responsible for carrying out this command had no official existence
or legal basis, but was composed of officials from the Ministry of
Justice. Thus the organization of death arose at different scales of a
juridical and administrative system with two faces, one public and
the other secret. The passing of a sentence was not, however, the
only cause of death: different militias that were part of the Sepāh
(the Revolutionary Guard), of Hezbollah, of VEVAK (the Ministry
of Intelligence and Security) conducted extra-judicial executions,
especially between 1979 and 1984.18 Death could also come under
torture, or as a disciplinary sanction in prison.19
To come now to this chapter’s main question: what was done with
the executed prisoners’ bodies? What relations can we establish, to
the extent permitted by our knowledge of the facts, between this
treatment and the logics of overseeing death? Beyond the physical
suppression of dissidents, what functions did this treatment of
bodies play in the relationship between state and society?
The management of the dead has been an essential process in
making state violence invisible and normal, by virtue of rendering any overall assessment of this violence impossible, and by
creating silence and amnesia in the social body. With different
testimonials juxtaposed together, this management of bodies can
be understood according to two challenges: firstly, the respect of
rules about separating Muslims and non-Muslims (najes) during
burial; and secondly, the visibility of state violence to family and
friends, and more widely in society. The treatment of bodies of
executed prisoners thus indicates an organization of social space
and an organization of symbolic space. This analysis brings out
the connections between burial practices and the methods used to
suppress dissidents, which are of two orders: ideological and sociopolitical.
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Najes
As Khosrokhavar has indicated, the management of the dead in this
period of Iran’s history must, before anything else, be resituated in
the religious and cultural context of the Shi’ism that was redefined
by the Islamic Republic.20 This observation makes it possible to grasp
how, in practice, the respect for Islamic rules concerning purity
and impurity (najes) is at the core of an ideological mechanism that
categorizes victims as ‘others’, killable with impunity.
Shi’ite funerary rites require that bodies, which are washed
according to a specific procedure, be wrapped in a white shroud
and placed directly in the ground, with the head pointing towards
Mecca. Incineration is not practised. The separation of the pure
and the impure is a fundamental principle in daily practice, and it
occurs in mortuary rites as well. Contact with what is considered
impure (najes) thus contaminates practising Muslims, who must
guard against this or purify themselves through ablutions. The list
of what is taken to be impure is precise and explicit (it includes,
for example, pork and alcohol). In the Shi’ite tradition, there are
two supplementary elements that are important in our analysis:
non-believers and dead bodies. So, in theory, and to a certain
extent in practice, those who are in charge of the administration
of the dead must not transgress the rules of najes or contaminate
themselves. It is in the name of this prohibition that daily life is
organized inside prisons in such a way that contact with prisoners
defined as kāfer, that is to say non-Muslim (a category including
Marxists, Baha’i minorities, etc.), does not soil the penitentiary
personnel. The prison stories emphasize, however, the fact that this
prohibition, which plays an important role in daily interactions and
in the organization of prison space, falls away in the torture room.21
Other rules are more directly concerned with the administration
of death. It is thus forbidden to kill a pregnant woman or a virgin
woman; these prohibitions were not systematically respected
as we will see, however. Several testimonials report the practice
of raping unmarried female prisoners before their execution.22
Burying Muslims and non-Muslims in the same space is forbidden
as well. This rule seems to have been particularly important in
the management of human remains, all the more so because
cemeteries, major political sites since the 1978 insurrections, had
been constituted as a public space overinvested by state propaganda
during the war, due to the cult of martyrdom that developed.23
Therefore, those executed prisoners who were categorized as
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non-Muslims (‘at war against God’, a crime punishable by death)
were supposed to be buried separately, in non-Muslim sections of
cemeteries. In certain cases, the leadership saw to it that families
respected this rule; in other cases, it buried the executed prisoners
itself in distinct spaces and would later inform their relatives.
These different rules organized the administration of death, but
they did not constitute a fixed and rigorous system. To give an idea
of the manner in which this complex mechanism functioned in
practice, one can refer to a testimonial, which to my knowledge is
the only one produced by an eye witness of the 1988 massacre, in
the province of Khuzestan in the south-west of the country. It is the
story of Mohammad-Reza Ashooq, a prisoner who succeeded in
escaping the bus that would take a group of mojahedin in August
1988 to the site of the shooting, where trenches had been dug.
‘[Once we arrived] at the [military] base [in Kharileh], they forced us
into the communal showers. The walls and the doors were covered with
photos of [martyred] Basijis who had been there before us. They gave
us a shroud and some camphor. They ordered us to remove our clothes
and to put on the shroud [the narrator refuses and is beaten, finally
led away fully clothed with his fists tied together]. They made us get in
the minibus. They led me off to the vehicle and made me sit down in a
seat in the back. All the others who got in the minibus were dressed in
white, wearing blindfolds, with their hands tied together. I believe that
the bindings on my fists were loosened when I was beaten; I was able to
free my hands. It was around 3:30 in the morning then, and everyone
was tired, including the revolutionary guards [the Sepāh militiamen],
who seemed frightened themselves. Everyone was yelling. The prisoners
were shouting insults at Khomeini.’ The narrator manages to escape by
jumping through the minibus’s window. He goes on: ‘I must have run
about a kilometre towards the river when I heard gunfire. At first, there
were machine guns, then individual gunshots. The shots came from a
corner far away, close to the shacks, where there was light.’ 24

According to this testimony, the funeral rites (the washing of
bodies anointed with camphor and placed in a white shroud) are,
so to speak, subcontracted out to the prisoners themselves. The
prisoners are taken to and shot at the burial site itself. Several
survivors of Tehran’s prisons, where the massacres began at the end
of July 1988, report that the method used in the first weeks was
hanging. It must be said that, beginning in 1983, hanging seems
to have been given systematic preference over shooting in Iranian
prisons. This is the same period when national newspapers stopped
publishing lists of the names of executed prisoners. It is possible
that the authorities began to practise more discretion at that time,
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and that execution methods were adapted to this imperative.
Still, the testimonials agree that in 1988 recourse to hanging was
abandoned after several weeks in Tehran, and firing squads were
brought back into use25 by an administration that had less time
at its disposal to complete the massacres. It seems to me that, in
light of a comparative reading of the various sources of available
information, between the first wave of hangings at the beginning
of August 1988, in Evin Prison in Tehran, and the scene reported
by Mohammad-Reza Ashooq in Khuzestan, a sort of method had
been clarified (judging from what is currently known, it is not clear
whether this happened locally or more widely), finding a balance
between the requirements of discretion, efficiency, and respect for
the ideological frameworks that justified administering death.
As shown by the categorizations that preside over the massacre
and the management of bodies during and after it, state violence
and terror – and the passage from one to the other – conform to
an economy and organization. The latter two simultaneously make
possible and frame instinctual, violent release, putting it in the
service of a precise government objective, which is the domination
of the social body by the state apparatus. On the one hand, they
produce conditions favouring violence, firstly through mental
operations producing dangerous ‘others’, now well known in the
contexts of extreme violence,26 and which one finds in the work
of revolutionary tribunals and special commissions, and secondly
through an administrative and judicial apparatus which rewards
brutality by offering social advancement to those who know how
to demonstrate it and by excluding moderates and those who are
reluctant, as illustrated by the fate of the Ayatollah Montazeri,
eliminated from succession to the role of Supreme Guide and placed
under house arrest after protesting against the 1988 massacres. On
the other hand, they ideologically frame this violence by grasping
it in a series of symbolic, religious, and political representations
that justify it and render its exercise acceptable in the systematic,
reasoned context of a chain of command. The management of
cadavers shows the implementation and the function, in this
ideological framework, of justifying and regularizing the situation
with regard to the religious laws.
La’nat ābād (the quarter of the damned)
And the effect of this treatment of bodies was not limited to the
universe of the actors of violence. I wish to show, rather, that it
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assumed broader social functions.27 This can seem paradoxical
with regard to the secrecy that surrounds the practices of repression
and elimination, as has just been seen. It appears, however, as has
been shown elsewhere by studies devoted to the desaparecidos in
Argentina, that the process of rendering violence invisible is not
solely a negative operation of stifling discretionary practices,
but itself produces effects that are useful for the objective of
social control. If one re-examines the prohibitions that regulate
burial practices, it appears, through interviews with close family
and friends and the testimonials gathered, that the burial of the
executed did not exclusively target their spatial separation from
the community of Muslims with which the state wished to make
the social body coincide. Indeed, the question was not only where
the authorities buried these bodies – but how. Several testimonials
and some photographs indicate that the victims were buried
without a shroud, in their clothes, and even in their shoes, which
seems even more blasphemous in relation to rules concerning
burial. They were laid to rest as a group in shallow, mass graves,
while tradition requires a tomb more than a metre and a half deep.
Thus these practices run counter to traditional burials, and to the
usual rites and traditions that hold the community together; more
than just separation and exclusion, they represent instances of
blasphemy and profanation.
To understand the specific significance of blasphemy and the
political use made of it by the authorities, it is useful to revisit the
social functions of sepulchral rites as they were analysed by the
anthropologist Robert Hertz at the beginning of the twentieth
century. He identified across different types of societies a constant
that one could call the second life of dead bodies, that is to say,
the treatment reserved for them: the material transformations,
the spatial movements that they undergo, and the temporality and
specific steps of this processing, which can go on for several months.
In the following way, he emphasizes the function, simultaneously
social and psychological, that is assumed by the treatment of bodies
after death:
Because it has faith in itself, a healthy society cannot admit that an
individual who is part of its own substance, on which it has imprinted
its mark, could be gone forever; life must have the last word: in various
ways, the deceased will emerge from the throes of death to return
to the peace of human communion.… [It is] the promise that every
religious Society implicitly makes to its members … exclusion gives
way to a new integration.28
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It is this reintegration that is attacked by profane burial, by
putting religious taboos in motion that render it impossible.
Beyond the physical elimination of those who are identified as
outside of post-revolutionary society, the apparatus of repression
aimed for their symbolic and enduring removal from the social
world. Islamic ideology, fabricated ad hoc by the protagonists of
violence, and the manner in which this ideology took control of
religious rules, thus offer a privileged view of the symbolic orders
through which social cohesion and inclusion were defined. The
treatment reserved for the bodies of the dead – their being rendered
invisible, their profanation, their exclusion – did not merely follow,
reinterpret, or subvert the rules that symbolically and socially
ordered public space: it mobilized them in favour of a drive to
maintain the order of the Islamic society dreamt of by the state. Or,
rather, to produce and maintain a disorder whose simultaneously
social and psychological effects, echoed in the private and public
spheres, served a government objective: controlling the population.
An economy of silence
As Robert Hertz underscores in his analysis of funerary rites,29
the management of the dead thus connects back to two essential
dimensions, which are the position of the deceased in a family and
community network, and the maintenance of the symbolic order
through the respect of funerary rites. These involve, as we have
mentioned, a treatment of the body and a temporality through
which the work of mourning for close friends and family develops,
along with a resorption of the disorder caused by the intrusion
of death into the symbolic order and the social body. The ‘double
and painful work of disaggregation and mental syntheses’30 that
is carried out through this mourning, that is to say the work of
separating members of the community and family from a deceased
person, ‘who is too big a part of themselves’ (‘fait trop partie
d’(eux-)mêmes’) (disaggregation), and reintegrating the deceased
member in a symbolic order and a continuity (synthesis), are a
condition of the order and continuity of society itself. It is at this
sensitive pivot – where affects, symbolic representations, and the
social order develop – that the practices of sepulchre-confiscation
attack: through them, as Antonius Robben has analysed in the
case of Argentina,31 the violence deployed on executed prisoners
reverberates in concentric circles or produces new effects of
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constraint and control over the surviving close family and friends,
as well as wider (activist, neighbourhood) social networks. This is
what is shown by the testimony of Aziz Zarei, father of a female
Mujahed prisoner 32 executed in October 1982:
With my body empty, back bent, knees shaking, and mouth dry, I went
into the sentencing office and introduced myself. The official handed
me an envelope that was already ready and said to me: ‘Go to the
morgue to retrieve the body, you can move it where you wish.’ At that
moment, I felt so weak, so powerless, that I couldn’t say a word, not
even: ‘But that poor woman was pregnant!’
… My wife and I went to the forensic doctor’s office, … I told him:
‘We’ve come to ask you to keep our daughter, entrusting her to you
while we telephone Shiraz so that one or two people can come help us
move the body since the two of us, an old man and an old woman, don’t
have the means or the strength to do it.’
[He replied] ‘Before coming here, I contacted the Sepāh so that they
would come and remove the body, which is the only one we have here,
since the morgue’s generator is broken.’
It was such an oppressive situation for me that I didn’t know what
to do: I didn’t have the strength to move and did not know anyone
who could help me. I couldn’t even speak. Everything turned dark in
front of me: my body shook. My wife sat in a corner like a madwoman,
indifferent and shedding tears. I had no other choice but to bury her
there in Bandar-Abbas.
… Out of compassion, that man decided to help me. He requested
an ambulance, and, with help from the driver, we removed my
child’s bloodied corpse from the morgue drawer, a sight that left me
speechless.… With help from the driver, we loaded the body in the
ambulance and set off … we arrived at the cemetery. The official in
charge of preparing bodies asked us to go sit down somewhere: ‘We
are going to wrap her in a shroud and put her in the ground.’ Despite
her mother’s and her mother-in-law’s insistence that they be permitted
in the preparation room so they could see their child for the last time,
they refused, adding that if the women were insistent, they would not
even touch the remains to administer the final preparations since the
preparers had not been ordered to do so. As time was short, we gave
up our request. Her mother’s goal was to find out if her daughter had
been killed while she was still pregnant, or if, in one way or another,
they had made her abort beforehand. Alas, she could not see her child
this final time.33

Two distinct, albeit interconnected, challenges arose around the
treatment of the remains of the executed: keeping certain aspects
of state violence secret; and imposing silence on direct witnesses
who were the close friends and family of the deceased. In this
perspective, the management of bodies was generally organized
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according to two factors which determined the location and the
manner of burial: on one hand, the option of whether or not to
return the remains to the families; on the other hand, the option of
whether or not to make the execution visible in the form of a tomb.
Thus, the remains of executed prisoners could be returned to their
families: a sum could be requested in order to get reimbursement
for the bullets used for the execution.34 The families sometimes had
the right to bury their relative in a cemetery section reserved for
non-Muslims, as is attested by the story cited above; in other cases,
more rarely, they were forbidden to do so, and the remains were
then put in the ground by family and friends, on their own, in the
garden or out in nature.35
Not only that, the administration could also refuse to return
remains to families, as was systematically the case after the 1988
massacre. In some cities, there were administrative efforts to bury
the dead individually in cemeteries.36 But in the majority of cases,
the evidence of the massacres was erased by refusing to make the
executions visible with tombs: the victims were buried in common
graves whose location still remains unknown, except for the most
significant one in Khavaran.37 This vast, non-Muslim cemetery is
separated into different sections allotted to religious minorities –
Christians, Baha’i, Jews, and Buddhists – and sits on the side of
the road 15 km north of the capital. After the first massacres over
the course of the summer of 1981, the prisoners affiliated with the
Marxist left were secretly buried in a vast wasteland bordering
the Baha’i section at the far end of Khavaran cemetery. They were
among the victims whose remains were not given back to their
families, and whose death was not marked with the presence of a
tomb either. The news concerning the existence of a mass grave in
Khavaran gradually spread among the families searching for their
deceased imprisoned relatives at the court building. In 1988, this
would also serve as the execution site for a large number of leftist
prisoners. The bodies were summarily laid to rest there in shallow
pits, with their clothing and shoes on. The penitentiary authorities,
when they told relatives where to find the deceased, called this place
kāferestan, the country of non-Muslims, or la’nat ābād, the quarter
of the damned. As the daughter of a dead woman probably interred
there remembered:
We went to Khavaran, but that was not a cemetery there. Everyone
knows what a cemetery looks like: there it was clods of soil turned
over, mothers in tears sitting on the ground who poured earth over
their faces…. We came from Kermanshah, and each time we reached
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Khavaran, we saw a woman seated on my mother’s tomb. She was from
Tehran proper, and was permanently sitting in the same spot. It was
customary for families to visit various tombs out of solidarity; later it
was gathered that she thought it was her own daughter who was buried
at this very spot. One time when we were in Khavaran, this woman
showed a piece of navy blue clothing to my grandmother and asked
her if her daughter Sousan (my mother) had a garment that colour.
It turned out that she had dug in the ground, she had excavated the
tomb because she was looking for her daughter’s cadaver, and she had
found a body that had been decomposing for a year and which was
unrecognizable, wearing clothing with this fabric. And no one would
ever figure that out.38

Thus, the four cases that we have been able to distinguish
(whether the remains are returned or not, whether marking a tomb
is permitted or refused) are articulated around an essential issue,
the issue of the visibility of state violence. The tomb is tangible and
enduring proof of violence. But beyond this trace, whose erasure
is at stake, violence’s invisibility is secured by also forbidding a
network of practices. These prohibitions and confiscations participate in what one could call an economy of silence. In this way, the
treatment of bodies demarcates circles of silence around the closed
world of detention centres. A part of what goes on there must not
filter out, to the families: this is why the bodies of prisoners executed
while undergoing torture are not returned to the families.39 Likewise, what families know must not filter out to broader social
networks: commemorative ceremonies at home are suppressed
and their participants arrested;40 those close to the deceased also
continue to be kept under surveillance by komitehs, to which they
are regularly summoned for routine interrogation. These different
practices, which coexisted through the 1980s, are connected to the
question of the governance of the living by way of the dead. From
this perspective, the economy of silence does not rest uniquely
on the intimidation of families by force and their psychological
weakening through the production of open mourning. It also
creates the conditions for a marginalization that results from both
the exclusion and the withdrawal of families facing a reality that
differs from the social reality shared by the majority: a reality
organized around denial, in which the massacres did not take place
and the eliminated individuals did not exist.
And so, in the current context, it is of this violent story’s very
nature to be partly written by rumours and oral testimony. Several
of these sources agree that a flood took place at the Khavaran site in
2001. A flood, caused by heavy rains, unearthed several bodies that
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had been interred close to the surface. The bodies were reportedly
carried by the current all the way to the Buddhist section of the
cemetery, whose guardians supposedly claimed that those were
gifts from nature there and allegedly took the opportunity to give
them decent burials in individual tombs. Neither the Khavaran
flood nor the one near Shiraz in 1981, reported in the introduction
to this chapter, can be verified today. But these stories tell a truth
that matters to us: it is perhaps a matter of hope – promise, dressed
in that messianic dimension that makes up the texture of history for
Walter Benjamin.41 It may quite simply consist of a shared fable that
sutures the symbolic order upset by confiscation and desecration,
and thus recreates the possibility of the continuity of the social:
the story of an unleashing of elements, nature’s rage, under whose
impact the earth itself ends up spitting up the state’s secrets, which
are – in every sense of the word – poorly buried.
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Death and dismemberment: the body
and counter-revolutionary warfare in
apartheid South Africa 1
Nicky Rousseau

As resistance intensified in what would turn out to be apartheid’s
final decade, security forces in South Africa began covertly to
execute opponents extra-judicially, despite a formidable arsenal of
security legislation and a state of emergency from 1985 to 1990.2 A
noteworthy aspect of these executions is that the modes of killing
varied, sometimes along regional lines, or according to the particular
security unit involved. Disposal of the bodies was similarly varied.
This chapter traces these different methods of killing and pays
particular attention to the disposal of bodies, which signalled a
new frontier of hostility, namely the ‘war on the corpse’.3 Of course,
instances of extra-judicial killing are not especially noteworthy in
the annals of counter-revolutionary warfare, documented across
a variety of global settings. However, contrary to the state’s oftrepeated intention to annihilate the enemy – an intention seemingly
realized in the common depiction of the apartheid state as exercising an untrammelled sovereignty – extra-judicial killings by
state security forces occurred on a relatively limited scale, running
into the hundreds, rather than the thousands. Despite close ties
with various South American juntas, security police were unable
to translate intent into anything like the mass disappearances perpetrated by those regimes. This scale, it is argued, arises less from a
sense of restraint than one of constraint, suggesting a need for more
nuanced understandings of what facilitates or hinders large-scale
executions.
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The war comes home
Among the many omissions laid at the door of South Africa’s
Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) is the absence of
statistics indicating the number of persons killed as a result of
political violence during the thirty-four-year period covered by its
remit (1 March 1960 to 10 May 1994). This seems surprising for a
commission specifically mandated to discover the ‘nature, causes
and extent of gross violations of human rights’4 – of which killing
was one such violation – and to determine the identity of both
victims and perpetrators. Yet this was no lapse of memory. Firstly,
determining what constituted a politically motivated killing
proved a tricky enter prise, especially for the period 1990–94,
which accounted for a significant majority of deaths. Secondly,
determining the identity of perpetrators proved even more intractable: in numerous instances the killer’s hand was either hidden,
or misconstrued; in other instances, violence between opposing
groups formed part of a deliberate strategy of counter-mobilization
by the South African state. Instead of hard numbers, then, the TRC
offered instead a categorization of killings: judicial executions,
assassinations, elimination during arrest, enforced disappearances
followed by elimination, ambushes, entrapment operations, killing
of own forces.5
Apartheid legislation allowed for the killing of political suspects
through judicial execution when found guilty of offences of
terrorism, sabotage, or treason.6 Additionally, generous indemnity
regulations protected police officers responsible for shooting
‘rioters’ in civil unrest.7 If apartheid is understood as a regime
that relied on coercion with respect to its black subjects, then the
legislative right to kill in certain circumstances would seem to
represent its ultimate sanction. Yet increasingly during the 1980s,
funerals in particular were transformed into occasions of defiance,
often resulting in further shootings and deaths at the hands of
the police. Townships, both in urban centres and rural towns,
designed spatially as locations of control, had become instead
centres of concentrated insurgency, in which the body was central
to mobilization. Images of coffins draped in flags, and surrounded
by young activists dressed in khaki with fists or wooden replicas
of AK47s aloft, became a common sight in townships and, via
the media, abroad. Thus, the enactment of apartheid’s ultimate
sanction – to kill – visibly demonstrated not its power but its
illegitimacy.
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This crisis was reflected in state security documents in the
mid-1980s, as the dual strategy of keeping the line of defence
well beyond South Africa’s border through a policy of regional
destabilization and internal reform unravelled under the impact
of resistance. As returning to rule by force had the effect only of
increasing resistance, the regime turned instead to acting outside
of its own legal framework. Bodies that had produced illegitimacy
and impotence thus produced as well a move to secret killings.8 The
TRC tracked a movement through which South Africa’s internal
security situation was increasingly seen and enacted through the
lens of war, and security policy and practice begin to mirror those
of the external regional wars in which liberation movement figures
had been assassinated or attacked.9
The authorization of ‘extraordinary measures’ did not, however,
mean setting aside the legalism of the apartheid state, even
despite majority support by the white electorate for tough security
measures.10 Alongside calls to annihilate the enemy, therefore,
security sub-committees debated at length about how to restrict
internal opposition movements within the framework of a legally
enacted state of emergency, and parliament passed successive
amendments to existing security legislation.11
While the military played a key role in formulating security
strategy,12 it was primarily police structures that engaged in extrajudicial eliminations inside South Africa.13 Sometimes, such
killings were conducted by official police units; in other instances,
security commanders deployed trusted operatives to conduct
such operations, or units emerged which, although not officially
authorized, included such senior personnel that they can be
regarded as ‘unofficial-official’. A large number of security police
involved in these actions had prior experience of deployment in
South Africa’s own direct theatres of war, namely Zimbabwe
and Namibia,14 ‘location[s] par excellence … where violence of
the state of exception [was] deemed to operate in the service of
“civilization”.’15
A common political and scholarly depiction of this period has
been of a militarized state, where parliamentary government acted
as a mere rubber stamp for a highly centralized State Security
Council (SSC) led by the state President, which, through a network
of structures, reached from the pinnacle of government to the
smallest locality in South Africa and back again. In this view, the
SSC decided, authorized, and oversaw all security operations,
both lawful and unlawful.16 This view is challenged by the work
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of the TRC, which suggests instead that, although extra-judicial
killing represents a wider authorization and sanction, it took place
in a more contingent and haphazard way.17 Unlike the external
theatre where the right to self-defence could be called upon (even
if illegitimately), the move to eliminating political suspects inside
South Africa was unlawful. Consequently, no standing rules of
engagement or operating procedures could be specified, except
for what has been termed the unwritten eleventh commandment,
‘Thou shalt not be found out’.18
Modes of killing
Modes of killing were multiple and varied. As one tactic, security
forces used the cover of lawful killings to conduct executions. Thus,
for instance, a security policy document suggests that during ‘riots’,
police should target ‘ringleaders’.19 Another was to shoot rather
than arrest suspects, on the pretext of acting in self-defence against
armed combatants, or to prevent a suspect from escaping.20
Enforced disappearances followed by killing accounted for
a number of other covert murders. Security police based in the
major cities of Johannesburg, Pretoria (including security police
headquarters), Durban, and Port Elizabeth all later applied for
amnesty for ‘disappearing’ combatants and/or activists in their
region, including several abductions from neighbouring states such
as Lesotho or Swaziland. The pattern was similar – activists would
be taken into informal custody or lured into traps by agents, and
then transported to rural areas. Here the rural functioned as a ‘safe
zone’.21 Abductees would be interrogated (sometimes tortured)
for varying periods of time and then executed unless they agreed
to collaborate. Here the exact form of execution varied – Pretoria
security police strangled several captives, three were slowly
electrocuted using an electric generator, others were sedated before
being blown up; Durban police seemed to prefer death by a single
shot to the back of the head; Port Elizabeth security police shot or
stabbed several activists as well as killing four of their own (black)
colleagues in a car bomb.22
Aside from ambushes, which sometimes targeted groups of six
to seven, most of the above were directed at individuals or very
small groups of mainly guerrilla suspects. In several entrapment
operations, security police targeted young political activists who
were ‘recruited’ by undercover agents purporting to be guerrilla
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commanders and then killed. For example, in 1985, in an operation
code-named Zero Zero approved by the minister of police,
young men from the townships of Duduza and Tsakane near
Johannesburg were ‘recruited’ and trained before being supplied
with hand-grenades for the purpose of a simultaneous attack on
identified collaborators in their communities. Seven youths were
killed and a further eight seriously injured when the zero-timed
devices exploded in their hands. In another, jointly run with
military special forces, ‘recruits’ were driven to an ambush site,
injected with sedatives, and placed back in their vehicle together
with an AK47 and a limpet mine. The vehicle was then crashed into
a tree and set alight, killing and burning the ten young men. Such
operations were replicated in several regions.23
The war on the corpse
If the move to extra-judicial elimination is one in which the
strategies and tactics of a wider regional war were adopted, then
the variety of means and modes of killing outlined above speak
to difficulties and constraints in relocating this war internally. For
example, Koevoet, the police unit in which many security police
officers had served in counter-insurgency operations in Namibia,
shot dead guerrilla suspects and displayed their bodies openly, ‘tied
onto spare tyres, bumpers, mudguards and were left there until
[they] got back to the base camp’.24 Veteran photographer of the
Namibian war, John Liebenberg, describes one such incident:
Under the baobab close to the shop of Johannes Andjamba, Guy Tillim
and I stopped for a coke [i.e. Coca-Cola] and a little shade. Excited
voices pointed to a Koevoet patrol returning to the base. ‘Look,’
murmured Guy. On the side of the vehicle lay slumped the body of
man. The Casspirs stopped outside a cuca shop and the occupants
disappeared inside. I cannot recall how we got to the vehicles. All I
remember was the deathly silence. We both took some frames….25

Kill ratios were carefully recorded by individual units, as their
members received bounties accordingly. Reputedly, the taking of
trophies or fetishes, body parts such as ears, was not uncommon.26
In contrast to this, inside South Africa killing was forced to happen
under cover of secrecy, or to masquerade in other forms, or to
be conducted in ways that seemed little different from criminal
murder. The resulting ‘difficult’ corpses could not be left on the
side of the road like road kill nor displayed publicly strapped to the
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front or rear bumper of military or police vehicles, nor captured in
photographs that mimicked the big-game safari shot, which also
circulated semi-surreptitiously in regional war zones.27
Again, there were no standing rules regarding the disposal
of corpses, and so each team was had to develop its own modus
operandi. As with killing, a range of methods emerged, and although certain patterns or preferences can be discerned, sometimes
crossing regions, they retain a sense of improvisation and of being
driven by opportunity. A number of bodies were concealed. For
example, police in the Natal region threw a body over a densely
wooded cliff, one was buried in a sugar-cane field, some were
dumped in the territory of opposing political groups, while several
more were buried, covered with limestone to hasten decomposition,
in secret graves.28 Such bodies remained available for possible
discovery at a later stage, presenting perhaps some degree of risk.
Other security police units attempted to ensure the complete
obliteration of the corpse by different methods. In one case, the
body of an activist killed in custody was allegedly thrown into a
crocodile-infested river, while in at least three known separate cases
the bodies of abductees were repeatedly blown up.29
Other security police burnt their dead bodies. These cases
narrated at public TRC amnesty hearings have achieved iconic
notoriety. A commander of one unit provided a cavalier description
in which he detailed the burning process, as well as describing how
the unit barbecued (in South African parlance, braaied) meat on
an adjacent fire.30 Another unit attempted a more clinical register,
seemingly at pains to dispel the image that had been conjured up
of beer-swilling men eating barbecued meat while their victims
burnt alongside them. Nonetheless, they recounted taking bodies
to a farm, dousing them with diesel, and placing them on a fire
which had to be fed all night. Even then, not all the remains were
incinerated, demonstrating the difficulty of burning adult human
bodies on an open pyre. According to the testimony, the remaining
pieces of burnt flesh and bone were gathered into plastic bags
and thrown into a river.31 However, some twenty-five years later,
exhumations on the farm discovered 6 kg of diesel-coated burnt
human bone fragments in two septic tanks, just metres from where
the bodies had been burnt.32
By contrast, Pretoria security police chose not to conceal the
bodies of those whom they had abducted and killed. Taking the ‘war
on the corpse’ to new levels, bodies were displayed openly but their
very publicity acted to obfuscate. In one case involving a victim
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who had been strangled to death, a tyre was placed around the
victim’s neck and then set alight to suggest a death by ‘necklacing’;
in several other cases, bodies were transported from the city to
outlying rural areas, and placed on a landmine or several limpet
mines which were then detonated.33 As this coincided with a period
in which the armed wing of the African National Congress (ANC)
was engaged in a landmine campaign, these incidents passed off as
cases where ‘terrorists’ had accidentally blown themselves up. In a
few instances, the victim was still alive at the time of detonation,
having allegedly been sedated; thus the explosion served both to
kill and to dispose of the corpse. A similar modus operandi was
used in at least two other regions, although here bodies were placed
on railway lines (a frequent target of guerrilla attacks, aimed at
disrupting transport systems).34
Ironically in these cases, the mode of disposal converted the
bodies of ‘black operations’ to those able to enter the normal
bureaucracy of death, as it did for other bodies resulting from
executions which masqueraded as legitimate killings, such as those
of people in ‘combat’ or ‘escaping’ from custody. Here, bodies
would be processed in the usual manner for unnatural deaths: after
the crime scene had been marked out, photographed, and sketched,
and, where possible, fingerprints taken, the body would be removed
to the nearest police mortuary.
Mortuary records tell their own story of unnatural and violent
death of Africans under apartheid. In one region’s records, listings
for the bodies resulting from counter-revolutionary warfare operations interrupt the columns of numerous stillborn and infant
deaths, homicides, winter deaths of the elderly, suicides, and untimely deaths in motor vehicle or mining accidents. In almost all
cases, the bodies resulting from counter-revolutionary warfare were
recorded among the extraordinarily high number of ‘Unknown
black males’ recorded in death registers across South Africa, reflecting the historical legacies of migrant labour, which resulted in high
numbers of unidentified and unclaimed bodies; sometimes they
were distinguished from the rest by the appellation terroris.35
Criminal investigations in South Africa do not require forensic
pathologists to examine the crime scene. With no state pathologists
outside of the main urban areas, post-mortems were conducted by
the closest district surgeon – ‘state employed doctors whose work
combined medico-legal duties with caring for indigent patients
pro bono’ – as well as certain categories of civil servants.36 District
surgeons had the most rudimentary of forensic training from
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medical school, were rarely willing to risk a confrontation with
security police, and squeezed in post-mortem duties between
their routine medical duties. Post-mortems could take place days,
in some cases even weeks, after the death, and many noted little
more than race, cause of death, and a rudimentary marking up of
injuries on a diagrammatic representation of the body. Thereafter,
the corpse (or remains thereof) would be released to the undertaker
responsible for indigent burials, placed in a coffin, and buried in an
unmarked pauper’s grave in the local cemetery.
Much has been written of the human impulse to rescue dead
and decaying matter from its material and animal origins through
various rituals. Posel and Gupta suggest that ‘exceptional and
demeaning’ defilement of human remains, or burial as unknown
and unclaimed, may reflect an opposite and ‘symbolically potent’
intent – to reduce the victim to mere dead meat.37 This resonates
with the accounts above, especially those accounts of burning
accompanied by the cooking and consumption of animal meat,
blurring the boundaries of human and animal, and conjuring the
taboo of cannibalism.
In his meditation on the tensions between justice and mourning,
Laqueur argues that precisely because victims of mass genocide
and killing die like dogs or beasts, the work of identifying and
naming is an important re-humanizing gesture.38 But were the
bodies of those claimed to be terrorists reduced to mere animal
matter or dead meat? Here, perhaps ironically, by staging such
incidents as the deaths of ‘terrorists’ who had blown themselves up,
the security police attached an identity that remained essentially
human, part of a political community, even if, for some, they may
have been regarded as inhumane. Indeed, what has been termed
here as the routine bureaucracy of death served only to reinforce
the fact that these were humans. Thus, for instance, the pieces of
flesh from blown-up bodies near the village of Buanja, which led a
villager to investigate why ‘carnivorous birds’ were in the area, set
in motion a process that is indisputably a human one. The remains
(two feet, fragmented parts of a skull, vertebrae, ribcage segments,
a left shoulder joint, as well as a portion of the lower abdomen) were
not left for the vultures to pick over and consume, or incinerated,
but were ultimately placed in a coffin, and buried in a cemetery as a
human body.39 At the same time, apartheid did not end with death,
and the often cursory and demeaning treatment of the dead body
served to ‘reaffirm racial hierarchies of personal worth in death as
much as in life’.40
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These cases point to how the human may in certain
circumstances unexpectedly return, even if in ways that remain
ideologically circumscribed. Similarly, in the public recounting of
these incidents, public revulsion functioned perhaps to reveal the
perpetrators not only to be inhumane but to be inhuman, and, in
this move, enabling those bodies reduced and burnt like dead meat
to be re-humanized.41
The tactical invasion of the body 42
Scholars warn against seeking to explain violence through examining its causes or functions and the instrumentalization thereof.
To do so may reduce violence ‘to a practical tool used by opposing
social actors in pursuit of conflicting ends. Whether treated as a
cause, function, or instrument, violence is generally assumed
rather than examined in its concreteness.’ 43 While mindful of this
warning, the concern here is not to explain violence but to explore
an aspect of necropolitics,44 namely the corpse as ‘thing’ and how,
even after its separation from a prior self, it remains available as a
‘medium for searing assertions of power’.45 This interest intersects
with certain aspects regarding the agency of the dead body as well
as the ‘return to materiality’ in conditions of violence.46
If, as has been argued, the move to extra-judicial elimination
suggests not unfettered power of the apartheid state but rather
its limits, nonetheless the above account demonstrates how this
constraint became generative of new forms of power over the body.
While bodies buried or obliterated had no further value (except
perhaps as a boast), other approaches to disposal seemed to suggest
that a corpse, although lifeless, had not yet escaped the binds of
counter-revolutionary warfare.
At a most basic and passive level, bodies produced by ambushes
or entrapment operations functioned to conceal intent, or
the identity of the killers. Thus, for example, where a forensic
examination of the scene of an ambush might identify a police
officer as the trigger-puller, the scene and the corpses would be
restaged to suggest a combat or escape scenario. On the other hand,
those killed in entrapment operations or blown up by landmines
spoke not to ‘murder most foul’ but to death ‘by their own hands’.
In such circumstances, the security police acted as creative director,
landmines or limpet mines were the active agents, while bodies,
sometimes alive, were mere matter to be acted upon. More than
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concealing authorship, these were acts where the very display of
bodies was intended to convey a message. As the commander of the
Pretoria security police put it:
These [bodies] would be destroyed by means of explosives, so that
firstly, the identity could not be established and secondly so that the
South African public would be brought under the impression that they
[the insurgents] were so badly trained that they would blow themselves
up.47

In several instances, a parallel scene rolled: the sole purpose of the
collection of statements, and of the filling and filing of forms and
documents (post-mortem reports, photographs, and maps of the
crime scene, fingerprints) was to make visible and fix a particular
version of the incident, namely one that sought to whiten the
blackest of operations.
The bodies and possessions of those killed in ambushes produced information. Through the ‘tactile invasion’ of the body or,
more aptly here, dismemberment, a visual archive of fingerprint
cards, crime scene photographs, and post-mortem body shots
worked ‘to “arrest” and “capture” the criminal-[terrorist]’.48 Bodies
yielded fingerprints used to identify individuals and connect them
to biographies of resistance; photographs of suspects, matched to
earlier mug shots, or even of the dead body, were routinely used in
interrogations of other terror suspects. Indeed, in some documented
cases, detainees were literally taken to the scene or the mortuary or
shown photographs of the deceased both to inculcate fear as well
as to collect information.49 Weaponry, clothing, and possessions,
possibly notes or documents, could provide further information.
This kind of information, forwarded to security headquarters and
entered into a database, would become available, sometimes for
years afterwards, in further investigations, and in possible future
court cases, as well as operationally.
Bodies could also function as faulty intelligence, able to disrupt
the fabric of trust that is always critical to resistance in repressive
regimes. Several of the disappeared were rumoured to have
‘sold out’ or ‘crossed sides’. In one instance, a young activist was
necklaced at the funeral of the young militants killed in Operation
Zero Zero, after suspicion fell on her because she had been a
passenger in the car of the security police agent who had posed
as the guerrilla commander and supplied the young men with the
zero-timed devices. In such instances, one could say that the body
served to function in a more active and pernicious way – to disrupt
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its own forces.50 The same can be said where those killed by security
police officers were staged as victims of inter- or intra-party conflict
between rival resistance movements, or as ‘accidental deaths’ of an
incompetent guerrilla army whose poorly trained combatants had
‘blown themselves up’.
While the resort to killing may be understood as a register of
the failure to turn the resister into a compliant subject – in other
words, marking a certain kind of limit – then these instrumental
displays by the security police functioned to turn back this failure
onto the enemy itself. Here, where the tactics (or imagined tactics)
of the enemy are returned to that enemy, we have the classic move
of what J. J. McCuen refers to as ‘the art of counter-revolutionary
warfare’, a move made more potent by turning the body itself into a
weapon.51 This ‘weaponization’ of the dead body as an active agent
of the war against its own comrades marked a new frontier of the
‘war on the corpse’.
At the same time, the capacity thus to conscript and to deploy
the corpse in the service of counter-insurgency remained risky,
and the efficacy of such carefully staged performances could not
be guaranteed. Multiple explosions, for example, could unnerve
the white electorate; for supporters of the liberation movements,
those killed could retain the status of heroic resister, the good
comrade who had sacrificed all; organizations and their members
could reject attempts to ascribe killings to rival groups or bungled
operations.
In this regard, nowhere was the power of corpse to call forth
multitudes more evident than the killing of four men in the Eastern
Cape. The Cradock Four,52 as they are colloquially referred to,
were abducted in June 1985, just weeks after one of the incidents
described above involving the burning of three bodies. In this
instance, however, the victims were variously stabbed or shot, their
bodies mutilated and set alight in bushes alongside a road. Despite
attempts by security police to lay the blame at the door of a rival
political movement, by leaving a pamphlet of that organization
next to the victims’ burnt-out car, their killings produced one of the
largest political funerals in the history of apartheid South Africa.53
Perhaps here one should note both the power of the body to
generate resistance, and the use of the body as a weapon of counterrevolutionary warfare. Does this require some rethinking of the
notion of the agency of the dead body (and, as things/objects, of
the return to the material itself)? While this debate is far wider
than mere questions of human intent or instrumentalization, it
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nonetheless calls attention to more limited concerns posed by the
notion of ‘bodies of evidence’ or the ‘unsettled body’ that calls
for justice or recovery.54 Where bodies have acted as weapons of
counter-revolutionary warfare, they have done so not with their own
but another’s agency, challenging the claim that the dead body can
be a ‘witness beyond the grave’, capable of providing an ‘alternative
form of testimony’.55 Without confessions from the killers, these
bodies would most likely have remained as the bodies of guerrillas
who had accidentally fallen victim to their own explosives. In
these cases, as Domanska suggests, the bodies served ‘the living,
becoming the space of conflict between different interests of power
… [and] knowledge’.56 In a similar vein, Crossland warns that the
‘mediating interpretants’ of ‘the body of evidence’ – including
those who research and study dead bodies – may act to endow ‘the
dead with an agency that is carefully channelled and constrained’.57
Thus, while the confessional text may not provide the truth, the
material body may mislead.
Indeed, the bodies themselves seem to obfuscate. Thus the body
fragments scattered across the landscape following the detonation
of a landmine call in multiple ways – as prey to vultures, as possibly
human to local villagers, and as terrorist to police – suggesting a
movement of the body from unhuman to human, or human-butinhumane, yet nonetheless one that cannot be left as prey and must
be returned to the category of racialized human subject through
burial as an unknown pauper or terrorist. In turn, the post-apartheid
era has enabled a further movement to named beloved through
exhumation, or named hero, via the state’s memorial practices.58
If agency is understood as the capacity of the body (thing) to affect
or ‘perform a socializing function’, 59 then it demonstrates here the
power to do so. In a different context, Gaston Gordillo suggests
that ‘What makes corpses affectively unpredictable is that their
power to affect is liberated from the capacity to be affected. This
gives corpses … a potent political afterlife’.60 The body that enables
a misreading and misleading produces as well a site of contestation.
Hundreds rather than thousands
And yet. These killings, as noted at the outset, number not in the
thousands, but amount to a few hundred. They are on the same scale,
possibly even less, than the sum of the victims of South Africa’s most
notorious serial killers – even if we were to add an extra few hundred
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on the grounds that any existing statistic represents only those
whose fate is known, and for whom apartheid security forces are
the indisputable killers. One could hypothesize that more combat
deaths were in fact killings. And the security forces must have been
responsible for the deaths of some of the close to 500 persons the
TRC noted as ‘still missing’; in the latter group, just over 100 were
classified as probable enforced disappearances, 64 of whom were
last seen in the company of members of the security forces, and a
further 117 as having disappeared during periods of unrest.61 This
would certainly increase, possibly even double, the total, but would
not substantially alter the overall picture. Occasional rumours of
mass graves, and proliferating bodies, that surface from time to
time are regarded as improbable by investigators responsible for
post-TRC investigations.62 These rather small numbers seem at
odds with the general depiction of apartheid, not only as cruel and
evil, but as a highly militarized police state. They are contrary to
apartheid’s self-representation of itself at the time when it vowed
to annihilate the enemy, as well as to how it is remembered and
depicted in memorialization initiatives, which appear to share
much of that self-representation.
There are different ways of answering this puzzle. One is to point
to the fact that the vast majority of those killed by the apartheid
state were not murdered by its security forces, but rather by forms
of deliberately engineered and enforced structural violence, such
as the restrictions on movement that garrisoned the majority of
black South Africans away from the cities in so-called ‘homelands’,
where mortuary registers would be filled with records of premature
deaths. Thus South Africa’s mass graves would be in the cemeteries
of resettlement camps such as Dimbaza, or the hundreds of migrant
workers buried anonymously as paupers in city cemeteries.63 In
other words, following a well worn critique, a focus on bodies
of mass killing is in danger of obscuring colonial or apartheid
pasts in its failure to recognize that, in certain parts of the world,
mass killing is invisible and a consequence of the slow attrition of
structural violence.
A further argument may be that other security strategies were
found to be more effective and indeed account for considerably
more deaths. Thus, the policy of keeping the line of defence as far
as possible beyond South Africa’s borders was directly responsible
for thousands upon thousands of deaths of non-South Africans
mainly in South Africa’s own theatre of war, Namibia and southern
Angola, and at least partially accountable for many thousands
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more in a proxy war in Mozambique, as well as lower numbers of
deaths in Zimbabwe, Zambia, Botswana, Lesotho, and Swaziland.64
Then, too, within South Africa, civilian protest played a far more
significant role than the armed struggle, and deaths arising from
civilian protest are certainly higher than these security police
killings. However, by far the highest number of deaths arising
from direct political violence inside South Africa is of those
killed in inter-civilian conflict between liberation movements
and Inkatha, an ethnically mobilized movement primarily based
in the KwaZulu-Natal region of South Africa and the migrant
hostels of Johannesburg.65 Certainly political violence in these
areas most closely approximates the description Mbembe provides
of ‘zones in which war and disorder, internal and external figures
of the political, stand side by side or alternate with each other …
the location par excellence where the controls and guarantees of
judicial order can be suspended’.66
But here we are returned to the conundrum faced by the TRC.
As with the proxy wars in Angola and Mozambique, apportioning
responsibility for such deaths is no easy matter. Certainly, countermobilization, including the deliberate fomenting of violence,
was a key component of the apartheid government’s counterrevolutionary warfare strategy, and the TRC tracked overall
support from the apartheid government for Inkatha, including
political support, the training and arming of a covert hit squad,
as well as the supply of arms during the early 1990s.67 As a former
member of a covert military unit put it:
The emphasis was more placed on disruption by … indirect means of
getting the enemy to kill itself, to detain itself and to disrupt itself. And
physically killing them was placed more or less … [a]s a last resort,
sort of method. But emphasis … was placed on sowing confusion and
distrust between these different organisations. 68

Yet this conflict is not reducible to a simple state project, but has
a more muddled authorship, and it is impossible, for example,
to disaggregate deaths arising from a hit squad trained by the
security forces from the wider cycle of killing and revenge killing
that the actions of the hit squad may have encouraged. Countermobilization’s success relied on the capacity to mobilize along
pre-existing fault-lines; despite efforts to replicate their success in
KwaZulu-Natal and Johannesburg, the security forces were unable
to do so elsewhere in any significant way, despite the considerable
resources of the military, which largely drove this strategy.69
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What, then, is the significance of the killings outlined earlier?
Likening the violence that accompanied the partition of India and
Pakistan to that in Rwanda, Ashis Nandy notes that killing did ‘not
come easy’, as those engaged in the violence were ‘ordinary people’
rather than the ‘centralized killing machine’ of the state.70 While
Nandy clearly refers here to the will or psychological capacity of
‘ordinary people’ to kill, for state agents, trained less to protect than
to kill (or to protect by killing), who may have the will to kill and
are in fact authorized to do so, killing may still not ‘come easy’.
If, following Mbembe, sovereignty is ‘the power and capacity to
dictate who may live and who must die’,71 how does one account for
the seeming difficulty the late apartheid state had in exercising this
sovereign right, even while at the same time his outline of sovereign
power mirrors that of the apartheid state? A key argument here
has been that this difficulty points to a form of constraint, a limit.
While ‘the sovereign right to kill’ may not have been ‘subject to
legal and institutional rule’, the sovereign’s capacity to ‘kill at any
time or in any manner’ 72 was nonetheless considerably constrained.
Whites were (and are) vastly outnumbered in South Africa, and
were never able to effect mass killing or genocide (notwithstanding
certain fantasies and research by some sectors of the military and
civilian society).73 Beyond this, a series of factors – international
condemnation of apartheid, a political system that represented
itself as a political democracy hitched to the West’s ‘war against
communism’, the huge financial cost attached to external and
internal wars in the context of a serious economic crisis – disabled
its capacity to embark on the open slaughter of political opponents
or the kind of mass disappearance programmes of the Latin
American dictatorships such as those in Argentina and Chile with
which it had close relationships.
Provided only with the political and institutional endorsement
to kill political opponents, each security police unit had to devise
its own modus operandi and rules of engagement, while seeking
to remain undetected. Killing one by one in covert conditions
was logistically difficult, and required not just time and planning
resources, but the devising of a means and method each time. In
this regard, killing operations were in fact not dissimilar from
serial killing – each operation had to be imagined, planned, and
executed.74 Thus, although the security police acted with seeming
impunity with regard to individual cases and operations, they did
not have the capacity to engage in mass disappearances or mass
killings. Indeed, it is possible that ‘the engorged gaze over the
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politically prone body’75 was the effect of failure and impotence
on the part of a once powerful security police system, rather than
that of untrammelled power. Exercising the power to kill may have
aimed more to shore up a (fading) sense of power and control rather
than demonstrating a capacity to contain, let alone end, insurgency.
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The Tutsi body in the 1994 genocide:
ideology, physical destruction, and
memory
Rémi Korman

Since 1994, bodies have been at the centre of the memorialization
of the Tutsi genocide. For, in addition to constituting evidence in
the context of forensic investigations, they are publicly exhibited in
memorials to the genocide. The display of bodies aims principally
to remind visitors of the historical facts of the genocide: not only
the sites of massacres, but also the form these took.
Far from being an incidental detail, the methods employed by the
killers are an important source of information on the ideology of
genocide which developed at the beginning of the 1990s. Spurred on
by ‘hate media’, this ideology targeted the country’s Tutsi minority,
more than 80 per cent of whom were exterminated between 7 April
and 4 July 1994. This process of extermination was accompanied
by practices of cruelty involving the infliction of specific forms of
violence upon Tutsi bodies, in particular using edged weapons.
In order to understand these practices, it is crucial to examine
the history of bodily representations since the colonial era, and in
particular the Hamitic myth which was elaborated in this period.1
While the terms ‘Hutu’, ‘Tutsi’, and ‘Twa’ used today did exist
before colonization, they were reinforced by the arrival in the
area of the first European colonizers, who exercised social control
through the implementation of an ideology of racial inequality.
According to Hamitic ideology, the Hutus were the country’s true
indigenous inhabitants, of ‘Bantu’ stock, while the Tutsis were
foreign invaders, of ‘Nilotic’ or ‘Hamitic’ origin. The former were
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generally described as simple ‘peasants’, and the latter as a more
calculating, ‘feudal’ class.2 This system of classification was based
on stereotypical racial representations, Tutsis being described
as tall with thin noses and a lofty bearing, as opposed to Hutus,
who were short, stocky, and flat-nosed. The Tutsis were sometimes
even described as ‘false negroes’, as Europeans with black skin.
This system of classification was the official policy of the Belgian
colonialists, and was even extended to identity cards, which stated
the holder’s ethnic origin from 1931 onwards.
While these representations of the Tutsi body formulated in
the colonial era remained throughout the twentieth century, the
meanings they carried changed over time. An idealized ‘Tutsi
beauty’ became a mark of stigma following the fall of the Tutsi
monarchy and the establishment of the first exclusively Hutu
Rwandan republic at the beginning of the 1960s. However, it was at
the beginning of the 1990s that these representations underwent a
radical shift. With the emergence of economic tensions at the end
of the 1980s, the introduction of multi-party politics, and, above
all, the start of the civil war on 1 October 1990, the Tutsis were
increasingly made scapegoats for the country’s problems. The new
free press, of which extremist media sources formed a major part,
would seek to redefine how the Tutsi body was imagined, and then
incorporate these representations within the planning for future
massacres. The Tutsi body was thus at the heart of the practices of
cruelty organized by the genocidaires in 1994.
The Tutsi body in genocide ideology
The incessant repetition of the Hamitic myth under the country’s
first two republics helps to explain the stereotypes circulating
in Rwanda at the beginning of the 1990s. What, then, were the
specific bodily and physiological features which were supposed to
characterize the Tutsis in 1994, according to the extremist media,
and how were these representations used during the massacres?3
It must be borne in mind that, during the genocide, the body
served as a pendant to the identity card. The body could be read,
seen, scrutinized by the killers, who sought to isolate the differences
which would allow them to locate the ‘enemy’. Militias would probe
every part of the body in which features specific to a certain notion
of ‘Tutsiship’ were supposedly to be found. Extremist media sources
such as Kangura or Radio Télévision Libre des Milles-collines
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(RTLM) encouraged listeners to recognize Tutsis by sight alone, for
the cunning Tutsis were supposedly trying to dupe the rest of the
population by passing themselves off as Hutus. Esther Mujawayo,
co-founder of an association for widows of the genocide, Avega,
recalls having heard an RTLM journalist broadcasting the following
address on the radio in the very first days of the genocide:4
How can you distinguish the cockroach from the Hutu?
You have several methods to choose from.
The cockroach has a gap between his front teeth.
The cockroach has narrow heels.
The cockroach has eight pairs of ribs.
The cockroach has stretch marks on his thighs near the buttocks.
The cockroach has a thin nose.
The cockroach’s hair is not so curly.
The cockroach’s skull is long at the back, and his forehead is sloped.
The cockroach is tall and there is haughtiness in his eyes.
The cockroach has a pronounced Adam’s apple.

As ludicrous as they may seem, these ideas were pressed into
service at the barriers, the mobile checkpoints where militias
thought they could establish the ethnicity of individuals on the basis
of these descriptions. In practice, it was very difficult for the armed
gangs to know for sure which ethnic group the people arrested at the
barriers belonged to. They were particularly reliant on two sources of
information: the knowledge of the local population, as neighbours
would know the ethnicities of those arrested; and identity cards. In
the absence of an identity card, physical appearance would dictate
survival or death. As one woman survivor recounts:
They started shouting as soon as they saw me. One of them knew me
well and wanted to save me. He claimed that I was not a Tutsi. He said
‘Look at her carefully. She does not have the features of a Tutsi.’ They
began to examine me, so as to judge my Tutsiship.5

The examinations carried out by the militias sought to identify
the supposedly characteristic indicators of a Tutsi body. Height was
the determining element, although other features were also taken
into account, such as the form of the nose and teeth. According to
Karen Krüger,6 the nose was, quite literally, at the centre of these
representations. Impossible to hide, the nose thus became a tool
with which to measure ethnicity. A joke printed in a newspaper
supporting the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) in 1992 stated that,
in order to be a member of the Coalition pour la Défense de la
République (CDR), an extremist party belonging to the Hutu power
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tendency, one had to be able to insert two fingers into each nostril.7
The implication was that this party was reserved for Hutus. This
joke was then picked up on by the extremists and integrated within
numerous texts, finally becoming, in the minds of the genocidaires
in 1994, an actual method of checking the ethnicity of people
arrested at the barriers. Victims were, for example, made to insert
two fingers into their nostrils in order to measure the width of their
nose. One militiaman, when interrogated on this subject, gave the
following account:
I was told that the Tutsi is the enemy of the Hutu because he has a
slender nose. One can easily slip a finger into a Hutu’s nostrils as his
nose is wide. In order to find out whether a Hutu or a Tutsi was in front
of us, we always tried putting a finger in his nose … if the finger did not
fit we knew it was a Tutsi.8

Within this geography of the body, then, the nose had a
predominant role, being the principal marker, highly visible and
easily measured. For this reason it became a particular target of
propaganda, with Kantano Habimana, the famous RTLM journalist, declaring in one of his programmes that ‘We are talking about
a single ethnic group. Take a person and look at their height and
physical appearance; just take a look at their pretty little nose and
then break it’.9
Teeth were another feature scrutinized by the killers, who saw
the Tutsis as being marked out by their dentition. According to
their imagined representations, the Tutsis, seen as a pastoral people,
consumed excessive quantities of milk, to the extent that they would
‘strip dairies bare’.10 For the ideologues of the genocide, the Tutsis
had particularly prominent teeth. It is possible that, specifically, the
teeth of King Musinga, visible in numerous photographs from the
colonial era, played a role in these stereotyped representations. The
killers also went to great lengths to find teeth with gaps between
them (inyinya). The journalist Kantano Habimana, who very
probably delivered the address heard by Esther Mujawayo, talked
at length in a programme broadcast on the RTLM in January 1994
about the gap between Major Rose Kabuye’s incisors, which, in his
view, was an indicator of her Tutsiship. Lastly, the genocidaires also
paid close attention to skin colour. A darker complexion (igikara)
was supposedly Hutu, while lighter skin (inzobe) was seen as Tutsi.
It is important to bear in mind that many Hutus, referred to
as moderates, were also victims of the ideology of the genocide.
These political opponents of the extremist parties were generally
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given nicknames implying that their bodies were marked by Tutsi
characteristics. Laurent Kanamugire has noted the use of such
negative expressions as ingondeka, denoting a tall and stooping
stature, muzuru, an excessively long nose, mbavu, a large number
of ribs, gasongo, a lanky physique, and mujosi, a long neck.11
The ideology of the genocide thus served to define the Tutsi as
different, foreign bodies. It also served to legitimize the cruelty to
the victims.
Practices of cruelty during the massacres
One of the defining features of the genocide committed against
the Tutsi in 1994 was the range of practices of cruelty committed
by the killers, violence without useful purpose, aiming as much
to inflict suffering upon as to eliminate its victims. How, though,
can we define this cruelty? What were the specific elements that
defined it in 1994?12 Véronique Nahoum-Grappe defines cruelty as
a specific form of violence, identifiable by its intensity.13 Whereas
violence can cause varying degrees of pain, cruelty has the explicit
objective of inflicting suffering and humiliation. It forms part of a
framework of asymmetric power, and this was very clearly the case
during the genocide.14
In Rwanda, a first aspect of this cruelty was the carrying out
of killings in broad daylight. During the genocide of the Tutsi
in 1994, the killers openly committed their crimes, in full view
of the population. This public nature of their crimes was made
possible by an ideology which meant that these acts carried no
consequences. This social impunity, which facilitated the murders,
was accompanied by the humiliation of the victims. The latter were
stripped, once again in front of the population, who laughed, joined
in the beatings, and picked up abandoned possessions. The act of
stripping victims naked also had the aim of revealing the supposed
somatic difference of the Tutsis, thus preventing them from hiding
their ‘abnormality’. As well as being perpetrated in broad daylight,
the massacres were also committed by neighbours of the victims.
Most of the killings were carried out in the hills of Rwanda, giving
a very close-knit character to the murders. Teachers killed their
students, neighbours killed their neighbours, and the crime of
genocide even reached down to the level of relations within families.
It is to be noted that, of the ‘ten commandments of the Muhutu’,
proclaimed in December 1990 by the extremist magazine Kangura,
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the first denounces mixed marriages:15 ‘Every Muhutu must know
that Umututsikazi [a Tutsi woman], wherever she may be, is in the
pay of the Tutsi people. Consequently, any Muhutu who marries an
Umututsikazi, who takes an Umututsikazi as his concubine, who
makes an Umututsikazi his secretary or his protégée, is a traitor.’
Many so-called mixed families were caught up in the genocide.
There were two possible situations: mixed couples where the
husband was a Tutsi, and those where the husband was a Hutu.
It is important to note that in Rwandan culture ethnic affiliation
is patrilineal (ethnicity is ‘transmitted’ by the father). In the case
of families where the father was a Tutsi, only the Hutu mother
could hope to survive. Some women in this situation killed their
own children, the latter now considered as ‘children of the enemy’.
Conversely, many Hutu husbands were forced to kill their Tutsi
wives by the militias in order to save their children. Nicknamed
‘Hutsi’, the latter have subsequently been torn by their dual
status as the children of killers and the children of victims of the
genocide.16 In some cases, Hutsi children were even killed by their
Hutu father, demonstrating the extreme racialization of social and
family relationships at the time of the genocide.
Another characteristic feature of the genocide was the choice of
weapons used to inflict suffering upon the victims. It is a striking
fact that the tools used for killing were in general not weapons, but
everyday objects. This situation led to the creation of euphemisms
for the violence carried out. Claudine Vidal has pointed out the use
of the expression ‘to cut’ (gutema) in place of ‘to kill’ (kwica). The
tools employed thus ‘contaminated’ the vocabulary denoting the
act of killing.17 However, some weapons were given explicit names,
such as the club called Nta mpongano y’umwanzi (no pity for the
enemy). The use of this type of weapon inevitably involved coming
face to face with the victim, as well as ‘transgressing the anatomical
barrier’,18 and thus coming into contact with blood, for the killers
as much as for the victims.
Nevertheless, one should be wary of some interpretations that
have made the use of edged weapons a condition of the cruelty of
the massacres. Some have seen the rudimentary character of the
agricultural implements employed as, in itself, explaining the degree
of suffering inflicted. Yet this image of a poor person’s genocide, or
an agricultural genocide, needs to be challenged.19 Traditionally, the
machete has never been considered a weapon in Rwanda, unlike the
spear, sword, or bow. While there certainly were practices of cruelty
involving edged weapons, these were not a mere consequence of
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the implements being used, but rather a literal enactment of the
ideology of the genocide. Several studies have shown the role of
firearms during the massacres.20 Whenever attacks were carried out
in large groups, they almost always followed an identical format.
Militias with guns and grenades would attack first, breaking any
resistance and preventing escape; then other people would finish
off the survivors with machetes, clubs, hoes, and so on. Bladed (or
blunt) weapons were used in order to cause suffering to victims’
bodies, and to destroy them according to a predetermined process.
This is not to say that a degree of inventiveness was absent from
these practices of cruelty.21 Alongside the ideology of the genocide
went a certain amount of autonomy on the part of the killers, even
if the meaning of their acts referred back to shared representations.
For, as Mary Douglas argues, ‘what one sculpts from human flesh
is an image of society’.22
The killers, then, sought to cut, to shorten the Tutsi, who were
considered taller in stature. The expression ‘to shorten tall trees’
has been used by some.23 Some victims had their feet and legs
cut off; others were decapitated. The killers would often begin by
severing victims’ Achilles’ tendons in order to prevent them from
escaping. Now unable to stand, they were also seen as no longer
being able to boast of their stature. Cutting their bodies into pieces
also functioned as a signifier of the uprooting of the Tutsi ‘growth’.
The official memorial song for the seventeenth commemoration of
the genocide, entitled ‘We refuse to allow our history to be falsified’
(‘Twanze gutoberwa Amateka’), echoes this plant metaphor. In the
middle of the chorus, the composer and genocide survivor Kizito
Mihigo sings the words ‘Twanze kuba insina ngufi’, meaning ‘we
refuse to be little banana trees’. This is a reference to a Rwandan
proverb that states that little banana trees are easier to uproot.
These are powerful words for survivors, affirming their refusal to
be uprooted, to be cut down and prevented from growing.
During the genocide, bodily extremities and all such ‘outgrowths’
were a target of the killers; they sought to destroy what, according
to collective representations, were recognizable traits, and this
‘hystericalization of small differences’ 24 led them to cut off those
extremities that were supposedly characteristic of a Tutsi body.
Noses and little fingers were thus cut off, from the dead as well as
the living. This ideology drove some killers to attack objects and
even animals. The most striking examples of this involved religious
objects, and in particular statues which, in the minds of the killers,
bore ‘the marks of a Tutsi body’. Militias thus broke the nose off
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a statue of the Virgin Mary in Kibeho, an important site for the
Catholic Church in Rwanda, while others decapitated a statue of
Christ on the cross inside a church in Nyarubuye.
How can these practices of cruelty ever be made intelligible?
What possible meaning can be assigned to such acts? Several
anthropological hypotheses seeking to understand such forms of
violence have been put forward since 1994.25 They focus on the idea
of a culture of violence and obedience in Rwanda, as well as on
the mythical and cosmogonical beliefs and representations found
among the country’s population. While these approaches may at
first glance seem stimulating, some of them do tend to rely on a
highly culturalist model which is somewhat problematic. For the
cultural aspect of the violence must not be allowed to overshadow
the genocide’s political dimension.
According to the anthropologist Danielle de Lame, the economic
and political situation at the beginning of the 1990s cannot account
entirely for the violence of the genocide.26 She puts forward several
hypotheses relating to traditions of cruelty and violence as a
‘structure within Rwandan history’, as well as to the role of fear,
and also a ‘mythico-religious’ vision of history centred on the
figure of the king. She explains how, in the past, whenever the king
became weak, the resulting chaos produced a violent reaction from
the people. These ideas, in conjunction with the context of political
crisis at the beginning of the 1990s, have been used to legitimize the
violence committed during the genocide. It is to be noted that this
culturalist hypothesis is regularly invoked by defence teams at the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda in order to explain the
events of the genocide.27
Far more useful are those anthropological analyses which focus
on the representation of the body. Danielle de Lame also points
out that the circulation of forces within boundaries, and within
the body in particular, is an essential paradigm within Rwandan
culture, thus providing an explanation for the fury with which the
limbs of Tutsi victims were hacked off. This hypothesis has been
taken up by Christopher Taylor,28 who ‘relates the various forms of
killing and practices of cruelty … to systems of traditional symbolic
logic’.29 According to Taylor, the Tutsi were likened to obstacles that
had to be removed from circulation. This theory would account for
the traditional practices of execution employed, as well as various
beliefs relating to the violence committed during the genocide,
although it clearly has to be seen alongside other attempts to
understand this violence.
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Investigations of the methods used in the genocide
Right from the outset, in 1994, the series of inquiries produced by
Rwandan institutions all made specific reference to the cruelty of
the acts committed during the genocide. The horrors suffered by the
victims are not simply evoked in vague terms; instead, the cruelty is
analysed in detail, being considered by the investigators as a crucial
element of the act of genocide. The inventiveness evident in the
various ways of inflicting suffering and in the form taken by the
massacres is a central concern of these reports into the atrocities.
In its investigative report into the massacres produced after the
genocide, the Human Rights Commission of the Rwandan Patriotic
Front, at that time led by Tito Rutaremara,30 devoted considerable
space to this question, listing more than twenty ways of killing used
during the massacres. Concurrently, CLADHO, a Rwandan human
rights group, in partnership with the survivors’ organization Ibuka
and the non-governmental organization Huridocs, developed a database that allowed the sites of the genocide to be catalogued, along
with the names of the victims, the names of the killers, as well as
the specific instruments used in the massacres. While the idea of a
collaborative effort between these groups quickly foundered, the
database, christened Genosys,31 would form the basis of the work
done by Ibuka in its investigation of the genocide in the Kibuye
prefecture, in western Rwanda. When one reads Ibuka’s report, the
importance for survivors of the question of exactly how the genocide
was carried out is immediately apparent. A significant amount of it
is devoted to describing the implements used by the killers during
the genocide. On the official publication in December 1999 of the
resulting Dictionnaire nominatif des victims du génocide en préfecture
de Kibuye,32 Ikuba’s president, Frédéric Mutagwera, spoke at some
length on the ‘twenty-nine ways’ in which victims were murdered
during the genocide, the list of which runs as follows:
1. Sexual abuse (raped to death), 2. Tearing out the eyes, 3. Tearing
out the heart, 4. Burning alive, 5. Castration, 6. Devouring by dogs,
7. Knives, 8. Crushing (of babies) against a wall or floor, 9. Burying
alive (Nyange church), 10. Sword, 11. Starvation, 12. Beating to
death, 13. Suffocation, 14. Shooting, 15. Club with nails, 16. Club,
17. Hand grenade, 18. Axe, 19. Hoe, 20. Spear, 21. Stoning, 22. Cess
pit, 23. Machete, 24. Hammer, 25. Drowning, 26. Hanging, 27. Staking,
28. Poison, 29. Torture.

Subsequently, other Rwandan reports would look into this
question, such as the Dénombrement des victimes du génocide et des
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massacres, published by the Ministry of Local Administration and
Social Affairs in 2001. The latter study analyses the distribution of
methods of killing during the genocide according to geographical
location. The authors conclude that some weapons, such as the
machete and club, were predominant throughout the country.
However, the patterns of their use differed from one area to
another. Firearms appear to have been used particularly extensively
in Gikongo and Butare prefectures, indicating the presence of
armed units, most probably from the army. Several local studies
of the genocide have also examined the mistreatment of victims’
bodies, in particular the monograph on the genocide in Nyarubuye
written by Privat Rutazibwa and Paul Rutayisire,33 and another on
the genocide in the town of Mugina edited by Faustin Rutembesa
and Ernest Mutwarasibo. In the latter study, Rutembesa examines
practices of cruelty, termed ibikorwa bya kinyamaswa,34 and sexual
violence in particular.
This interest in the specific methods employed serves to remind
us that the memory of the genocide committed against the Tutsi is
not founded solely upon the bodies of the victims.35 The weapons
of the killers also hold significant memorial value. These objects,
abhorrent as they are, are the ‘prolongation of the body’ of the killer,
and even of that of the victim. For this reason, a great number of
genocide memorials exhibit these implements of torture next
to the remains of victims. At the memorial site in Nyamata, the
guides show visitors the various ways in which bodies were abused,
pointing out cut marks on bones, arrows stuck in skulls, and a
wall against which children were crushed. At the memorial site in
Nyarubuye, a log used for the preparation of urwawa (banana beer)
is exhibited; during the genocide it was used for beheading Tutsis.36
This conscious museological decision seeks to highlight the
meaning placed by the killers on the destruction of these bodies.
By targeting specific parts of the body, they symbolically attacked
the ‘Tutsiship’ of their victims. By dismembering the corpses, by
destroying them, they attacked their very humanity, seeking in
this way to render any funeral rites impossible. These acts explain
the appearance following the genocide of a new expression: ‘burial
with dignity’ (Gushyingura mu cyubahiro).37 These bodies must be
buried with dignity, buried properly, because these victims were
killed wrongly, suffering a ‘bad death’ (Bapfuye nabi) – bad in the
sense not only of the torture suffered by the victims, but also of the
way in which their corpses were treated. This notion of bad death is
an important element of traditional Rwandan culture, and is one of
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the reasons why Christian religious discourse, based as it is on the
notion of salvation after death, has encountered such difficulty in
adapting to a Rwandan context.38
A bad burial also amounts to a bad death. Victims suffered this
fate, being buried in unmarked mass graves by the killers, whereas
collective burial is quite alien to Rwandan notions and practices;
the dead are generally buried on the land surrounding the family
home. However, it is also a fact that, beneath the veneer of rationalist
discourse often heard in Rwanda, the fear of the spirits of the dead
still persists, particularly in the countryside. Monseigneur Aloys
Bigirumwami, the first Rwandan bishop, wrote in 1969 in his
celebrated writings on the customs of Rwanda:
The spirit of the deceased, the muzimu, will be either good or bad
according to the subsequent good or bad fortune enjoyed by those who
outlive him. Earthly successes are attributed to him, but so too are any
instances of illness, sterility, or death afflicting members of his family,
their livestock and other possessions. It is his way of gaining respect or
exacting revenge. This is why Rwandans take many careful precautions
before, during and after the burial in order to ensure that the spirit of
the deceased leaves on good terms with the family.39

There are also specific beliefs associated with each type of spirit.
The spirit of a person who has died far from their family, without
a burial, is called umuzimu w’umugwagasi. The testimony of many
survivors shows that the spirit of the deceased who has not had a
proper burial, the umugwagasi, is particularly dreaded.
Conclusion
It is clear that the practices of cruelty in 1994 were rooted in a
complex ideological humus. They were linked both to the collective
representations developed over the course of the twentieth century
which transformed the Tutsi and Hutu body into a site of political
antagonism, and also to the genocide ideology which became
widespread at the beginning of the 1990s. The specific nature of
the violence inflicted upon bodies at a local level remains largely
unknown. Detailed local studies of the genocide are still rare, and
analysis of the archives of the Gacaca courts is only now beginning.
Above all, there has been no real comparative study of the massacres
carried out in 1994 and those committed in 1963 and 1973.
More generally, a history of the modalities of violence in Rwanda
and the African Great Lakes region in the twentieth century has yet
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to be written. While the genocide committed against the Tutsi had
a certain number of specific features, the massacres in Burundi in
both 1972 and 1993, along with those carried out in Uganda under
the rule of Idi Amin, also require further analysis. A comparative
study of this violence and of the different abuses inflicted on bodies
during these events will allow the potential role to be assessed of
migrations and movements of refugees in the diffusion of new
practices of violence.
The intensity of the sexual violence currently being committed
in the Democratic Republic of Congo is the most striking example
of this process. Rape, used on a massive scale in Rwanda in 1994
and recognized as a genocidal crime by the International Criminal
Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR),40 has become one of the main
instruments of the violence committed by armed militias in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. As well as rape, however, a whole
range of violent practices originating in specific mass crimes seem
to have been exported throughout the Great Lakes region. Gaining
an understanding of this process of migration of knowledge and
techniques of violence is thus a priority for researchers working on
the status of bodies in situations of mass violence.
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